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‘Supplement to Official Gazette No. 16, Vol. 53, 24th February, 1966—Part B

L.N.8 of 1965 .

CIVIL AVIATION ACT, 1964

(1964, No. 30)
‘ (Commencement) Order 1965

Commencement : 1st December, 1965

. In exercise of the powers conferred by subsection (2) of Section Nineteen
of the Civil Aviation Act, 1964, and of all other powers enabling mein that
behalf, I hereby make the following Order :—

I hereby appoint the Ist day of December 1965 as the day on which the
Civil Aviation Act 1964, shall come into force:

This Order may be cited as the Civil Aviation Act (Commencement)
Order 1965. ,

Mabethis 28th day of October 1965.

J. A. Wacuuxu,
Minister of Aviation
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FEDERATION OF NIGERIA

CIVIL AVIATION (FEES). REGULATIONS 1965

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS
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Citation and
commence-
ment.

Interpreta-
tion.

Aircraft
Landing fee.

Helicopter
Landing
fee.

Passengers _
Charge.
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L.N. of 1965

CIVIL AVIATION

Civil Aviation (Fees) Regulations 1965

Commencement : 1st December1965

In exerbise of the powers conferred on me by Regulation 78 ofthe Civil

Aviation
mein th

tions: 19

1965
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of; the

(Air Navigation) Regulations 1965 andof all other powersjenabling

at behalf I hereby make the following regulations—

LAL These Regulations maybe cited as the Civil Aviation (Fees) Regula-

5, and shall come into operation on the 1st dayjof Decembe

—(}) In these Regulations :-—

‘Thé Air Navigation Regulations” means the Civil Aviation (Air ion) Regulations 1965, and expressions used in these Regulations

nless the context otherwise requires, have the same respective
sanings as in the Air Navigation Regulations. “‘Aircraft” -includes

litar} aircratt.

““Allup weight’ means the maximum total weight in force in respect
Pp g pect |

‘ircraft, or if no suchcertificate is in force in the certificate of air-

worthiness last in force in respect of that aircraft, or in any other case,

the m
thereo

ximum total weight authorized of the proto-type or modification

to which the aircraft in the opinion of the Minister conforms.
q . . .

Dab” means the time between sunrise and sunset, sunrise and sunset

‘ bing
. La

E

etermined at surfacelevel.

ding” means a landing at a Governmentaerodrome in Nigeria.

Night landing” means any landing made between sunset.agd sunrise

on any} landing made at any other time when operational considerations

réquirg the provision of aerodromelighting.
Eos
: ‘Pr

which
ivate aircraft’ means an aircraft with a certificate of airworthiness

has been issued subject to the condition that the aircraft shall be
flown pay for purposes other than public transport or aerial work,
St ndard landing fee” means the landing fee calculated by reference to

the alljup weight of the aircraft in accordance with the first schedule to

these Regulations. |

(2) THe Interpretation Act 1964 shall apply for the purpose of the inter-

pretation of these Regulations as it applies for the purpose of the interpreta-

tion of an Act of Parliament.
;

3; Subject to the provisions of these Regulations the fee payable in respect

of any landing byan aircraft shall be the standard landing fee.

£

_
— J = e fee payable in respect of a landing by a helicopter shall be one

ne standard landingfee applicable to it.

§. Any passenger leaving a Government aerodrome on an international

flight, sHall pay a chargeof seven shillings and sixpence in respect of services

.prdvidedat such aerodrome.
$

|
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6.—(1) The Minister may:~ 9>,
(a) On application made by a bonafide flying club in respect of an

aircraft belongingto it of an all up weight not exceeding 4,500 Ibs. and on

payment of a fee of £3-0s-0d.

(6) On application made by the ownerofa private aircraft of an all up

weight not exceeding 3,000 Ibs. and on paymentofa fee of £6-10s-0d.

- (c) On application made by the ownerofa priyate aircraft of an all up

weight exceeding 3,000 Ibs., but not exceeding 11,000 Ibs., and on payment

of a fee of £12-10s-0¢,issued to the flying club or owner as the case may

be in respect of such aircraft as aforesaid a landing card relating to such

Government aerodromes as may be specified in the card.

(2) A landing card so issued shall remain in force for a period of one year

from thedate of its issue.

(3) Anaircraft in respect of which’a landing card hasfbeenso issued and is
in force mayland by day at the Government aerodromesspecified in the card

without payment of any further landing charge if but only if, the aircraft is
being used at the time of landings—

(a) in the case of an aircraft in respect of which a landing card has been
issued under paragraph (1) (a) of this Regulation, by a member of the

flying club on whose application the card was issued and for a purpose
other than public transport or aerial work ; or

(b) in the case of anaircraft in respect of which a landing card has been
issued under paragraph (1) (8) or (1) (c) of this Regulation, by the person
on whose application the card wasissued and for a purpose other than
public transport oraerial work.

7 —(1) Subject to the Provisions of this Regulation no landing fee shall

be payable in respect of a landing by an: aircraft at an aerodrome {in this
paragraph referred to as “the Government aerodrome”) at the end of a
flight in respect of whichall the following conditions weresatisfied :—

(a) The flight: began and finished at the Government Aerodrome with-
no intermediate landing at any other place.

(b) the flight was undertaken solely for the purpose of testing the
aircraft or its engines, instruments, radio or other equipment.

(c) notice was given to the person in charge of the Governmentaero-
drome before the beginning of the flight that the flight was to be a test
flight for the purpose of this Regulation.

(2) The provisions of paragraph (1) of this Regulation shall not apply in
respect of a landing by an aircraft if the next preceding landing by that
aircraft was a landing to which the said paragraph (1) applied..

(3) No fee shall be payable in respect of a landing by an aircraft at an
aerodrome(in this Regulation referred to as “the Government aerodrome”)
if :— mo,

(a) such landing takes place within aperiod of onehour after the
aircraft has completed a landing at the Government aerodromein respect
of which the landing fee provided for in Regulation 3 or 4 of these
Regulations has become payable; and

(5) the aircraft has not during the aforesaid period of one hour land
at any place other than the Government Aerodrome. . * landed
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8} The

anyother
following

re shall be payable in respect of a night landing, in addition to
fee payable under these Regulations in respect of the landing, the
fee :— ne

i (a) in the case of a night landing by a public transport aircraft.at any
aérodré

. fde of,
aircraft

:(b) i

¥
f.
E

. 9: The
or limitat
feesiany¢

i(a) y

fide app

me specified in the Second Schedule to these Regulations, a
(25-Us-Ud or one half of the standard landing fee applicable to the
, Whichever maybetheless. 7
h any other case a fee equal to one half of the standard landing
licable to the aircraft. F

Minister may in his discretion and subject to such conditions
ions as he thinks fit exempt from paymentof anyor all landing
f the followingclassesofaircraft or any aircraft of any such class :-—_.
ulitaryaircraft of the Federation of Nigeria;

| (b) rhilitary aircraft of any other State ;
'() a

of the
rcraft belonging to or employed in the service of the Government.Federation of Nigeria, not oh ilitary aircraft ;

’ (d) aircraft belonging to or emp ha in the service of any of the
Region

@a
pl Governments of Nigeria ; .
rcraft belonging to or employed in the service of any other State

of of aiy person or bodyentitled to diplomatic priviledges,

1D. The landing fees provided for in these Regulations shall, in the case
of ahaerodromeforthe time being designated as a Customs airport pursuant |
Regulatiohs 66 of the Air Navigation Regulations, includethe use offacilities
for the inivard and outward clearance by Customs,aircraft, passengers and.
passenger

t

ii. No
contrary

” baggage, and for immigration and health facilities.

withstanding anything contained in these Regulations to the
ho reduction of landing fees shall be made by reason of the

unavailability of any aerodrome, air route facility, airway facility, or other
facility wHatsoever. . ;

i

b—~(1 There shall be payable in respect of the accomodation of an
airctaft at {a Government aerodrome a fee determined in accordance with the
Third ScHedule to these Regulations by: reference to the space occupied. by
the Aircraft, such fee being, for each houror part of an hourthat the aircraft
is a¢comnjodated in a hangar, the fee specified in the said Schedule as the
Housing Fee, and, for each hour or part of an hour that the aircraft is
accommodated otherwise than in a hangar, the fees specified therein as the
Parking Fée :

PRovIDEDthat, if the period between the arrival of an aircraft at a
Governmept aerodrome and its departure ‘therefrom does riot exceed six
hour's;no fee shall be payable in respect of any part of the said period during
which the

. (2) For
4ircraft is accommodated otherwise than in a hangar.

the purposes of this Regulation and the Third Schedule to these
Regulations an aircraft shall be deemed to occupy such spaceas is the product
of it$ ‘maximum span andits maximum length. .

(3) The person in charge of a Government aerodrome, or any person
authprised|by him for the purpose may,for reasonsofsafety or for any other
reasgn whith,in his absolute discretion, he may consider good and sufficient
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e
e
e
e
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ar

for the proper conduct and use of the aerodrome, at any time order anyaircraft on the aerodrometo be housed in a hangar, and thereupon the feepayable in respect of the accommodation of the aircraft in a hangar’ shall
becomepayable. -

13. The provisions of the Fourth Schedule to these Regulations shallhaveeffect with respect to the fees to be paid in connection with thecertifi-
cates, licences, and other documents, and with examinations, tests, inspectionsinvestigations, permissions and approvals, required by or for the purposesof the Air Navigation Regilations or any regulations made thereunder.
14. The Minister may at any time by notice in the Official Gazette ofthe Federation amend any of the fees specified in the First, Third and
Fourth Schedules hereto.

@
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15,—€1) The Air Navigation (Fees) Regulations 1953, made under Revocation.Article 64 of the Colonial Air Navigation Order 1949 are hereby revdked,
(2) Section (6) of the Interpretation Act 1964 (which relates to the effectof repeals) shall apply to these Regulations as if these Regulations were anAct of Parliament andasif the Regulations revoked by paragraph (1) of thisRegulation were an Act of Parliament thereby repealed.

°

FIRST SCHEDULE

TABLE OF LANDING FeEs

All up weight Aircraft . Charges

Not exceeding 11,000 Ibs.(5,000Kgs) - 5s-6d for each 1,100 Ibs.
Exceeding 11,000 Ibs. (5,000 Kgs) - 11s-0d for each 2,200 Jbs.but not exceeding 33,000 Ibs. (1,000 Kgs) or part thereof(15,000 Kgs) :
Exceeding 33,000 Ibs. (15,000 Kgs)  .12s-0d for each 2,200 Ibs.
‘but not exceeding 88,000 Ibs. (1,000 Kgs) or part thereof

(40,000 Kgs)

Exceeding 88,000 Ibs. (40,000 Kgs)

—

14s-0d for each 2,200 Ibs. (1,000
. Kgs) or part thereof

SECOND SCHEDULE
é

Lagos '

Kano

Port Harcourt
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THIRD SCHEDULE
ACCOMMODATION FEES
 +

 

Housing Parking
Space Occupied Fee Fee

£sd £sd

Nbt excdeding 300sq.ft. wee 3 4 18:
Exceeding 300) but not exceeding 500 sq.ft. 5 4 2°8
Exceeding 500 but not exceeding 700 sq.ft. 7 4 3 8
Exceeding 700 but not exceeding 1,000 sq. ft. .. 10 8 5 4
Exceeding 1,000 but not exceeding 1,500 sq.ft. .. 16 0 8 0
Exceeding 1,5UU but not exceeding 2,000 sq.ft. 1 1°4 10 8
Exceeding 2,000) but not exceeding 3,000 sq. ft. 113 4 16 8
Exceeding 3,00U but not exceeding 4,000 sq.ft. 20 0 100
And whelre the space occupied exceeds 4,000 sq. ft.

in respect of cach additional 1,000 sq. ft. or -
part thereof . . 6 8 3 4

FOURTH SCIIEDULE

CERTIFICATE OF: REGISTRATION
7

. Thq tee to b& paid for the issue of a certificate of registration of an
aircraft pursuant to Regulation 2 (8) of the Air Navigation Regulations shall
belin accordance with the following scales :—

OW

g

herethe maximum total weight :—

£E sd
(a) does not exceed 6,000 Ibs. . .. ce ae 2 0 0
(o} exceeds 6,000 Ibs. but does not exceed 12,500 lbs.

.

. 8 0 0
(c}, exceeds 12,500 Ibs. but does not exceed 30,000 .. 15 0 0
(d} exceeds 30,000 Ibs. but does not exceed 100,000 .. 35 0 O

* (e}, exceeds 100,000 Ibs. a oe : 55 0 0 hor the purposes of this paragraph ‘maximum total weight” means the
maximum total weight authorised in the certificaté of airworthiness in force
int

‘
mad

4 pur

e

espect of the aircraft, or if no such certificate is in force in the certificate of
airworthiness last in force in respect of that aircraft. In any other case

ximumtotal weight” means the maximum total weight authorised of the
totype or modification thereof to which the aircraft in the opinion of the

Minister{conforms.

PERMIT FOR AN AIRCRAFT TO Fry-wriruovt a CERTIFICATE

OF AIRWORTHINESS s

2; The fees to be paid in respect of an application fot a permit to fly in
suange of proviso (e) to Regulation 4 (1) of the Air Navigation Regulations

shall be
-_

For any investigations required by the Mitiister in connection with the

hs follows 2 -

application,afee of an amountequivalent to the cost of making such investiga-
tion:
aire

the invebtigation.
raft s byt not exceeding 6s-Od per Ib. of the maximum total weight of the

for any year, or part of a year, of the period requiredfor carrying out*

 



For the permit, a fee of 105-Od.
For the purposes ofthis paragraph ‘‘maximum total weight”? means themaxirhum total weightspecified in the application for the permit.

°

CERTIFICATE OF AIRWORTHINESS

3. Where ,an application is made for a certificate of airworthiness inrespect of an aircraft there shall: be paid for the investigations required bythe Minister in pursuanceof Regulation 5 (1) ofthe Air Navigation Regulations(not including the investigation of any aircraft engine) a fee of an amountequalto the cost of making the investigations but not exceeding 6s-Od perlb.of the maximumtotal weight ofthe aircraft for any year, or part of a year, ofthe period requiredfor carrying out the investigations:
“ (1) In the case of an aircraft which in the opinion of the Ministerconformsto a prototypeaircraft or to a modification of a prototypeaircraft,the fee to-be paid shali be :—

£sd(2) in the case of a glider of which the maximum totalweight does not exceed 2,000 Ibs... .. .. . 2 0.0(6) in the case of a glider of which the maximum totalweight exceeds 2,000 Ibs... cae . . - 5 0 0(c) in any othercase

a

feein accordance with the followingtable :— . ;
(2) when the maximum total weight does not exceed -5,000 Ibs, . . . .. . ~ 35 0 0(@) when the maximum total weight exceeds 5,000 ibs.but does not exceed 7,500 Ibs... .. .- -- 10 0 0(#7) when the maximum total weight exceeds 7,500 Ibs.but does not exceed 10,000 Ibs. . 15 0 0(vi) when the maximum total weight exceeds 10,000Ibs.:In respectofthefirst 10,000 Ibs. .. .. -- 15 0 0In respect of each additional 1,000 Ibs. or partthereof 3 0 Q_ (2) In the case of an aircraft which in the opinion of the Minister is amodification of a prototype aircraft the fee shall not be less than that whichwould have been payable if paragraph (1) of this proviso had applied. |

For'the purposes ofthis paragraph “maximum total weight” means themaximumtotal weightspecified in the application forthe certificate.

APPROVAL OF ENGINE

4, The fees to be paid in respect of an application for the approval of anengine for the purposes of Regulation 5 (1) of the Air Navigation Regulations(including any investigations réquired for the purpose) shall be in accordancewiththe following scale :—
‘(a) when the

the Minister :—
(2) doesnot exceed 200 B.H.P. or 500 Ibs. thrust..._ @) exceeds 200 B.H.P. or 500 Ibs. thexceed 500 B.H.P.or 1,250lbs. thrust

power outputof the engine as determined by
£s d

. 2 00
rust but does not
te . 4 0 °0

B19
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5

and in respect of eac

| Git) exceeds 500 B.HLP.or1,250 Ibs. thrust but does not £s 4
dxceed 1,000 B.H.P.or 2,500 lbs. thrust . . . 6 0 0

(iv) exceeds 1,000 B.H.P. or 2,500 lbs. thrust but does not

dxceed 2,000 B.H.P.or 5,000 Ib. thrust a an 0 0

7 b) When the poweroutputas so determined exceeds 2,000

B.HLP.or 5,000 Ibs. thrust, in respect of the first 2,000 B.H.P.

or 5,000 Ibs. thrust 1. . vs . . 8 0 0

h additional 100 B.H.P.or 250lbs. thrust 010 0

RENEWAL OF CERTIFICATE OF AIRWORTHINESS

\When an; application is made for the renewal of. a certificate of air-

Worthiness1

in co

wher
20001 lbs. and in any other case shall be in accordance with the following

sub-

cr

~ ber

shal

6.

in
N

5

7.   f.

i in pursuanceof Regulation 5 (6) of the Air Navigation Regulations

the fte to be paid in respect thereof (including any investigations required

(nection with the application) shall be £3-0s-Od in the case of a glider

. the maximum total weight authorised for the glider does -not exceed

flaragraphs :— oo
fo £s d

2) When the maximum totalyal ht-atithorised for the air- .
t does not exceed 2,000 Ibs. t . .. . . 5 0 0

When the maximum totalweight authorised for the air-

t exceeds 2,000 lbs.—

In respectof thefirst 2,000 lbs... ve oe . 5 0 0

In respectof each additional 1,000 Ibs. or partthereof .. 7 0 0

a

Prdvidedthat, in respect of an aircraft in the category ‘‘any purpose other

bublic transport or aerial work” the maximum total weight authorised
than

ofexceeds 2,000 Ibs. but does not exceed 3,500 Ibs., the fee to-be paid

1. e £5-0s-0d.

VALIDATION OF CERTIFICATE OF AIRWORTHINESS

The fee to be paid in respect of an application for :—

([L) the issue ofa certificate of validation of a certificate of airworthiness

respect of any aircraft in pursuance of Regulation 5 (5) of the Air

avigation Regulatiotis (includingany investigation required in connection .
with the application) shall be the sameas the fee which wouldbepaid under

paragraph3 ofthis Schedule in respect of an application for the issue of a

certificate of airworthiness in respect of that aircraft, assuming it to be an

airéraft which in the opinion of the Minister was a modification of a

pratotypeaircraft.

(2) the renewalofsuch certificate of validation in pursuance of Regulation

(6) of the Air Navigation Regulations shall be the sameas the fee which

would be paid under paragraph 5 of this Schedulein respect of the renewal

ofd certificate of airworthiness in respectofthataircraft.

APPROVAL OF PERSONS

The fee to be paid by a person for the making of inspections of his
orgarjisation for the purposes of Regulations 5 (8) and 7 (4) (c) of the Air

Navigation Regulations shall be £20-0s-0d per annum for each branchofthe

orgarisation whichis separately inspected. 



‘ APPROVAL IN RESPECT OF AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT INCLUDING

Mop1ricaTIon, REPAIR, ETC., (EXCLUDING RaDIO APPARATUS)

8. The fee to be paid in respect of an application for approval pursuantto

any requirement of Regulations 5 (7), 7 (3) or 9 (2) of the Air Navigation

Regulations shall be an amountequivalentto the cost of making the investiga-

tions which the Minister deemsnecessary for the purpose but not exceeding

£800 for any year, or part of a year, of the period required for carrying out

the investigation. ; :

APPROVAL OF TYPE, ETC. OF RADIO APPARATUS

9. The fee to be paid in respect of an application for the approval by the

Minister of radio apparatus or the manner ofthe installation thereof, or of

any modification of the apparatus or the manner of its installation for the

purposes of Regulation 10 (5) of the Air Navigation Regulations shall be an

amountequivalentto the cost of making the investigations which the Minister

deems necessary for the purpose but not exceeding £800 for any year, or

part of a year, of the period required for carrying out the investigation.

LicENCES FOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS AND ArrcrAFT RapIO

, MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

10. The fees to be paid in respect of a licence as an aircraft maintenance

engineer or aircraft radio maintenance engineer in pursuance of Regulation 8

of the Air Navigation Regulations shall be as follows :— .

: £ sd

In respect of an application for a licence .. .  . 310 0

In respect of an application for the extension of rating

includedinalicence ... oe . vs e663 3 0

In respect of an application for the renewal of a licence :—

If the applicantis not required to pass anexamination .. 2 0 0

If the applicantis required to pass an examination .. 3,0 0

Provided that the fees specified above shall cover only one examination
in respect of the inclusion or extension of a rating in a licence and,.if an

additional examination is required in respect of such inclusion or extension,
the fee to be paid for such additional examination shall be £3-0s-0d.

. a“

LICENCES FOR FLIGHT CREW AND RATINGS THEREIN .

(Regulations 15 and 16 of the Air Navigation Regulations)

11—(1) Save as otherwise provided in’ sub-paragraph (2) ofthis
paragraph :—

(a) the fees to be paid in respect of application for licence for members
of the flight crew of an aircraft or for the renewal of such licences shall be
in accordance with the following table :—

B21
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For anoffi-
cialflying

test (if
é required)

where an
For an For a aircraft
official technical

|

provided For a
; medical

|

examina- by the licence or
Description ofLicence examina-

|

tion (if

|

applicant

|

renewal
tion (if

|

required)

|

is used—

|

thereof
required) for each

test by day
andfor

° eachtest
by night

i £sdif sdlfsdi£ sd

Students Pilot's . 210 0; 00 0] 0 0 0} 010 0
Private  Pilot’s (flying

machines) with aircraft
rafing including Group A]
or, Group B or both] ~
Gfoup A and Group B 210 0} 110 0] 5 0 O] 1 0 AY

Private Pilot’s (flying 4
machines) with aircraft
rating including Group

4Ci- 210 0}; 310 0} 5 0 0] 10 0
Commercial Pilots’ (fying y

machine) . 3 3 0}; 7 7 0} 5 0 O}| 2 0 0
Senibr Commercial Pilot’s

‘| (flying machines) 3.3 0;15 0 0 5 00} 2 0 0
\alrtihe transport pilot’s ¢
7

_4

(flying machines) .. 3.3 0}15 0 0] 5 0 0} 2 0 0
7 Priv. ate Pilot’s (balloons and

airships) . 110 0} 110 O| 500] 10 ¢
Cpmimercial Pilot's

(balloons) 3. 3 0} 5 O 5 0 0} 2 0 6
Commercial Pilot’s
_{(airships) 3.3 0] 5 0 0] 5 0 0] 2 0 0
Cpmimercial Pilot’s

(gliders). . 3 3 0} 110 0} 5 0 0] 200
Flight Navigator's 3 3 0};1010 0} 0 0 O}| 20 0
Flight Engineers .. 3 3 0/1010 0] 0 0 0] 20 0
Flight Radiotelephony /

operator’s general 110 01 10 0/ 00 0; 1 60
F Ot Radiotelephony

Operator’s restricted .. 110 0} 10 0} 060!1 00
Flight Radiotelegraphy

Oferator’s . 3.3 0; 20 0] 00 03 20 0
Fheht Radiotegraphy . -

Ogerator’s temporary... |* 3 3 0} 2 00} 08 01200
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(6) Where an application is made for an instrument rating (flying
machines) or for the renewal of such a rating the following fees shall be
paid :— .

£ sd

For a technical examination (if required) wt . 40 0
For a practical test using approved Slight siinulation

apparatus(if required) . 4 0 0

For a special medical (audiometry) examination (if
required) 1 . 10 0

For an official flying ttest (if required)—Where ann aircraft
provided by the applicant is used .. .. 10 0 0

Where an aircraft provided. by the Minister iis used—in
‘the case of an application for such rating. . . .. 45 0.0

In the case of an application for the renewal of such a
rating .. .. a --. .-. 30 0 0

(c) Where an application iis made for a towing rating (flying machines)
or for the renewal of such a rating the following fees shall be paid :—

£.s d-

For a technical examination(if required) . we £33 0 =«20

Foran official flying test (if required) .. .. - 5 0 0

(2)-(a) In the case of an application for the renewalof a licence, the fee
for an official medical examination (if required shall be £2-10s-Od.

(6) Where, in the case of an application for the grant or renewalof any
of the following licences, that is to say :— 3

Commercial Pilot’s Licence (flying machines)
Senior Commercial Pilot’s Licence (flying machines)
Airline ‘Transport Pilot’s Licence (flying machines)

an aircraft provided by the Minister is used for theofficial flying test, the
fees to be paid for such a test shall be £25 for a test carried out by day and °
£15 for a test carried out by night. 3

(c) Where the Minister is satisfied that the applicant has previously
been medically examined in connection with an application for a licence
as a memberof a flight crew, for which there is required a standard of
medical fitness not inferior to that required for the licence for which the,
application is made, the fee to be paid for an official medical examination
(if required) shall be£2-10s-Od. . P

(d) Where an applicant for a licence or for the renewal ofa licence orfor
the grantor renewalofa rating is not required to pass any part of a technical
examination or official flying test by reason of his having passed that part
on someprevious occasion, or for any other reason, the fee to be paid for the
technical examination or ‘official flying test, as the case may be, may be

. reduced by such amount as the Minister thinks proper in the circumstances
of the case.

(e) Where an application is made for the grant of a pilots licence (flying
machines) (except a private pilot’s licence) (flying machines) where the
type is not in Group C)orfor the grant of a flight engineer’s licence, being
in either case a licence which includes an aircraft rating for more than one
type of aircraft, the fee specified above for a technical examination shall
cover only a technical examination in respect of one type ofaircraft and the
fees to be paid for a technical examination for each additional type of aircraft
shall be as follows :—



-
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telégr:

Ip respect of a private pilot’s licence (flying machines) «4
- Where the typeisin GroupC .. ..

£ sd

3°00
Th respectofa pilot’s licence (flying machines) of anyotherlass - 400
In respect ofa flight engiheer’s licence 3 0 0

f) Bp fees shall be payable in respect of an application for a flight radio-
aphy operator’s licence if the applicant holds a current flightrad iotelegraphy operator’s temporarylicence.

=

3) For the purposes ofthis paragraph :—
roup A’ means single-engined aeroplanes of which the maximumotal weight authorised does not exceed 12,500 Ibs.
iroup B means aeroplanes, having two or more engines,’of which theinaximum total weight authorised does not exceed 12,500 Ibs.

Group C meansaeroplanes of whichthe total maximum weightautho-
tised exceeds 12,500 Ibs.

EXTENSION OF RATINGS

(Regulation 15 of the Air Navigation Regulations)

12.-(1) Where an application is made for the extension of the aircraft
rating jin a private pilot’s licence (flying machines) to cover additional types
of flvir
sha

in 2

g machines the fee to be’paid for a technical examination (if required)i be £3-0s-0d |

(2) Where an application is made for the extension ofthe aircraft rating

“a fee of
machir  
(3) )

in 4fi?
there g

commercial, senior commercialor airline transportpilot’s licence (flyin
es, to include additional typesofflying machinesthere shall be payable
£4 in respect of each additional type.

Vhere an application is made for the extension ofthe aircraft rating
ght engineer’s licence to include additional types of flying machines
hall be payable a fee of £2 in respect of each additional type.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS’ LICENCES

13: The fees to be paid in respect of an AIR Traffic Controller’s Licence
or 4 Sfudent Air Traffic Controller’s Licence in pursuance of Regulation
56 (1) bf the Air Navigation Regulations and Rule 55 of the Rules of the
Airtand Air Traffic Control shall be as follows :—

: : sid
(a) Upon application being made for an Air Traffic Con-

troller’s licence including an AerodromeControl rating .. 2 0 0
(5){ For the issue of an Air Traffic Controller’s or Student

Ajr 'Fraffic Controllers licence . . » 1 0 0
(c)] For the renewal of a licence... a . 07 6

- (2), Uponseparate application being made for an Aerodrome
Cont ol Rating ..   



(e) Upon application being made for a rating other than an
Aerodrome Control Rating . .- .. . 1 0 0

(f) Upon application being made for the namingofan aero-
drome, or of any additional aerodrome,in licence .. . 20 0
Provided that :— ,

(7) Where in the case of an application for the renewal of a licence
the Minister requires the applicant to be re-examined in respect of a
rating or the naming of an aerodrome, the appropriate fees under sub-
paragraphs(d), (e) or (f) of this paragraph as the case may be shall be
payable in addition to the renewal fee : and where the Minister requires
an applicant for the renewal of a licence to be re-examined as to his
qualifications for a licence (as opposed to his qualifications under the
sub-paragraphs above mentioned) there shall be’ payable the fees
appropriate to an application for and the issue of a licence under sub-
paragraphs (a) and (6) of this paragraph but the Minister may, if it
appears to him that there are special circumstances which makeit right
to do so, reduce the fees to be paid in respect of such re-examination
by such amountas he thinks proper in the circumstances.

(#) Where an applicant is not required to pass any part of an exami-
nation or test by reason of his having passed that part on any previous
occasion, or for any other reason, the fee to be paid in respect of the ©
application to which the examination or test relates may be reduced by
such amount as the Minister thinks proper in the circumstances of
the case. wd . °

AERODROME LICENCES

(Regulation 61 of the Air Navigation Regulations)

14. Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, the fees to be paid in
respect of aerodromelicences shall be as follows :—

; £s d
For anofficial inspection of an aerodromenotfollowed by the

grant or renewalof a licence te ae . .. .. 710 0
Forthegrantofa licence for a period not exceedingthree days,

including official inspection of the aerodrome ... . -- 710 0

For the grant or renewalof a licence for aperiod exceeding
three days, including official inspection of the aerodrome .. The fee

specified in
the table at
the foot of
this para-
graph.

For the variation of a licence .. vs .. . . 5 0 0.

Provided that where a licence is granted or renewed for a period which
will expire within twelve months from the date on which the grant or renewal
becomes operative and an application is made’for the renewalofthelicence,
or for the grant ofa furtherlicence to the same person for the same aerodrome,
for any subsequent period falling within those twelve months then—

(a) If the application is for the renewal of the licence or for the grant
of a further licence on the same terms as the previouslicence, no fee shall
be payable in respect of the renewal or grant : and
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(0) if the application is for the renewal of the licence with variations
or [for the grant of a further licence, on terms different from those of the
prévious licence, the application shall be treated for the purpose of this
pafagraph as if it were an application for the variation of a licence.

TABLE

The weight certified in the application for the grant or renewal of the
licence as being the maximum total weight authorised of the heaviest aircraft
which’the applicant expects to use the aerodrome, while the licence is in
fercd, for the purpose of the public transport of passengers or of instruction

 

in flyiing.
| > L Fee payable

Zs d
Not,exceeding 6,500 lbs. - .. .. .. 10 0 0

Exc¢eding 6,500 lbs. but not exceeding 115,000 Ibs... .. 25 0 0
Excgeding15,000 Ibs. . a .. 500 0

sledical Examination

' 19. The fee to be paid for. an official medical examination for the purposes
of the Air Navigation Regulations or any regulations made thereundershall
unless otherwise provided be £2-10s.

m

 
VALIDATION OF A LICENCE

(Regulations 8 (4)‘and 17 of the Air Navigation Regulations)

14. Where an application is made for the issue or a certificate of validation
f ai licence under the Air Navigation Regulations the following fees shall
e paid :—

Foran official medical examination
(if required) In each case. the fees
For a technical examination appropriate to the issue
(if required). . - of a licence equivalent

_ |For an official flying test to that for which vali-
(if required)~ . dation is sought.
Fora certificate moe a .. . . . 10 0

. COPIES OF DocumENTs

: 17. The fee to be paid for the issue of a copy or replacement of a document
thebd under the Air Navigation Regulations or under regulations made
 
thereundershall be 10s-Od.

: Provided that fora copy of replacementof a flight manual or performance
schedule relating to'a certificate of airworthimess the fee shall be an amount
équ al to the cost of preparing the copy or teplacement as the case may be,
but shall not exceed £8.

Maneat Lagos this 28thday of October 1965.

-J. A. Wacnuku,
Minister of Aviation
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FEDERATION OF NIGERIA

Civil Aviation (Aircraft Performance) Regulations 1965

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS

Citation and Commencement.

. Interpretation. .

Aircraft with no performance Group Classification.

. Aircraft of Performance Group A.

Aircraft of Performance Groups C and D.

Aircraft of Performance Group X.a
A
a
m
P
w
W
N

-

L.N. 10 of 1965

CIVIL AVIATION

Civil Aviation (Aircraft Performance) Regulations 1965.

Commencement : 1st December, 1965

In exercise of the powers conferred on meby paragraph 1 ‘of Regulation 24

of the Civil Aviation (Air Navigation) Regulations 1965, and ofall other powers

enabling me in that behalf, I hereby make the following Regulations :-—

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Per-

fotmonce) Regulations 1965, and shall come into operation on the Ist day of
December1965. 7

2. (1) In these Regulations, uriless the context otherwise requires :

“the Air Navigation Regulations” means the Civil Aviation (Air Naviga-

tion) Regulations 1965. a

“Instrument Meteorological Conditions” means weather precluding
flight in compliance with the Visual Flight Rules. _

“Visual Meteorological Conditions” means weather permitting flight in
accordance with the Visual Flight Rules.

“Specified” in relation to an aircraft means specified in, or ascértainable
by reference to—

(a) the certificate of airworthiness in force under the Air Navigation
Regulations in respect of the aircraft ; or

(b) the flight manual or performance schedule included. in that
certificate.

B 27 ©
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2

‘the emergencydistance available’ means the distance from point
| onithe surface of the aerodrome at which theaeroplane can commenceits
take-off run to the nearest point in the direction of take-off at which the
aeroplane cannotroll over the surface of the aerodrome and be brought to

{rest in an emergency without risk of accident; ;

‘the landing distance available” means the distance from the point on
thq surface of the aerodrome above which the aeroplane can commence

landing, having regard to the obstructions in its approach path, to the
qrest point in the direction of landing at which the surface of the aero-

dr@meis incapable of bearing the weight of the aeroplane under normal
érating conditions or at which thereis an obstacle capableofaffecting the

safety of the aeroplane;
4
‘the take-off distance available’ means either the distance from the

pointof the surface of the aerodromeat which the aeroplane can commence
take-off run to the nearest obstacle in the direction of take-off projecting
ve the surface of the aerodrome and capable of affecting the safety of

_{thd aeroplane or one and one-half times the take-off run available, which-
evdr is the less ;

The take-off run available” means the distance from the point’ on the
untace of the aerodromeat which the aeroplane can commenceits take-off .

1 to thenearest point in the direction of take-off at which the surface or
thq aerodromeis incapable of bearing the weight of the aeroplane under

‘mal operating conditions :

‘yso”’ denotes the stalling speed or minimum steadyflight speed with
wing flaps in the landing position ;

“Contracting State” means a State which is a party to the Convention on
rian Civil Aviation concluded at Chicago on the 7th December

2 . Expressions used in these Regulations shall unless the context otherwise
_ requires, have the samerespective meaningsas in the Air Navigation Regula-
tins) -.

2 : £
(3); The assessment of the ability of an aeroplane to comply with the

requirements of these Regulations (rélating to weight and performance)
shall

not i

be based on the specified information to its performance. Provided
if, in the case of an aeroplane in respect of which thereis in force under
ir Navigation Regulations a certificate of airworthiness which does

mclude a performance groupclassification, the assessment may be based
or the best information available to the commanderoftheaircraft, in so far
asith¢ relevant informationis notspecified.

(4)i In assessing the ability of an aeroplane to comply with condition (7)
ofRegulation 3 hereto, conditions (4) and (5) of Regulation 4, and conditions
(2 (5) and (2) (ii) of Regulations 6, account maybetakenof any reduction(i ;
of;the weight of the aeroplane whichmay be achieved after the failure of
pdwef unit by such jettisoning of fuel as is feasible and prudentin the cir- .
cumstances ofthe flight and in accordance with the flight manual included - inithd certificate of airworthinessrelatingto theaircraft.

5)| For the purposes of these Regulations :-—

a a) the weight of an aeroplane at the commencement of the take-off
runj shall be taken to be its gross weight including everything and everyone
carfied in or on it at the commencementoftake-off run ; . 
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(5) the landing weight of the aeroplane shall be taken'tobe the weight
of the aeroplaneat the estimated time oflanding allowing for the weight of
fuel andoil expected to be used on the flight to the aerodromeat whichit
is intendedto land or alternate aerodrome,as the case maybe; °

(c) where any distance referred to in paragraph (1) of this Regulation
has been declared in respect of any aerodromeby the authority responsible
for regulating air navigation over the territory of the Contracting State in
which the aerodrome is situated, and in the case of an aerodrome in
Nigeria, notified, that distance shall be deemed to be the relevant distance. |

(6) Nothing in these Regulations shall apply to any aircraft flying solely
for the purposeoftraining persons to perform duties in aircraft.

+

WEIGHT AND PERFORMANCE OF PuBLic TRANSPORT AEROPLANES
HAVING NO PERFORMANCE GROUP CLASSIFICATION IN THEIR

CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS

3. With reference to Regulation 24 of the Air Navigation Regulations, ‘Aircraft with
an aeroplaneregistered in Nigeria in respect of which there is in force under 7°.Pegorms
these Regulations a certificate of airworthiness Which does not include a Classifica. P

. performance group classification shall not fly for the purpose of public tion.
transport unless the weight of the aeroplane at the commencementof the
take-off run is such that such of the following conditions as apply to that
aircraft are satisfied : Conditions (1) and (2) apply to all aeroplanes to which
this Regulation applies. Conditions (3) to (9) apply to all aeroplanes to
which these Regulations apply: .

(z) of which the specified maximum total weight authorised exceeds
» 12,500 lbs. ; or

(21) of which the specified maximum total weight authorised dogs not
exceed 12,500 Ibs., and which comply with neither condition (1) (a) nor 5
condition (1) (8). .

Conditions (10) to (17) apply to all aeroplanes to which: this Regulation
applies, of which the specified maximum.total weight authorised does not-
exceed 12,500 ibs., and which comply with condition (1) (a) or condition
(1) (6) or with both these conditions.

ALL AEROPLANES , | -
(1) Either— ; .

(2) the wing loading of the aeroplane does not exceed 20 Ib. per square
foot ; or

(6) the stalling speed of the aeroplanein the landing configuration does
not exceed 60 knots ; or B

(c) the aeroplane. with any one of its power units inoperative and the
remaining power unit or units operating within the maximum continuous
power conditions specified, is capable of a gradient of climb of at least
1 in 200 at an altitude of 5,000 feet in the specified international standard
atmosphere.

(2) The weight of the aeroplane at the commencementof the take-off
does not exceed which everis the higher ofthe following weights namely :—

(i) the maximum take-off weight, if any, specified for the altitude and
the air temperature at the aerodrome atwhich the take-off is to be made;
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s(ii) the maximum take-off weight, if any, approved in writing by the

Minister (after the carrying out offlight tests undertaken on the authority
ofthe Minister) for the take-off of the aeroplane from that aerodromein

| the air temperature at the aerodrome.
:

Aerd lanes of a Specified Maximum otal Weight Authorised Exceeding
12,590 Ibs. and Aeroplanes of a Specified Maximum Total Weight Authorised
rot gxceeding 12,500 lbs. which comply with neither condition (1) (2) nor
ere (1) (6).

t (3) (a2) Thedistance required bythe aeroplaneto attain a heightof 50 feet,
"ithjall power units operating within. the maximum take-off power conditions
specified, does not exceed the take-off run available at the aerodrome at
which the take-off run is to be made.
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| (6) The distance required by the aeroplaneto attain a height of 50 feet with
power units operating within the maximum take-off power conditions

becified, when multiplied bya factor of either 1.33 for acroplanes having two
owdrunits or by a factor of 1.18 for aeroplanes having four powerunits, does
ot axceed the emergency distance available at the aerodromie at which the
ike-Dff is to be made.

(c)j For the purposes of sub-paragraph (a) and

(5)| the distance required by the aeroplane to attain a height of 50 feetshall
e that appropriate to—

(2) The weight of the aeroplane at the commencement of the take-off

fi) the altitude at the aerodrome;

jii) the air temperature at the aerodrome;

jv) the slopeof the surface of the aerodromein the direction oftake-off
4ovdr the take-off run available and the emergency distance available,
respectively ; and ,

(z) not more than 50 per cent of the reported wind.component opposite
‘to the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reported
‘wirjd componentin the direction of take-off.

(4)}(2) The take-off flight path with one power unit inoperative and the.
remaining powerunit or units operating within the maximum. take-off power

‘ cdnditionsspecified, appropriate to -

(7) the weightof the aeroplane at the commencement ofthe take-offrun ;

7) the altitude at the aerodrome;(fi

(2) the air temperature at the aerodrome

( v) not more than 50per cent of the reported wind component opposite
to the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reported
wind componentin the direction of take-off,

and plotted from a point 50 feet above the end of the appropriate faatored

 
tance required for take-off under condition (3) (4) of this Regulation at the

aetodgomeat which the take-off is to be made, shows the aeroplane either will
-beable to comply with such requirementsin respect of the take-off flight path
to be followed as the Minister may have approvedinrelation to that aerodrome
as beipg requirements which flight tests undertaken on the authority of the
Minister have shownwill resultiin safe operation, or, in any case where the t
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change ofdirection.
(5) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (4) (a) an obstacle shall be deemedto be in the path of the aeroplane if the distance from the obstacle to thenearest point on the groundbelow theintendedline of flight does not exceed—(7) when the take-off flight path is to be conducted in InstrumentMeteorological Conditions—

(2) a distance of 200 feet plus half the wing span ofthe aeroplane plus |one-eightof the distance from such point to the end of the take-off distanceavailable, measured along the intendedline of flight ; or
(4) 5,000 feet ;

whicheveris theless ; .
(zi) when the take-off flight path is to be conducted in Visual Meteorolo-gical conditions— . .
(2) 200 feet plus half the wing span ofthe aeroplane
(6) in assessing the ability of the aeroplane to satisfy this condition, itshall not be assumed to make a change of direction of radius less than aradius of steady turn correspondingto an angle of bank of 15°, 2

(5) The aeroplanewill, in the meteorological conditions expected for the ”flight, in the event of any one power unit becoming inoperative at any pointon its route or on any planned diversion therefrom and with the other powerunits or unit operating within the maximum continuous power conditionsspecified, be capable of continuing the flight so as to reach, at a suitableheight for landing, an aerodrome at which it can comply with condition (9)and to maintain, on each part of its route to such aerodrome, either— :

(2) such heightas has been notified as the minimum flight level fotthatpart of the route; or

(b) If no minimum flight level has been notified for any part of theroute, such heightas will enable it to clear all obstacles: within 10 nauticalmiles either side of the intended track bya vertical interval of at ‘least—
(t) 1,000 feet when the gradientof the flight path is notlegs than zero-; Or(zz) 2,000 feet when the gradient of the flight path is less than zero.

(6) The aeroplanewill, in the meteorological conditions expected for theflight, at any point on its route or on any

(a) the minimum altitudes for safe flight on each stage of the route tobe flown or any planned diversion therefrom specified in, or calculatedfrom the information contained in, the operations manual relating to theaeroplane ; and

(5) the minimum altitudes necessary for compliance with conditions (5)and (7), as appropriate. -
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7) {[f on the route to be flown or any planned diversion therefrom the
foplane will be engaged in a flight over water during which at any point
may be more than 90 minutes flying time in still air from the nearest
bre,jit will in the event of two power units becoming inoperative during

(ime and with the other power units or unit operating within thech
axinjum continuous power conditions specified be capable of continuingmae

the flight having regard to the meteorological conditions expected for the
bht ¢learing all obstacles within 10 nautical miles either side of the intended

track by a vertical interval of at least 1,000 feet, to an aerodrome at which a
sa

tu

ap

re lahding can be made.
1

(8) The landing weight of the aeroplane will not exceed the maximum

re for the estimated timeof landing at the aerodromeat whichit is intended
and at any alternate aerodrome.

leweight, if any, specified for the altitude and the expected air tempera-

lan
{
|

(9) The distance required by the aeroplane to land from a height of
'feeq does not, at the aerodrome at which it is intended to land and at
y alternate aerodrome, exceed 70 per cent of the landing distance
rhilable on—

 

}] the most suitable runwayfor a landingin still air conditions ; and

(zi) the runway that may be required for landing becauseof the forecast
wind conditions,

thé distance required to land from a height of 50 feet being taken to be that
propriate to—

* (a) the landing weight;

(b) the altitude at the aerodrome;

(c} the temperature in the specified international standard atmosphere
apprppriate to the altitude at the aerodrome;

(d) (¢) alevel surface in the case of runwaysusable in both directions;

(i) the average slope of the runway in the case of runways usable
in only one direction ; and

(e} (2) still air conditions in the case of the most suitable runway for
a landing in still air conditions;

(ii) not more than 50 per cent of the forecast wind component
bppdsite to the direction of landing or not less than 150 per cent of the ~
foredast wind component in the direction of landing in the case of the

 
ae . * : .tunway thatmay be required for landing because of the forecast wind
-eonditions. . 

; Aero planes of a Specified Maximum Total Weight Authorised not exceed-
ing 12,500 lbs. and which comply with either condition (1) (a) or condition
(1} (6) lor with both these conditions.

(10) If the aeroplane is engaged in a flight at night or when the cloud
ceiling jor visibility prevailing at the aerodrome of departure and forecast
for the}estimated time of landing at the aerodromeof destination or at any
alt
Wi

un)

be

ob

prnafe aerodrome,are less than 509 feet and 3 miles respectively, it will,
h arly one ofits power units inoperative and the remaining power unit or
its operating within the maximum continuous power conditions specified,
capable of achieving and maintaining an altitude of 1,000 feet aboveall
tacles within 10 nautical miles of the relevant aerodrome. _

  



(11) (a) The distance required by the aeroplane to attain a height of
50 feet_with all power units operating within the maximum take-off power
conditions specified, does not exceed the take-off run available at the aero-
drome at which the take-off is to be made.

(5) The distance required by the aeroplaneto attain the height of 50 feet,
with all power units operating within the maximum take-off powerconditions
specified, when multiplied by a factor of 1.33 does not exceed the emergency:
distance available at the aerodrome at which the take-off is to be made.

(c) For the purpose of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) the distance required
by the aeroplanetoattain a height of 50 feet shall be that appropriate to—

(i) the weight of the aeroplane at the commencementofthe take-off run ;
(iz) the altitude at the aerodrome;
(zit) the temperaturc in thespecified international standard atmosphereappropriate to thealtitude at the aerodrome,orif greater, the air tempera-ture at the aerodromeless 15° centigrade;
(zz) the slope of the surface of the aerodromein the direction of take-offover the take-off run available and the emergency distance available,respectively, and

(v) not more than 50 per centof the reported wind componentoppositeto the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reportedwind componentin the direction of take-off.
(12) The take-off flight path, with all power units operating within themaximum take-off power conditionsspecified, appropriate to—

(2) the weightofthe aeroplaneat the commencenientof the't.
(ii) the altitude at the aerodrome;
(ii) the temperature in the specified international standa

appropriate to the altitude at the aerodrome,or, if
ture at the aerodromeless 15° centigrade ; and

(?v) not more than 50 per centofthe reported wind component oppositeto the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reportedwind componentin the direction oftake-off ; andplotted from a point50 feet above the end of the factored distance required for take-off: undercondition (11) (), at the aerodrome at which the take-off is to be madeshowsthat the aeroplaneeither will be able to comply with such require-mentssin respectof the take-off flight path to be followed as the Ministermay have approved in relation to that aerodrome as being requirementswhich flight tests undertaken on the authority of the Minister have shownwill result in safe operation, or, in any case where the Minister has notapproved any such requirementsin relation to that aerodrome, will clearany obstacle lying within 200 feet plus half the wing span of the aeroplaneon eitherside ofits path by a vertical interval of at least 35 feet. In assessingthe ability of the aeroplaneto satisfy this conditionit shall not be assumedto make a changeofdirection ofa radius less than a radius of steady turncorresponding to an angle of bank of 15°, LO es -

ake-off run;
1

rd atmosphere
greater, the air tempera-

(13) ‘The aeroplane will, in the meteorological conditions expected for theflight, in the eventof any one power unit becominginoperative at any pointon its route or on any planneddiversion therefrom and with the other powerunit or units, if any, operating within the maximum continuous powerconditions specified, be capable of continuing the A
above a place at which a safe landing can be made at a suitable heisuch landing. € height for

ight so as to reach a point |
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within the maximum continuous power con

e «

(i+) The aeroplane will, in the meteorological conditions expected for the

flight, at anypointonits route or any planneddiversion therefrom, be capable

of climbing at a gradient of at least 1 in 50, with all power units operating

ditions specified, at the following

altitudes---
.

(a) the minimumaltitude for safe flight 6n each stage of the route to

bé flown or on any planned diversion there from specified in, or calculated

from, the information contained in the operations manual relating to the

a¢roplane ; and :

(6) the minimumaltitudes necessary for compliance with condition (13).

(15) If on the route to be flownor any planned diversion thérefrom the

aeroplane will be engaged in a flight over water during which at any point

st maybe more than 30 minutesflying timeinstill air from the nearest shore,

it will, in the event of one power unit becoming inoperative during such time

land| with the other power unit or units operating within the maximum

continuous power conditionsspecified, be capable of climbing at a gradient

of at least 1 in 200 at an altitude of 5,000feet in the specified international

stanidard atmosphere.

' (Ilo) The landing weight of the aeroplane will not exceed the maximum

landing weight, if any, specified for the altitude and the expected air tempera-

turelfor the estimatedtime of landing at the aerodromeat whichit is intended

to ldnd andat anvalternate aerodrome.

| (17) The distance required by the aeroplane’to land from a height of

50 fleet does: not, at the aerodrome at which it is intended to land and at

nyalternate aerodrome, exceed 70 per cent, or, if a visual approach and

anding will be possible in the meteorological conditions forecast for the

estimated timeof landifig, 80 per cent of the landing distance available on—

(i) the most suitable runway for a landing in still air conditions ; and

(i) therunway that maybe required for landing because of the forecast

windconditions,

hefdistance required to land from a height of 50 feet being taken to be that

ippropriate to -

(a) the landing weight;

(6) the altitude at the aerodrome;

(¢) the temperature in the specified international standard atmosphere
ppropriate to the altitude at the aerodrome; ‘

(d) (7) a level surface in the case of runways usable in both directions ;
_ - Q .
(i) the average slope of the runway in the case of runways usable

n only one direction ; and

(e) (2). still air conditions in the case of the most suitable runwayfor a

anding in stil air conditions 3

(2) not more than 50 per cent of the forecast wind component

»pposite to the direction of landing or not less than 150 per cent of the

forecast wind component in the direction of landing in the case of the

runway that may be required for landing because of the forecast wind

conditions.  



WEIGHT AND PERFORMANCEOF PUBLIC TRANSPORT AEROPLANES CLASSIFIED
AS AEROPLANES OF PERFORMANCE Group A IN THEIR CERTIFICATES OF

: AIRWORTHINESS

+. With reference to Regulation 24 of the Air Navigation Regulations, an
aeroplane registered in Nigeria in respect of which there is in force under
those Regulations a certificate ofairworthiness in- which the aeroplane is
designated as being of performance Group A shall not fly for the purpose of
public transport unless the weight of the aeroplane at the commencement of
the take-off run is such that the following conditionsare satisfied :—

(1) That weight does not exceed the maximum take-off weight for
altitude and temperature specified for the altitude and the air temperature
at the aerodromeat which the take-off is to be made.

(2) The take-off run, take-off distance and the emergency distance
respectively required for take-off, specified as being appropriate to—

(2) ‘the ‘weight of the aeroplane at the commencementof the take-off
run ;

(b) the altitude at the aerodrome;

_(c) the air temperature at the aerodrome;
(d) the slopeof the surface of the aerodromein the ditection of take-

off over the take-off run available, the take-off distance available and the
emergency distance available respectively ; and

(e) not morethan 50per centof the reported wind componentopposite
to the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reported
wind componentin the direction of take-off,

do not exceed the take-off run, the take-off distance and the emergency
distance available, respectively at the aerodrome at which the take-off
is to be’ made, in ascertaining the emergency distance required, the point
at which the pilot is assumed to decide to discontinue the take-off shall
not be nearerto the start of the take-off run than the point at which, in
ascertaining the take-off run required and the take-off distance required, he
is assumed to decide to continue the take-off, in the event of power unit
failure,

(3) (a) The net take-off flight path with one power unit inoperative
specified as being appropriate to— .

(:) the weightof the aeroplane at the commencementofthe take-off run ;
(72) the altitude at the aerodrome;
(wz) the air temperature at the aerodrome; and

(7v) not more than 50 per cent of the reported wind component oppositeto the direction of take-off or not less than 150 percentof the reported windcomponent in the direction of take-off ; :
and plotted from a point 35 feet or 50 feet, as appropriate, above theend of the take-off distance required at the aerodrome at which the take-offis to be made to a height of 1,500 feet above the aerodrome, shows that theaeroplane will clear any obstacle in jts path by a vertical interval of at least35 feet, exceptthatif it is intended uf the aeroplaneshall changeits directionof flight by more than 15° the vertical interval shall ‘not be less than 50 feetduring the change ofdirection.
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(b) For the purpose of sub-paragraph (a) hereofan obstacle shall be

“med to be in the path of the aeroplaneif the distance from the obstacle to

nearest point on the ground below the intendedline of flight of the

oplane does not exceed :-— .

(i) a distance of 200 feef plus half the wing span of the aeroplane plus

one-eightof the distance from such point to the endofthe take-off distance

ivailable measured along the intended lineof flight of the aeroplane or

(zi) 5,000 feet,

icheveris the less.

c) in assessing the ability of the aeroplaneto satisfy this condition,it shall

be assumed to make a changeof direction of a radius less than the radius

steady turn specified.

4) The aeroplane will, in the meteorological conditions expected for the

ight, in the event of any one powerunit becoming inoperative at any point

its route or on anyplanned diversion therefrom and with the other power

its or unit operating within the maximum continuous power conditions

cified, be capable of continuing theflight, clearing by a vertical interval

‘at least 2,000 feet obstacles within 5 nautical miles either side of the intended

rack, to an aerodrome at which. it can comply with condition (7) in this

Regulation relating to an alternate aerodrome, and on arrival over such

aefodromethe gradient of the specified net flight path with one power unit

inoperative shall not be less than zero at 1,500 feet above the aerodrome;

and in assessing the ability of the aeroplaneto satisfy this conditionit shall

not be assumed to be capable of flying at an altitude exceeding the specified

maximum permissible altitude for power unit restarting.

(5) The aeroplanewill, in the meteorological conditions expected for the

flight, in the event of any two power units becoming inoperative at any point

algng the route or on any planned diversion therefrom more than 90 minutes

flying time in still air at the all power units operating economical cruising

speed from the nearest aerodromeat which it can comply with condition (7)

ntthis Regulation,relating to an alternate aerodrome,be capableof continuing

he flight with all other power units operating within the specified maximum

toptinuous powerconditions, clearing by a vertical interval of at least 2,000 feet

tacles within 5 nautical miles cither side of the intendedtrack to such an

.etodrome, and onarrival over such aerodromethe gradient of the specified

het flight path with two power units inoperative shall not be less than zero

At i1,500 feet above the aerodrome; andin assessing theability of the aeroplane

tolsatisfy this condition it shall not be assumed to be capableof flying at an

altitude exceeding the specified maximum permissible altitude for power

jit restarting.

9 The landing weight of the aeroplane will not exceed the maximum

landing weight specified for the altitude and the expected air temperature for

the estimated time of landing at the aerodrome at whichit is intended to

me and at anyalternate aerodrome.

+ (7) (2) The landing distances required, respectively specified as being

appropriate to acrodromes of destination and alternate aerodromes, do not

bxceed at the aerodrome at whichit is intended to land or at any alternate

serodrome,as the case may be, the landing distance available on :—

+.{#) the most suitable runway for a landing in still air conditions ; and

" (ii) the runwaythat may be required for landing because of the forecast

| wind conditions;
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Provided that if analternate aerodrome is designated in the flight plan.
the specified landing distance required may be that appropriate to an alternate
aerodrome whenassessingtheability of the aeroplaneto satisfy this condition
at the aerodromeofdestination in respect of the runway that may be required
for landing becauseofthe forecast wind conditions.

(b) ‘For the purposes of sub-paragraph (a) hereof the landing distance
required shall be that specified as being appropriate to :—

(2) the landing weight;

. (it) the altitude atthe aerodrome;
(iii) the temperature in the specified international standard atmosphere

appropriateto thealtitude at the aerodrome;

(iv) (a) a level surface in the case of runways usable in both directions
and (6) the average slope of the runway in the case of the runway usable
inonly onedirection ; and

(v) (a) still air conditions in the case of the most suitable runway for a
landingin still air conditions ; (b) not more than 50 per centof the forecast
wind component opposite to the direction of landing or not less than
150 per cent of the forecastwind component in the dir

’ forecast wind conditions.
*

WEIGHT AND PERFORMANCE OF PuBLIC TRANSPORT AEROPLANES
CLASSIFIED AS AEROPLANES OF PERFORMANCE Group C oR OF

PERFORMANCE GROUP D IN THEIR CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS

5. With reference to Regulation 24 of the Air Navigation Regulations, an
aeroplane registered in Nigeria in respect of which there is in force under
those Regulations of a certificate of airworthiness in which the aeroplaneis
designated as being of performance Group C or performance Group D shall
not fly for the purpose of public transport unless the weight of the aeroplane
at the commencementofthe take-off run is such that the following conditions
are satisfied :—

(1) (2) That weight does not exceed the maximum take-off . weight
.

specified for the altitude and the air tem
‘the take-off is to be made.

(b) the take-off run required and the take-offdistance required, specified
as being appropriate to—

(i) the weightof the aeroplane at the comméncementof the take-off
Tun ;

(i) thé altitude at the aerodrome;
(q77) the air temperature at the aerodrome;

(tv) the average slope of the surface of the aerodrome th, thedirection
of take-off over the emergency distance available ;

(v) not more than 50 per cent of the reported wind cdmponent
opposite to the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per céntof the
reported wind component in the direction of take-off, do not exceed
the take-off run available and the emergency distance available,
respectively at the aerodrome at which the take-off is to be made,

rature at the aerodrome at which

 

  

  

ection of landing |
in the case of the runway that maybe required for landing becauseof the -
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(c) The net take-off flight path withall power units operating specified
as being appropriate to— ‘

(¢) the weight of the aeroplane at the commencementof the take-off
run;

+ (i) the altitude at the aerodrome;

(aii) the air temperature at the aerodrome;

(~) not more than 50 per cent of the reported wind component
opposite to the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the
reported wind componentin the direction of take-off ;

and plotted from a point 50 feet above the end of the take-off distance
required at the aerodrome at which the take-off is to be madeto the point
at which the aeroplane reaches the minimum altitude for safe flight on the
ifirst stage of the route to be flown in or calculated from the information
‘contained in the operations manual relating to the aircraft, shows that the
jaeroplane will clear by a safe margin anyobstacle the distance from which
ito the nearest point on the ground belowthe intendedline of flight of the
feroplane does not exceed 200 feet plus half the wing span ofthe aeroplane.
[in assessing theability of the aeroplaneto satisfy this condition it shall not
be assumed to make a changeofdirection of a radiusless than the specified
radius of steadyturn. .

  
(d) Theaeroplanewill, if it is designatedin its certificate of airworthiness

as'an aeroplane of performance Group Candifit is necessaryfor it to be
flown solely by reference to instruments for any period before reaching
tthe minimum altitude for safe flight on the first stage of the-route to be
town, stated in, or calculated fromthe information. contained in, the
pperations manual, during such period also satisfy condition (3) in
Regulation4.
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(e). The aeroplane will, in the meteorological conditions expected for
the flight, in the event offany one power unit becoming inoperativeat any
point on its route or on any planned diversion therefrom, and with the
other power units or unit, if any, operating within the specified maximum
rontinuous power conditions :—

(7) in the case of an aeroplane designated as an aeroplane of
performance Group C, be capable of continuing the flight at altitudes
not less than the relevant minimumaltitudes for safe flight stated in, or

' calculated from: the information contained in, the operations manualto
a point 1,500 fret above an aerodrome at which a safe landing can be
made and after arrival at that point be capable of maintaining that.
1e1ght 3 ,

(7) in the case of an aeroplane designated as an aeroplane of perfor-
mance Group D, be capable of continuingtheflight to a point 1,000 feet
abovea place at which a safe landing can be made.

;

i

Provided that in assessing the ability of the aeroplane to satisfy this
gondition it shall not be assumedto be capableofflying at any point on its
route at an altitude exceeding the performance ceiling with all power
Units operating specified as being appropriate to its estimated Weight at
that point. :   



(f) The landing weight of the aeroplane will not exceed the maximum

landing weight specified for the altitude and the expected air temperature
for the estimated time of landing at the aerodromeat whichit 1s intended to

land and at any alternate aerodrome.
: F

(g) The distance required by the aeroplane to land from a height of

50 feet does not, at the aerodrome at whichit is intended to land and. at

any alternate aerodrome,exceed 70 percentofthe landingdistance available
on the most suitable runway for alandingin still air conditions, or on the

runway that may be required for landing because of the forecast wind

conditions, and for the purposes of this sub-paragraph the distance

required to land from a height of 50 feet shall be taken to be that specified

as being appropriate to ;—

(i) The landing weight;

(ii) the altitude at the aerodrome;

(iii) the expected air temperature for the estimated time of landing

at the aerodrome; a

(iv) (a) a level surface in the case of runways usable in both

directions;

(b) the average slope in the runway in the case of runways
usable in only one direction ; and

(v) (a) still air conditions in the case of the most suitable runway

for a landing in still air conditions;

(6) not more than 50 per cent of the forecast wind component

opposite to the direction of landingor not less than 150 per cent of the

forecast wind component in the direction of landing in the case of

runway that may be required for landing because of the forecast wind
conditions. ‘

2) An aeroplane designated as aforesaid as an aeroplane of performance
Group D shall notfly for the purpose of public transport (except for the sole
purposeoftraining persons to perform duties in aircraft) at night or when the
cloud ceiling or visibility prevailing at the aerodrome of departure and
forecast for the estimated time of landing at the aerodrome at which it is.
intended to land and at any alternate aerodromeare less than 1,000 feet and
one mile respectively. :

8
3
2

. . 4
6. WEIGHT AND PERFORMANCE OF PusLic ‘TRANSPORT AEROPLANES

CLASSIFIED AS AEROPLANES OF PERFORMANCE GROUP X IN THEIR CERTIFICATES

oF AIRWORTHINESS

With reference to Regulation 24 of the Air Navigation Regulations, an -
aeroplane in respect of which there is in force.under.those Regulations a

certificate of airworthiness in which the aeroplane is designated as being of
performance Group shall notfly for the purpose of public transport unless
the weight ofthe aeroplane at the commencement of take-off is such that the
following conditions are satisfied :-—-

(1) @) That weight does not exceed the maximumtake-off weight.
specified for the altitude at the aerodrome at which the take-off is to be
made, or for the altitude and the air temperature at such aerodromeas the
case maybe.
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/ ;  (#) The minimum effective take-off runway length required,
specified as being appropriate to :—
oS .
i (a) the weight of the aeroplane at the commencementofthe take-off
run ;

i (b) thealtitude at the aergdrome ;

* (c) the air temperature at the time oftake-off ;

(d) the overall slope of the take-off run available ; and
i (e) not morethan 50 percentof the reported wind componentopposite

_ {to the direction of take-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reported
; wind component in the direction. of take-off, does not exceed the take-
off run available at the aerodrome at. which the take-off is to be made.

(iit) (a) The take-off flight path with one power unit inoperative,
specified as being appropriate to—

~'(7) the weight of the aeroplane at the commencementofthe take-o ff
‘run ; (uz) the altitude at the aerodrome ; and

i (#7) not more than 50 percent of the reported wind componentopposite
| to the direction oftake-off or not less than 150 per cent of the reported
| wind component in the direction of take-off ;
and plotted from a point 50 feet above the end of the minimumeffective
take-off runwaylength required at the aerodrome at which the take-off is
to be made, shows that the aeroplane will thereafter clear any obstacle
in its path bya vertical interval of not less than the greater of 50 feet or
‘35 feet plus one hundredth of the distance from the point on the ground --
belowthe intendedline of flight of the aeroplane nearest to the obstacle
to the end of the take-offdistance available, measured along the intended
Itne of flight of the aeroplane.

(b) For the purpose of sub-paragraph (a) an obstacle shall be deemed to
€ in the path of the aeroplane if the distance from the obstacle to the
earest point on the ground belowthe intendedline of flight does not exceed :

rT
.

i (2) a distance of 200 feet plus half the wing spand of the aeroplane plus
‘one eighth ofthe distance from suchpointto the end of the take-off distance
available measured along the intended line of flight; or

i (ii) 5,000 feet whichever is the less

(@) In assessing the ability of the aeroplane to satisfy this condition, in so
far as it relates to flight path, it shall not be assumed to make a change of
direction of a radius less than the radius of steady turn corresponding to an |
angie of bank of 15°.
4 .

 
(2) (a) Subject to sub-paragraph (6), the weight of the aeroplane at any

point on the route or any planned diversion therefrom, having regard to the
fuel and oil expected to be consummeduptothatpoint, shall be such that the
aer@plane with one powerunit inoperative and the other powerunit or units
opefating within the maximum continuous power conditions specified,
willl be capable of a rate of climb of at least K(Vso/100)? fect per minute at
an altitude not less than the minimum altitude for the safe flight stated in or
chlculated from the information contained in the operations manual, where
¥soiis in knots and K has the value of 797-~1060/N, N being the number
of Hower units installed.
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(5) As analternativeto (a), the aeroplane may be flown to analtitude from
which,in the eventof failure of one power unit, it is capable of reaching an
aerodrome where a landing can be made in accordance with condition (3)
(7) in this Regulation relating to an alternate aerodrome. In thatcase, the
weight of the aeroplane shall be such that, with the remaining powerunit or
units operating within the maximum continuous power conditions specified,
it is capable of maintaining a minimum altitude on the route to such aerodrome
of 2,000 feet aboveall obstacles within 5 nautical miles on either side of the
intended track and

(a) the rate of climb specified for the appropriate weight and altitude,
used in calculating the flight path shall be reduced by an amountequalto
K(Vso/100)? feet per minute;

(5) the aeroplane shall comply with the climb requirementof condition
2 (2) (a) at 1.000 feet above the chosen aerodrome;

" (c) account shall be taken of the effect of wind and temperature of the
flight path; and

(d) the weight of the aeroplane may be assumed to be progressively
reduced by normal consumption of fuel andoil.

(z) An aeroplane having four power units sh&ll, if any two power units
becomeinoperative at any point along the route’dr any planned diversion
therefrom, being a point more than 90 minutes. flying time (assumingall.
power units to be operating) from the nearest aerodrome at which a
landing can be madein compliance with condition (3)(iz) of this Regulation
relating to an alternate aerodrome, be capable of continuing the flight at an
altitude of notless than 1,000 feet above groundlevelto a point abovethat
aerodrome. ; :

(#i) The required landing runway lengths respectively specified as being
appropriate to the aerodrome of intended destination and the alternate
aerodromesdo not exceed at the aerodromeat whichit is intended to land or
at any alternate aerodrome, as the case may be, the landing distance available
on :—

»

(a) the most suitable runwayfor a landingin still air conditions; and

(b) the runway that may be required for landing because of the fore-
cast wind conditions,

the required landing runway lengths being taken to be those specified as
being appropriate to :—

(a) the landing weight;

(6) the altitude at the aerodrome ;

(c) still air conditions in the case of the most suitable Tunway for a -
landing in still air conditions; and

(d) not more than 50 per cent of the forecast wind componentopposite
to the direction of landing or not less than 150 per centof the forecast wind
component in the direction of landing in the case of the runwaythat may
be required for landing because of the forecast windconditions.

MADE at Lagos this 28th day of October 1965.

J. A. Wacuuxu,
Minister of Aviation.
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_FEDERATION OF NIGERIA

CIVIL AVIATION (AIR TRANSPORT LICENSING)
REGULATIONS, 1965

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS

PARTI

Regillation | . GENERAL °
L. Citation and commencement.

Interpretation.

. PART JI

SCHEDULED JOURNEYS

Application of Part II
Restriction of Operation.of Aircraft withouta licence.
Powerof the Minister to grant a licence.
Application of the first Schedule.
Period of Licence.
Powerof the Minister to grant a provisional licence.
Publication of decisions of the Minister.
Revocation or suspension ofa licence.
Surrender of licence.

PART III
NON SCHEDULED JOURNEYS

Application of Part III
striction of Operation of Aircraft without a Permit.

owerof the Minister to grant a Permit. :
“Application of the third Schedule.
Revocation or suspension of Permits.

PART IV

z GENERAL

‘Conditions of Licencesor Permits.
Licence or Permit.not to be transferred.
Publication of applications.
Objections.
Matters to be considered before the granting of a licence or Permit.
Attachment of Conditions.
Holderof licence to make returns. ©

Norights to continuance of Benefits of Licence or Permit.
Fees payable for a licence or Permit.
Reference to Licence or Permit to include Provisional Licence. or
Permit.

(flences byofficers of the bodycorporate.
Revocation and validity of Previous Regulations.

SCHEDULES

Schedule 1--Application for Licences.
Schedule 2.—Publication of Decisions.
Schedule 3 -—Application for’Permits.



L.N. 11 of 1965 -

CIVIL AVIATION

‘The Civil Aviation (Air Transport) (Licensing)
“Regulatioris, 1965

. Commencement : 1st December 1965

In exercise of the powers conferred on mebysection 4 of the Civil Aviation
Act, 1964, and of all other powers enabling mein that behalf, I hereby make
the following Regulations :— a

Part I

1. These Regulations may becited as the Civil Aviation (Air Transport)
(Licensing) Regulations, 1965, and shall come into operation on the 1st
day of December 1965.

Interpretation

2.—(1) In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires :—

“Air Service” means any service performed byaircraft for hire or
reward ;

Provided that a member ofa flying club carried in an aircraft belonging
to the club for the purpose of instruction in flying shall not, if the instructor
is also a memberof the club, be deemedto be carried for hire or reward,
notwithstanding that paymentis madefor such instructionorcarriage:.

“Minister” means the Minister charged with responsibility for matters
relating to civil aviation ; ,

“Permit” means a permit granted under Regulation 14 (1)
‘‘provisionallicence” means a licence granted under Regulation 8
‘provisional permit’? means a permit granted under Regulation 14 (2)
“Gazette”? meanstheofficial gazette of the Federal Republic of Nigeria

“scheduled journey” meansoneof.a series of journeys which are
undertaken between the same two places and which together amount to a
systematic service operated in such a manner that the benefits thereof are
available to membersof the public from time to time seeking to take advantage
ofit. :

(2) The Interpretation Act,'1964, applies for the purpose of the inter-
pretation of these Regulations as it applies for the:purpose of the inter-
pretation of an Act ofParliament.

Part II

LICENCES FOR SCHEDULED JOURNEYS

3. This Part shall not apply to the carriage of passengers, mail or cargo
by air for hire or reward upon journeys other than. scheduled journeys.

4.—(1) Subject to the provisions of these Regulations, it shall not be law-
ful for any person to use any aircraft in Nigeria for the carriage of passengers,
mail or cargo for hire or reward upon any scheduled journey between two
places of which at least one is in Nigeria except under and in accordance
with the provisionsof, a licence or a provisional licence. -

1 . ,

~~

“licence” means a licence granted under Regulations 5 ae
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(2) ;Any person whouses anyaircraft in contraventionof the provisions
of;this Regulation shall be liable im the case of a first offence to a fine not
exceeding five hundred poundsor to imprisonmentfor a term not exceedingthfee months or to both such fine and imprisonment, and in the case of a

gyse rond or subsequent offence to a fine not exceeding five thousand pounds
" Orito imprisonmentfor a term not exceeding two years or to both such fine

a 5 d such imprisonment.
i

(3) Nothing in this Regulation shall restrict the right of a designated
Nigerian Airline or any air transport undertaking having its principal
place pf business in any country outside Nigeria, to provide transport for

> passerjgers, mail or cargo :—

2 (4) in accordance with the terms of any agreementfor the time being in
forge between the Government of the Federation of Nigeria and the
Governmentof that country; or
. (4) in accordance with the terms of any permission granted by the \
Mirister pending the completion of negotiations for such an agreement
BS aforesaid.

57-4(1) “The Minister” may grant to any person applying therefor a
licencé to use in Nigeria for the carriage of passengers mail or cargo for hire"or rewardsuchaircraft, on such scheduledjourneys, subject to such conditions

+

as may be specified respectively in thelicence:
a(2) Mt shall be a condition of every licence that :—

(4) the holder of the licence and any person having a financialinterest
n the business ofthe holder of the licence shall refrain from stipulating
hatlanyother person shall :-— ,

(z) refuse booking facilities to any other holderof a licence. or
(2) shall afford such facilities to such other holder only on termsless. favourable to that holter than the terms. which are enjoyed by the

fitst-mentionedholder; .*
(2) the holder of the licence shall perform all such reasonable services

as the Minister may from time to time require in regard to the conveyanceofmails (and of any person who may be in charge thereof) upon journeys
  
| : : .made «underthe licence ; that the remuneration for any such services shallbejsuch as maybe from timeto time determined by agreement between theMinister and the holder of the licence ; and that any dispute, difference or
uestion which mayarise as to the remuneration to be paid to the licence

holder in respect of such services or as to the rights, duties orliabilities‘gf the licence holder or the Minister in relation to any of the matters

pas

referred to in this subparagraph (6) shall in default of agreement berefered to arbitration in pursuance of the provisions of the Arbitration
Act, CAP. 13 or of any enactment modifying or replacing the same.-
() Any licence may if the Minister thinks fit be limited to the carriage ofengers or to the carriageofcargo.

1 . :6. “The provisionsset out in the First Schedule to these Regulations shal]haveeffectin relation to.applicationsforlicences.i a

7 The Minister may grant licences to remain in force for such period ashe may in each case determine, commencing on the date on which thelicehceis expressed to take effect :

 

.



Provided thatif, on the date site expiration ofa licence (herein referred
to as the expiring licence), an application to the Minister by the holder of
the expiring licence is pending for the grant of a newlicencein substitution

‘for or in continuance of the expiring licence, the expiring licence shall
continuein force until such application is granted or refused.

8.—(1) The Minister may if he thinks fit, pending the determination of an
application for a licence, or a negotiation for a bilateral agreement grant to
the applicant a provisional licence to use in Nigeria for the carriage of
passengers, mail or cargo for hire or reward suchaircraft, on su~h scheduled
journeys (being journeys of a kind to which the application relates), subject
to such conditions as may be specified respectively in such provisional
licence,

(2) Any provisional licence so granted shall remain in force until the
application is determinedbut on such determination shall come to an end.

(3) Any provisional licence may if the Minister thinks fit be limited to the |
carriage of passengersorto the carriage ofCargo.

9. The Minister shall cause to be published in the manner prescribed inthe Second Schedule to these Regulations such particulars of his decisions onapplications for licences and ofhis decisions to revoke or suspend a licenceasare prescribed in the said Second Schedule. -

10.—{1) Subject to the provisions of this Regulation, the Minister mayrevoke or suspenda licence if :— “*
(a) the holder of the licence has, since the licence was granted, beenconvicted of an offence against Regulation 4 or 13 or
(5) wherethe holderof the licence is a body corporate, any officer of thatbody corporate, has, since the licence was granted, been convicted, in hiscapacity as such officer, of an offence against Regulation 4 or 13 or
(c) any condition subject to which the licence was granted has not been.

complied with. ,

(2) If the Minister proposes to revoke or suspend any licence on thegroundspecified in sub-paragraph(c) of paragraph(1) of this‘ Regulation—
(a) the Minister shall first’ give written notice to the holder of thelicence specifying the conditions whichit is alleged have not been campliedwith, and the occasions on which and the respects in which it is allegedthat the same were not complied with
(5) the Minister shall not proceed to revoke or suspendthelicence untilafter the expiration of28 days from the date ofsuch notice.

.  (c) the Minister shall not in any event revoke or suspend the licenceunless heissatisfied, after holding an enquiry if the holder of the licencewithin 7 days after the date of the aforesaid notice by written notice requiresthe Minister to hold such enquiry, that, by reason of the numberof occa-sions on which such conditions. or any of them have not been compliedwith or the circumstancethat any non-compliance with any such conditionwas wilful, the licence ought to be revoked or suspended. ~~
(3). The expression “officer” in this regulation means a Director, GeneralManager, Secretary or other similar Officer, and includes any person whopurports to act.in any such capacity.
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11. iA licence mayat any time besurrendered by the holderto the Minister
fox cancellation. If, during the currencyof a licence, the holder applies to
thé Minister for a newlicence in substitution for the current licence, he shall,
if & newlicence is granted, surrender the current licence for cancellation on
thé date from which the newlicence is expressed to takeeffect.

PART III

PERMITS FOR FLIGHTS OTHER THAN SCHEDULED JOURNEYS

12. {This Part shall not apply to the carriage of passengers, mail or cargo by
air forihire or reward on scheduled journeys. :

13.+(1) Subject to the provisions of these regulations, it shall not be
for any person to use in Nigeria anyaircraft for the provision of any

air, serfice except under, and in accordance with the conditions of, a permit,
or!a piovisional permit. ‘

(2) Any person who uses anyaircraft in contravention of the provisions of
this Regulation shall be liable on conviction in the caseofa first offence to a
fine ngt exceeding two hundred and fifty pounds or to imprisonmentfor a
term not exceeding three months or to both such fine and imprisonment, and
in ithe case of a second or subsequent offence to a fine not exceeding two
thousand pounds or to imprisonmentfor a term not exceeding two years or
to. both such fine and such imprisonment.

3) Nothing inthis Regulation shall affect the right of any person to use in
Nikeria an aircrait registered in a State (other than Nigeria) which is for the
tine being a party to the Convention on Civil Aviation signed at Chicago on
thd 7th December, 1944, for the sole purpose of the carriage of passengers
nohe of whomare taken onor discharged from the aircraft in Nigeria, or the
canriage of cargo or mail noneof whichis taken on or discharged from the
aiin Nigeria—.

 
 

4.4(1) The Minister may grant to any person applying therefor a
pefmit}to use in Nigeria such aircraft for the provision of such air services
(other than services such as are referred to in paragraph (1) of Regulation 4),
fort su¢h period and on such conditions as may be specified respectively
in the permit.

(2) The Minister may if he thinks fit, pending the determination of an
application for a permit, grant to the applicant a provisional permitto use in
Nigeria suchaircraft, for the provision of such air services (being services
of b kihd to which the application relates and in respect of which a permit
cart be} granted under paragraph (1) of this Regulation), subject to such
conditions as may be specified respectively in the provisional permit ; and
any provisional permit so granted shall remain in force until the application
is detetmined but on such determination shall come to an end.

(5. ‘lhe provisions set out in the Third Schedule to these Regulations5
shall have effect in relation to application for permits.

(1) The Minister may revoke or suspend any permit if :—

the holder of the permit has, since the permit was granted, been
nvicted of an offence against Regulation 4 or 13 ; or

where the holder of the permit is a body corporate, any officer of
body corporate has, since the permit was granted, been convicted,

ih his capacity as suchofficer, of an offence against Regulation 4 or 13 ; or

i (cy the holder of the permit has failed to comply with any condition
subj ct to which the permit was granted.
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(2) The expression “officer” in this regulation means a Director , General
Manager, Secretary or other similar officer and includes any person who
purports to act in any such capacity.

Parr IV
GENERAL PROVISIONS

17, It shall be a condition of every licence or permit that the requirements
_ of any lawor instrumenthavingtheforceof law, for the time being in force
in Nigeria, relating to air navigation or air transport shall be complied with
at all times during the currencyofthe licence or permit in connectionwith all
journeys made under the licence or permit.

18. A:licence or permit shall not be capable of being transferred or assigned
provided that in the eventof the death, incapacity, bankruptcy, sequestration
or liquidation of the holder of a licence or permit, or of the appointment
of a receiver or manager ortrustee in relation to the business of the holder
of a licence or permit, the person for the time being carrying on that business
shall, if within fourteen daysofhis commencingso to do he makesapplication
to the Minister for a newlicence or permit in respect of the services authorised
by the existing licence or permit, be entitled to provide the air services
authorised by the existing licence or permit subject to the conditions thereof,€

until the application is determined.

19.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Regulation the Minister shall
cause to be published in the Gazette a notice giving such particulars of any
application for a licence or permit received by him as he may consider
necessary, and specifying a date, not less than 28 days after the, publication
of the notice, by which anyrepresentations or objections maybe madeto
the Minister, in the manner provided by Regulation 20, with respect to the
application by any interested person and the Minister shall not proceed to
determine anyapplication until after the date so specified in relation thereto.

(2) If an application is made to the Minister fora licence or permit to
remain in force for a period not exceeding 30 days and it appears to, the
Minister. thatit is in the public interest that such application should be deter-
mined with expedition the Minister mayproceed to determinethe application
notwithstanding that paragraph (1) of this Regulation has not been complied
with ; and in anysuch case the provisions of the said paragraph (1) shall not
applyin relation to such application.

~_20.—(1) Every representation or objection with regard to an application
for a licence or a permit shall be in writing and mustbe signed bythe objector,
‘or, if the representation or objection is made by any corporate body it shall
be signed by any person duly authorised in that behalf by such body.

(2) Every representation or objection shall state the specific grounds on
whichit is based and shall specify any conditions whichit is desired should _
be attached to thelicence or permit if granted.

21. The Minister shall, in determining any application for a licence or a
permit, have regard generally to the desirabilityof co-ordinating and develop-
ing air services with the object of ensuring the mosteffective service to the
public while avoiding uneconomic overlapping of services and to the interests
of the public, including those of persons requiring or likely to require air
services as well as those of persons providing such services, and shall in
particular have regard to such of the following matters as may be appropriate
having regard to the nature ofthe application :—

(a) the existing or potential need or demandfor anyairservice proposed;
“

Se
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(0) he existence ofotherair services in the area in or through which the
propogedservicesare to be operated;

(¢) the degree of efficiency and regularity of the air services, if any,
already provided in that area, whether by the applicant or by other

operatatprs.

d)the period for which such services have beenoperated bythe applicant
or by other operators.

- {e) fhe extent to which it is probable that the applicant will be able to
provide a satisfactory service in respect of safety, continuity, regularity of
operation, frequency, punctuality, reasonableness of charges and general
efficiency:

f) the financial resources of the applicant:
} tthe type of aircraft proposed to be used:

(h) jthe remuneration and general conditions of employment of aircraft
and other personnel employed by the applicant

(7) and there shall be taken into consideration any objections or repre-
sehtations duly made in accordancewith the provisions of these Regulations,
provided that the Minister shall not be required to consider any objection
or representation which in his viewis frivolous or vexatious.

 
22. Tihe Minister may attach such conditions to any licence or permit as

hethinks fit having regard to the nature and circumstancesof the applications
in respekt of which the sameis granted and may vary, suspend or add to any
such cohditions so attached from time to time by notice in writing to the
holder of suchlicence or permit.

24. Without prejudice to the generality of Regulation 22 the conditions
which may be attached to any licence or permit shall include :—

(2) |conditions relating to the furnishing, by the holder 6f the licence
or permit, to the Minister of information in respect of any air services
provi ed under the licence or permit and relating to the time within which
such particulars shall be furnished and
i) conditions as to the fares, freight or other charges to be charged by

thie holder of the licence or permit in respect of anyair service provided

  

   

   

. 2 othingiin these Regulations shall confer upon the holder of a licence

it or upon any other person any right to the continuance of any

ben¢fits rising fromthe provisions of these Regulations or from any licence
or permit granted thereunder or from any conditions attached to any such
ligerice gr permit.

25.—(1) Upon the grant of anylicence or permit the person to whom the
samé is jgranted shall pay to the Minister, on the day on whichthelicence
or permit.is expressed to take effect, a fee of £10-0s--Od in respect of each
yearior part of a year of the period for which the licence or permit is expressed

to remain in force.

(2) Upon the grant of any provisional licence or provisional permit the
perspn whom the sameis granted shall pay to the Minister on the day on
which suchlicence or permit is expressed to takeeffect a fee of £2-Os-0d.

@ No refund ofanyfee paid in respect of the grantofa licence or permit
or;@ pr visional licence or permit shall be made on the surrender of the
licence gr permit or otherwise, save where a licence or permitis surrendered
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before its normaldate of expiry upon the grantof a new licence or permit, in
substitution for the surrenderedlicence or permit, authorising a service over

the sameroute, in which case there shall be refunded the sum of £10 for each

full year of the unexpired period ofthe licence or permit but the holder shall ©

in addition to the normal fee for the new licence or permit pay an additional
fee of £2. : |

26. Anyreference in Regulations 17, 22, 23 or 24 to a licence ora permit Reference

shall unless the context otherwise requires be construed as including a toinclude
reference to a provisionallicence or a provisional permit as the case maybe. Ecence.

27. Where an offence against these Regulations has been committed by

a body corporate, every person who, at'the time of thecommission of the

offence was a Director, General Manager, Secretary or other-similar officer
of the bodycorporate, or was purporting to act in any such capacity, shall-be—

deemed to be guilty of that offence, unless he proves that the offence was.

committed without his consent or connivance and that he exercised all such

diligence to prevent the commission of the offence as he ought to have
exercised having regard to the nature of his functions in that capacity andto
all the circumstances.

28.(1) The Air Transport (Licensing) Regulations, 1958, are hereby
revoked. .

(2) Anylicence provisionallicence or permit granted and any requirement, Revocation

agreement, or recommendation made and any other things done under the and walicity

provisions of the Air Transport (Licensing) Regulations 1958, having effect regulations.
immediately prior to the coming into operation of these Regulations shall
continue,to have effect and shall be deemed for all purposes to have been \
granted, madeor done underthe provisionsofthese Regulatians.

FIRST SCHEDULE—(REGULATION 6)

1. Applications for licences shall be made in writing to the Minister and —

shall be addressed to :-—

The Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Aviation, Lagos.

2. Every application for a licence shall be signed by the person applying

-for the licence andyfmade by any corporate bodyshall be signed by a person
duly authorised ia,ihat behalf by such body.

3. Every applicatigg# for a licence shall be sent to the Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Aviation¥@p as to reach him on a date notless than eight weeks

before the date on wképh it is desired that the licence shall takeeffect:

Provided that an aj§plication for a licence may; in the discretion of the
Minister, be accepted dnd dealt with notwithstanding that this paragraph has

not been complied with. oo

   

   fe

4, Application for licences shall contain the followinginitial particulars :—
(2) Name and address of applicant.

(b) Places between which passengers or goodsare to be carried.

(c) Places at which intermediate landings are to be made for the purpose
of loading or landing passengers or goods.

(d) Times and frequency of the service. -
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(e) Number and typesofaircraft proposed to be used on theservice.
(f) Whether the service is to carry passengers, goods or both.
(g) Maximum fares to be charged to passengers in respect of any

journeyor portion of a journey for which separate fares are charged.
(A) Date on which the service is to commence.

i(@) Period for which the licence is desired. .
(7) Particulars of any insurancepolicy held or proposed bythe applicant

to cover third partyrisks in respect of the proposedservice.
- \(k) Particulars of other services operated by the applicant at the time
of the application or immediately prior to that time.

(/) Particulars of working arrangements with other companies,
(m) Particulars of the applicant’s business and an audited copyof the

last published accounts. ,

5.| On receipt of theapplication, the Minister shall be entitled to request
ne applicant to supply such further information as he may reasonably
equire ; and the applicant shall supply the Minister with any further infor-
pation so requested by him. ,

 
SECOND SCHEDULE - (REGULATION9)

PuBLicaTION oF Decisions
Particulars ofthe decisions of the Minister— . e

(1) on applications for licences, and

(2) to revoke or suspend

a

licence shall be published, by notice in the
| Gazette and such notices shall contain respectively the undermentioned
Alarticulars : -

(‘) Application---
(2) Name and address of applicant.

(6) A reference to. the Gazette in which notice of the application
was published.

(c) Such particulars as will enable the application to be identified.

(2) Anindication whether the licence was granted as applied for,
granted with modifications (the modifications to be stated) or refused.

(77) Revocation or suspension—

(a) Nameand address of applicant.

(5) Such informatipn as will enable the licence to be identified
including places between which passengers or goodsare to hecarried.

(c) Places at which intermediate landings are to be madefor the
purposeofloading or landing passengers or goods.

(d) Date from which revocation or suspension takes effect and, in
the case of suspension, the period of suspension.

(e) The grounds’on which the licence is revoked or suspended,   
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THIRD SCHEDULE—(REGULATION 15)

’ APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS FOR FLIGHTS OTHER THAN *
SCHEDULED JOURNEYS

Applications for permits under Part III shall be made in writing or bytelegram to the Minister and shall be addressed to :—
ThePermanentSecretary, Ministry of Aviation, Lagos.

2. Applications for permits shall contain the following initial particulars —
(a) Nameof Operator,

(6) Type ofaircraft and registration marks.

(c) Date andtime of arrival at, and departure from, the airport orairports concerned.

(d) Place or places of embarkation or disembarkation, in the case ofpassengers andfreight.

(c) Purpose of flight andnumber of passengers and/or nature and amountof freight, where applicable. ;

(f) *Name, address and business of charterer, if any. ‘

3. On receipt of the application, the Minister shall be entitled to requestthe applicant to supply such further information as he may reasonablyrequire, and the applicantshall supply the Minister with any further infor-mation so requested by him.

MADE at Lagos this28th day of October 1965.

“2ep

Jaja Wacuukwu,
-Winister of Aviation
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FEDERATION OF NIGERIA

CIVIL AVIATION (BIRTH, DEATH AND MISSING

PERSONS) REGULATIONS 1965

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS

Regulation

1, Citation and commencement.

. Interpretation.

w
w

O
N

. Returns relating, to births and deaths byowners ofaircraft.

> Records to be kept by Minister.

Transmission of copies of entries to appropriate registrar.

Determination of appropriate Registrar.

T
e

Saving for fatherofillegitimate child.

a
, Rectification of errors.

SCHEDULES

chedule 1--Formof notification of a birth

chedule 2—Formofa notification of a death

dhedule 3—-Record of Births

edule 4—Record of DeathsG

chedule 5—Record of Missing Persons.

.N. 12 of 1965.

CIVIL AVIATION

Civil Aviation (Births, Deaths, And Missing Persons)
Regulations 1965 ;

Commencement : Ist December, 1965

in exercise of the powers conferred on meby section 1 ofthe Civil Aviation
t, 1964, and of all other powers enabling mein that behalf, I hereby make
B ‘following Regulations :—

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Births, Deaths
d Missing Persons) Regulations 1965, and shall comeinto operation on
P Ist day of December 1965.

~
A
Q

2
o

,2.—(1) In these Regulations:-

| “Aircraft” includesall balloons, whether captive or free, gliders airships
nd flying machines ; “Journey” is deemed to commence when a traveller
enters an aircraft registered in Nigeria for the purpose of the journey and
to continue until that traveller alights therefrom on completion of the
journey, notwithstanding any intermediate stop or break in the journey;

‘Missing Persons’ means persons with respect to whom there are
reasonable grounds for believing that they have died in consequence of
nnaccident occurring in or over Nigeria to an aircraft registered in Nigeria;
‘traveller’in relation to an aircraft includes a memberofthecrew;

“Minister” means the Minister responsible for matters relating to
Civil Aviation.  



(2) The Interpretation Act, 1964, applies for the purpose of the interpre-

tation of these Regulationsas it applies for the purpose of the interpretation

of an Act of Parliament.

3.—(1) The ownerof an aircraft registered in Nigeria shall, as soon as 1s

practicable but not later than 6 months after the occurrence in any part of

the world of a birth or death in the aircraft or a traveller in the aircraft who

is killed on thejourney in consequenceofan accident, transmit to the Minister

a return of such birth or death in the form,in accordance with the instructions,

and containing the particulars prescribed in the First Schedule to these

Regulations (in the case of a birth) or the Second Schedule to these Regu-

lations (in the case of a death). Provided that if such particulars are not

known to the ownerofaircraft, he shall transmit as aforesaid so many of such

particulars as heis reasonably able to ascertain having regard to the circum-

stances of the birth or death.

2. Tofacilitate the rendering of returns in accordance with this Regulation

the person in commandofan aircraft registered in Nigeria shall forthwith

on the occurrence in any part of the world of a birth or death in the aircraft,

or of the death outside Nigeria of a traveller in the aircraft who is killed on

the journey in consequence of an accident, record in the journey log book,

or other appropriate documentrelating to that aircraft, the particulars of

- such birth or death mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Regulation and shall
make such record available to the owner as soon as practicable. Provided

that if all such particulars are not known to the person in command of an

aircraft and cannot be readily ascertained by him heshall record and make

available as aforesaid so many of such particulars as are readily ascertainable.

(3) Where an aircraft has been bona fide demised, let or hired out for a

period exceeding fourteen days to any other person by the owner thereof,

and nopilot, commander, navigator or operative memberof the crew of the

aircraft is in the employmentof the owner, the provisions of this Regulation

shall have effect as though for references to the owner there were substituted

references to the person to whom the aircraft has been so demised,let, or

hired out.

4. The Minister shall keep :

(1) a separate record of births in the-fdrm setout in the Third Schedule

to these Regulations in whichshall be recorded the particulars transmitted
to him ofbirths occuring in or over Nigeria in aircraft registered in Nigeria ;

(2) a separate record of deaths in the form in the Fourth Schedule to
these Regulations in which shall be recorded the particulars transmitted to
him ofdeaths occurring in or over Nigeria in aircraft registered in Nigeria;
and

a

(3) a separate record in the form in the Fifth Schedule to these Regula-

tions of persons reported to him as missing persons.

5. The Minister shall within seven days of the completion of an entry in

any record kept in his department pursuant to the provisions of these

Regulations cause a certified copy of such entry to be transmitted to the
appropriate registrar. :
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5. For the purpose of these Regulations, the appropriate registrar shall be
deértained as follows :— , ,

(a) where it appears to the Minister that an entry in the record of
. births relates to the birth of a child the father of whom,orif the child is
llegitimate, the mother of whom, was at the time of the birth usually
tesident in Lagos or NorthernNigeria or Western Nigeria or Mid-Western
Nigeria or Eastern Nigeria a certified copyof the entry’shall be sent to the
Registrar of Births and Deaths in Lagos or Northern, or Western or
Mid-Western or Eastern Nigeria as the case mayrequire ;

(6) whereit appears to the Minister that an entryin the record of deaths
pr missing personsrelates to a person who, at the time of his death,or
in the case of a missing person) at the time when he was reported missing
vas usually resident in Lagos or Northern Nigeria or Western Nigeria
br Mid-Western Nigeria or Eastern Nigeria, a certified copy of the entry
Shall.be sent to the Registrar of Births and Deaths in Lagos or Northern.
or Western or Mid-Western or Eastern Nigeria as the case mayrequire;

*

(c) In every other case a certified copy of an entry in the record of
pirth, deaths, or missing persons shall be sent to whichever Registrar may
be thought appropriate.

?. In the case of the birth ofan illegitimate child, the name of any person
father of such child shall not be entered in any return or recordof particu-
s of the birth of such child unless the motherof the child and the person
nowledging himself to be the father of the child shall have signed a.

mt
Cy w
t

 mpleted form of return as informants.

3.—(1) If the Minister. is satisfied that there is an error or omission in
hy entry made in the record of births, deaths or missing persons kept by
i. pursuant to Regulation 4 of these Regulatféns, he may, in accordance.
1 h evidenceofthe truefacts relating to the entry, rectifyit in such manner
may appear to him appropriate.

2) Within seven days after the correction of any entryin his records in
_a¢gordance with this Regulation the Minister shall cause a certified copy of

o
O h corrected entry tobe transmitted to the appropriate Registrar.

SCHEDULE 1

(FoRM OF NOTIFICATION OF A BIRTH)

Registration and marking of aircraft... ofc
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8.i Date and place of marriage of parents.2.on

of Date of birth (€)occccccccsssssesssne |v usonnnnsiensicessiaeetnaensssee se

++ Place of Birth (4)...

Sex (c) | :

| Name(d)

 

+, Name, surnameand nationality or country of father(e)........
weete cee ae - : boaaeeccereeesere resseaPeseseessancvagseenanansunnnnannaneneaneicetientsncecanenceneesssssesse fe bet ee bash eerste teesseeencemeeceee

. « - . e ed

‘t Maiden Name and nationality or country of mother.ee 
+ Rankor occupation and addressesoffather(or, in default, of mother) (e)
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10. Naine,description and address of informant(if any) ()).-.--0000enneniennee
 

11. Signatureof informant(5)...0.0
Signatureand rank of persons completingthereturn.....
Date

NOTES :—

mother, sign a completed form of return as informant. |

at (e) above only one

(a) Day and month in words, year in figures

 

(6) Approximateposition,e.g. “40 miles west of Kaduna”

(c) “Boy” or “girl” as the case maybe.

(2) Full Christian namesof child

(e) Christian names in full and followed by surname ; surname to be
written in block letters. .If child is illegitimate (see (8) above) the particu-
lars relating to the father must not be recorded in the return unless at the
joint request of the mother and of the person acknowledging himself to
be the father of the child in which case such person shall, as well as the

(f) The informant’s full names, relationship (if any)%to the child, and
full postal address should be stated. Except inthe circum&tances mentioned

person (usually the mother or father) should act as

 

informant.

SCHEDULE2 .

Form oF NOTIFICATION OF A DgaTH

1. Registration and marking of aircraft

10.

11.

. Date of death(a).

. Place of death (6)

. Names and surname(c)

. Sex (d)

. Age (e).

. Nationality or country

 

 

 

 

 Rank or occupation (f)

 

 Address or abode (g).....

 Cause of death fe

Nameofcertifying Medical Practitioner (if amy)... mmmnenmmnnnemnenns
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4; Duration of illness... sancwuteou

19.$Place of burial oo ocoo smnvitae

14. ;Signature, description and addtess of informant)
vend Wafer erreee erect aeeee ere gcc pesesenencerasesanasecscaeesas@eunonesEcascscresds egecasesscs: peuesussservassneessevsvgptsstasanenensereececeses ce betecseenee cn ceeas

15. ‘Date of TEQISEACIONeo csciees pees ce cus vnsictnminnnvinnnnate ominnnaecignes acne

16. i Signature and rank ofperson completing the Ormeecco ssssnesisses ves ete

NOTES :—

(4) Day and month in words, year in figures. 
—
<

rv
)      

(4) Actual position, if known, Otherwise approximate position, e.g. ‘40
s west of Kaduna”

Christian namesinfull, followed by surname. Surnameto be written in
_ biodkletters.

) “Male” or “Female”.

) To be recorded in complete years, or in months or days.

) Womenand children

Inj the case of a married woman ora widow, the words, “wife of” or “widow
- off shall be entered, followed by the name, rank or occupation,and nationality of; the ‘husband.

Ses

nam

§

Ch
fu —
_

Tn. the case of unmarried woman, there shall be inserted (t) the word
nster’”’ followed. by her professsion or occupation (if any), rank or title

(if any), ard her nationality, and (#) the words “daughter of”? followed by the
e, profession, etc., of her father.

_ ip the case of children underthe age of sixteen years the words “son of”.
or} “‘daughter of” shall be followed by the name, profession, etc., of the father.

) The full postal address should be stated

) The informant’s full names, relationship (if any) to deceased, and
postal address should be stated.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHEDULE 3!
ReEcorD oF BirTHS IN AIRCRAFT REGISTERED IN NIGERIA

D9vane |

(1) Registration marking of aircraft

(2) Date of Birth

(3) Place of Birth

(4) Sex of Child

(5) Name(if any) ot

(6) Nameand nationality or country of Father .

(7) Maiden name and nationality or country
of Mother

(8) Rank or occupation and addresses of Father
(or in default, of Mother)

(9) Name, description and address of informant

(10) Date of Registration

(11) Signature of Minister :

(12) Nameif added after registrationof birth

. SCHEDULE 4
Recorp oF DEATH IN AIRCRAFT REGISTERED IN NIGERIA

19. 0...

 

(1) Registration markingof aircraft
 

(2) Date of Death

(3) Place of death
 

(4) Full Name
 

(5) Sex
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(6) Age
 

(7) Rank or occupation
2
  

3 . . 7(8) Nationality or Country
  

: (9) Abode
 

 

(10) Cause of death
 
  

(11) Nameofcertifying Medical Practitioner (if any)
  

  

(12) Duration ofillness
 

(13) Namedescription and adress of informant

 

 

(14) Dateof registration
   

(15) Signature of Minister
      

SCHEDULE5 
OF ACCIDENTS TO -AIRCRAFT REGISTERED IN NIGERIA

PERSONS MISSING AND BELIEVED. TO HAVE DIED IN CONSEQUENCEi
:
|
k
 

 i Tti : : . :i(1) Registration markingofaircraft
  
St ae
(2) Full name of missing personi

&

P .(3) Sex

 

(4) Age
 

(5) Rank or occupation

n
e

 

. . |. (6) Nationality or country
  

7) Address
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(8) Date and place of accident and* grounds for

presumption of death

 

 

(9) Name,description and address of informant

  

(10) Date of Registration
 

(11) Signature of Minister
 

Mane atLagos, this 28th day of October, 1965.

Jaja WACHUKWU, .
Minister of Aviation .¢
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‘ FEDERATION OF NIGERIA
VIL AVIATION RULES OF THE AIR AND AIR TRAFFIC,

CONTROL 1965

Citation and commencement.

‘Loe

Part I

. Interpretation.

Part II

GENERAL

i Application of Rules to aircraft.¢

Misuse of Signals and Markings.
Reporting hazardous conditions.

Lowflying. —

Simulated instrumentflight.

: Practice instrument approaches, ©

Part Iil

Lights and othersignals to be shownbyaircraft.

Displayof lights of aircraft.

Failure of navigation lights.

.4 Flying Machines,

» Gliders.
Free balloons.

Captive balloons and kites.

Airships.

Part IV

Weather reports and forecasts. _

Rules for avoiding aerial collisions.

Aerobatic manoeuvres.

Right-hand traffic rule.

Notification of arrival.

} Flight in notified airspace.

Choice of VRF or IFR.

Part V

.| Visual flight rules,

Part VI

Instrumentflight rules.

Minimum height.

Quadrantrule.
.Flight plan andair traffic-control clearance..

Position Reports..

Communication failure,



31.

32.

33.

34,

35,

36.

37.

38.

39,
40,
41,
42.

43,
44,
45,
46,
47,

48,

59,

50.

31,

52.

53.

54,

55.
56.

57.

58.

Part VII.—Agroprome TraFric RuLEs
Application of Aerodrometraffic rules.
Visual signals.

Access to and movement onthe Manoeuvring area and otherparts
of theaerodromeusedbyaircraft.

Right of way on the ground.
Dropping of tow ropes,etc.
Aerodromesnot having Air Traffic Control Units.
Aerodromes having Air Traffic Control Units.
Commander’s duty at Unit.

Parr VIII
Aerodromesignals and markings: visual and aural signals, General,
Signals in the signals area,
Markings for paved runways and taxiways.
Markings on unpaved manoeuvring areas.
Signals visible from the ground,
Lights and Pyrotechnic Signals for Control of AerodromeTraffic.
Marshalling signals.
Distress, urgency and safety signals.
Warningsignals to aircraft in flight.

Part IX.—Grounp Licutinc
Minimum groundlighting.
Approachlighting.

Landingarealights,

Guidance lights on the manoeuvring area and other parts of the ©
aerodromeusedbyaircraft.

Areas unfit for use.

Landing direction indicator.
Obstruction lights,

Part X.—AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Provisions of Air Traffic Control Services.

Licensing ofair traffic controllers and studentair traffic controllers.

Prohibition of unlicenced air traffic controllers- and student air
traffic controllers. .

PartXI

Flight over an area in which search and rescue operations would be
difficult.
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LINi 13 of 1965

CIVIL AVIATION RULES OF THE AIR AND
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 1965

Commencement : 1st December 1965

in €xercise of the powers conferred on me by paragraph(1) of Regulation 56ofithe Civil Aviation (Air Navigation) Regulations 1965, and of all otherpowers enabling mein that behalf, I hereby make the following Rules :—
I. These Rules may be cited as the Civil A\viation Rules of the Air andAif Yraffic Control 1965 and shall come into operation on the Ist day. ofDécember 1965, . .

Part I—INTERPRETATION
£.-+(1) In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires—“‘Aerodrometrafic zone”in relation to any aerodrome means the airspace extending fromthg adrodrometo a height of 2,000 feet above thelevel of the aerodrome andwithin a distance of 3,000 yards ofits boundaries, except any part of thatairspace which is within the aerodrometraffic zone of another aerodromewhich is notitied for the purposes of these Rules as being the controlling- aerodrome. .

- |“Wir trathe control clearance” mieans authorisation by an air trafficonfrol unit for an aircraft to proceed under conditions specified by thatynit.
;“fAnti-collision light” means a flashing red light showinginall directionsfor the purpose of enabling the aircraft to be more readily detected by thePilots of distant aircraft. ;

“Cloud ceiling”in relation to an aerodrome meansthedistance measured

o
N  

Thor: than onehalf of the skyso visible.
“Plight visibility’ means the visibility forward from the flight deckf ah aircraft in flight.

' Ground visibility” means the horizontal visibility at groundlevel.“IFR flight” means a flight conducted in accordance with the Instru-ent flight Rules of Part VI of these Rules,:
“Instrument meteorological Conditions” means wheather precludingight in compliance with the Visual Flight Rules.
* Manoeuvring area” means the part of an aerodrome provided for thetdke-+oif and landing of aircraft and for the movement of aircraft on thesurface, excluding anyparts of the aerodromeset asidefor the embarkation

2.
3

m
h

and Hisembarkation of passengers, the loading and ‘unloading of cargo,of the maintenance or parking ofaircraft.
“Night” means the time between sunset and sunrise, sunset and sunrisebeing determined at surfacelevel,
“sir Navigation Regulations” means the Civil Aviation (Air Naviga-tibn)iRegulations 1965

$“Runway” means an area, whether or not paved, which is provided forthetake-oif or landing ofaircraft.
“MFR Flight” means a flight conducted in accordance with the VisualFlight Rules of Part V of these Rules.
“Visual Meteorological Conditions” means weather permitting flightin ac¢ordancewith the Visual Flight Rules.  

Vertically fromthe notified elevation of that aerodrometo the lowest part .af any cloud visible from the aerodrome which js sufficient to obscure .

S
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(2) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (1) of this Rule expressions used.n these Rules shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the samerespective meaningsas in the Air Navigation Regulations.
(3) The interpretation Act 1964, applies for the purpose of the inter-pretation of these Rules asit applies for the purpose of the interpretationof an Act of Parliament,

. Part II—GerneraL

Application of Rules to aircraft
3. These Rules, in so far as they are applicable in relation to aircraft. shall,subjectto the provisions of Rule 31 of these Rules, apply in relation to :—(a) all aircraft within Nigeria ; and

(b) all aircraft registered in Nigeria, wherever they may be.

Misuse of Signals and Markings
4.—(1) A signal or marking to which a meaning is given by these Rulesor which is required by these Rules to be used in circumstances or for apurpose therein specified, shall not be used except with that meaning, orfor that purpose.
(2) A person in an aircraft or on an aerodromeor at any place at whichan aircraft is taking off or landing shall not make any signal which may beconfused with a signal specified in these Rules, and, except with lgawfulauthority, shall not make any signal which he knows or ought joasonabiyoknow to be a signal in use for signalling to or from any naval, military 6rair force aircraft.

Reporting hazardous conditions
5. The commanderofanaircraft shall, on meeting with hazardous-condi-tions in the course ofa flight, or as. soon as possible thereafter, send to theappropriateair traffic control unit bythe quickest meansavailable informationcontaining such particulars of the hazardous conditions as may be pertinentto the safety of other aircraft.

Low Flying

6.—(1) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs(2) and(3) of this Rule :—
_._ (a) Anaircraft other than a helicopter shall not fly over any congestedarea of a city, town or settlement below:

(7) such height as would enable theaircraft to alight clear of the areaand without danger to persons or property on the surface, in the eventof failure of a powerunit ; or
(i) a height of 1,500 feet above the highest fixed object within 2,000feet of the aircraft, whichever is the higher.

(5) A helicopter shall not fly below such height as would enable it toalight without dangerto persons or propertyon the surface, in the event offailure of a power unit.
(c) Except with the permission in writing of the Minister and in accord-ance with any conditionstherein specified a helicopter shall not fly over acongested area of a city, town or settlement below a height of 1,500 feetabove the highest fixed object within 2,000 feet of the helicopter.

i
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da) An aircraft shall not fly :—

(2) over, or within 1,000 yards of, any assembly in the open air of
more than’ 1,000 persons assembled for the purpose of witnessing or
participating in any organised event, except with the permission in

| @writing of the Minister and in accordance with any conditions therein
specified and with the consent in writing of the organisers of the event ;
Or

(ii) below such height as would enableit to alight clear of the asembly
n the event of the failuré of a power unit;

Provided that where a person is. charged with an offence under the. Air

N4vigation Regulations by reason of a contravention of this sub-paragraph
hall be a good defence to prove that the flight of the aircraft over, or

‘ithin 1,000 yards of, the assembly was made at a reasonable height and
a reason not connected with'the assembly or with the event which was
occasion for the assembly.

- (e) An aircraft shall not fly closer than 500 feet to any person vessel,
i Vehicle, or structure.

(a) the alternatives in paragraphs (1) (a) (77) and (1) Oof this Rule
not applyto an aircraft flying—

1) on a routenotified for the purposes of this Rule, or

#2) on a special VFR flight as defined in Rule 24 of these Rules in
accordance with instructions given for the purposes of that Rule by the
appropriate air traffic control unit. .

Paragraphs (1) (d) and (e) of this Rule shall not applyto an aircraft in
rvice of the Nigerian Police Force.

Paragraphs(1) (d) and (e) of this Rule shall not applyto the flight of an
a rerat over or within 1,000 yards of an assembly of persons gathered for

rpose of witnessing an event which consists wholly or principally of an
aft race or contest or an exhibition offlying,if the aircraft is taking part
h race, contest, or exhibition or is engaged in a flight arranged by or
with the consent in writing of, the organisers of the event.

Paragraph (1) (e) of this Rule shall not apply to :— |

) anyaircraft while it is landing or taking off in accordance with normal
avigtion practice.

(@) anyglider while it is hill-soaring.

Nothing in this Rule shall prohibit anyaircraft from :-—

(4) taking off, landing or practising approaches to landing, or

) flying for the purpose of checking navigational aids or procedures in
accdrdance with normal aviation practice at a Government or licensed
aerodromein Nigeria or at any aerodromein any otherState, or

flying in such a manneras may be necessary for the purpose of saving

Proyided that in the case of practising approaches to Janding as aforesaid
such practising is confined to the airspace customarily used byaircraft when

b or taking off in accordance with normal aviation practice at the
aerodrpme concerned.

Nothing in this Rule shall apply to any captive balloon orkite.  



Simulated instrument flight

7, An aircraft shall not be flown in simulated instrument flight conditionsunless :— .
(a) theaircraftis fitted with dual controls which are functioning properly ;
(4) an additionalpilot (in this Rule called “a safety pilot”’) is carried in asecond control seat of the Aircraft for the purpose of rendering suchassistance as may be necessary to the pilot flying the aircraft ;
(c) if the safety pilot’s field of vision is not adequate both forward andto each side of the aircraft, a third person, being a competent observer,occupies a position-in the aircraft from which hisfield of vision makes goodthe deficiencies in that of the safety pilot, and from whichhe canreadilycommunicate with thesafety pilot.

For the purposesof this Rule the expression “simulated instrumentflight”meansa flight during which mechanical or optical devices are usedin order toreduce the field of vision or the range of visibility from the cockpit of theaircraft. :

Practice Instrument Approaches
8. Within Nigeria an aircraft shall not Carry -out ‘instrument approachpractice when flying in visual leteorological Conditions unless :-—

(2) the appropriate air traffic control unit has previously been informedthat the flight is to be made for the purpose of instrument approachpractice ; and .

(5) if the flight is not being carried outiri simulated instrument flightconditions, a competent observer is carried in such a position in theaircraft that he has an adequate field of vision and can readily communicatewith the pilot flying the aircraft. ;

- Part III—Licuts anp oTHER SIGNALS TO BE SHOWN BY AIRCRAFT
9.—-(1) For the purposes of this Section of these Rules the horizontalplane of alight shown by an aircraft means the plane which would be thehorizontal plane passing through the source ofthat light, if the aircraft werein level flight.

(2) Where by reason of the physical construction of an aircraft it isnecessaryto fit more than one lampin orderto showa light required by thissection of these Rules, the lampsshall beso fitted and constructed that, so faras is reasonably practicable, not more than one such lampis visible from anyone pointoutside thatairoraft. -
(3) Where in these Rules a light is required to show through specifiedangles in the horizontal.plane, the lamps giving such light shall be so con-structed and fitted that the light. is visible from any point in any verticalplane within those angles throughout angles of 90° above and below thehorizontal plane, but, so far as is reasonably practicable, through nogreaterangle, either in the horizontal plane or the vertical plane.
(4) Wherein these Rules a lightis required to show in all direclamps giving such light shall be so constructed and fitted that, so far as isreasonably practicable, the light is visible from any point in the horizontalplane and on any vertical plane passing through the source of that light,

tions, the
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4 Display of Lights of «Aircraft”

i

| 10\—(1) Bynight anaircraft shall display such of the lights specified in
‘thes¢ Rules as may be appropriate to the circumstances of thecase, and
shall not display any other lights which might obscure or otherwise impair
the visibility of, or be mistaken for, such lights: Provided that nothing in
this | aragraphshall preventthe display of an anti-collision light.

i (2) A flying machine on a land aerodrome in Nigeria at whichaircraft
hormpally land or take off at. night shall, unless it is stationary on.a part of the
erodrome set aside for the embarkation or disembarkation of passengers,

the Ipading or unloading of cargo or the maintenanceor parkingofaircraft,
isplay by night the lights which it would be required to display if it were
lying, or the lights. specified in Rule 12 (2) (a) or 12 (2) (c) of these Rules.

, Failure of Navigation Lights

11. In Nigeria, in the event of the failure of anylight whichis required
by these Rules to be displayed iin flight, uf the light cannot be immediately

: repaired orreplaced the aircraft shall land as sooras in the opinion of the
sommander of the aircraft it can safely do so, unless authorised by the
appropriate air traffic control unit to continueits flight.

i

Flying Machines

12,—(1) A flying machine when flying at nights hall display lights as
follows :—

* (a) iin the case of a flying machine registered in Nigeria having a
maximum total weight authorised of more than 12,300 lb—.

(2) if it was first registerediin any country beforé Ist July 1963, it shall

“| \tisplay—before Ist July 1965, either the system oflights specitiediin
paragraph 2 (b) of this Rule or that specified in paragraph (2) (d),

~ excluding sub-paragraph(7)5.

| After 30th June 1965, thesy.stem of lights specitied in paragraph (2)

6);
| (iz) if it was first registeredin ‘any country onor after Ist July 1963,
ithe systemoflights specified,iin paragraph (2) (6) of this Rule;

(0) in the dase of a flying machine registered in Nigeria haying 4
maximum total weight tauithorised of 12,500 Ib or less, arty one of the

_ following systems of lights—

_that specified in paragraph (2) (a) of this Rule ; or
‘that specified in paragraph (2) (6); or
that specified in paragraph (2) (d), excluding sub-paragraph(72) ;

'() in the case of any other flying machineone of the systemsof lights
specified in paragraph (2) of this Rule ;

@) The systems of lights.referred to in paragraph (1) of this Rule are as
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(a) (7) a green light of at least five candles ‘showing to the starboard -
side through an angle of 110° from dead ahead in the horizontal plane;

(i) a red light of at least‘five candles showing to the port side
| yhroughan angle of 110° from dead ahead in the horizontal plane ; and

_ (iti) a white light of at least three candles showing through angles 70°
rom deadastern to each side in the horizontal plane,all being steadylights.

(b) (i) lights specified in sub-paragraph(a) of this paragraph ; and

~ (i) ananti-collision light ;   



(c) the lights specified in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, butallbeing flashinglights flashing together;
(d) the lights specified in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, butallbeing flashing lights flashing togetherin alternation with one or both of thefollowing :—*

() a flashing white light of at least twenty candles showing in all.directions ;

(2) a flashing red light of at least twenty candles showing throughangles of 70° from dead astern to each side in the horizontal plane.
(3) If the lamp showing either the red or the green light specified inparagraph (2) (a) of this Ruleis fitted more than 6 feet from the wingtip, aamp may, notwithstanding the provisions of Rule 9 (1) of these Rules, befitted at the wing tip to indicate its Position, showing a steady light of thesame colour through the same angle:

Gliders’
13. A glider while flying at nightshall display either a steady red light ofat least five candles, showingin all directions, or lights in accordance withparagraphs (2) and (3) of Rule 12 ofthese Rules,

oS Free Balloons
14.¢ A free balloon while flying at night shall display a steady red lightof at least five candles, showing in all directions, Suspended ‘not less thanfifteen feet and not more than thirty feet below the basket, or if there isno basket, below the lowest part of the balloon..

Captive Ballons and Kites
15,—(1) A captive balloon orkite while flying at nightat a height exceeding200 feet above the surface shall display lights as follows :—

(2) a groupoftwosteady lights consisting of a white light placed twelvefeet above a red light, both beingof aleast five candles and showinginalldirections, the white light being placed notless than fifteen feet or morethan thirty feet below the basket, or, if there is no basket, below the lowestpart of the balloon orkite;

(4) on the mooring cable, at intervals of not more than 1,000 feetmeasured from the group of lights referred to in sub-paragraph (a) ofthisparagraph,groupsof twolights of the colour and powerandin therelativepositions specified in that sub-paragraph, and,if the lowest group oflightsis obscured by cloud, an additional group belowthe cloudbase;
(c) on the surface, a groupofthree flashinglights arranged in a horizontalplane at the apexes of a triangle, approximately equilateral, each side ofwhich measuresat least 80 feet ;
one side of the triangle shall be approximately at right angles to thehorizontalprojection of the cable andshall be delimited by two red lights ;the third light shall be a green light so placed that thf € triangle encloses the. object on the surface to whichthe balloon or kite is moored.
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(3) A kite flown in the circumstances referred to in paragraph(2) of this
Rule, shall have attached to its mooring cable either :—

(a) tubular streamers as specified in paragraph (2) of this Rule, or

(6) at intervals of not more than 300 feet measured from the lowest part
_ |of the kite, streamers of not less than thirty-two inches long and one foot
wide at their widest part and marked with alternate bands of red and white

| (four inches wide.

Airships

# (16.—(1) Except as provided in paragraph(2) of this Rule, an airshipwhile
Hying at night shall display the following steady lights :-—

(a) a white light of at least five candles showing through angles of 110°
from dead aheadto each side in the horizontal plane;

, (6) a green light of at least five candles showing to the: starboardside
through an angle of 110° from dead ahead in the horizontal plane;

' (c) ared lightof at least five candles showingto the port side through an
‘jangle of 110° from dead aheadin the horizontal plane ; and

(d) a white light of at least five candles showing through angles of 70
| from dead asternto each side in the horizontal plane.

; (2) An airship while flying at night shall display,if it is not under command,
. Orjhas voluntarily stoppedits engines, or is being towed, the following steady hig hts :-—
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, (a) the white lights referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (d) of para-
graph (1) of this Rule: *

(6) twored lights, eachof at least five candles and showingin all direc-
ions suspended belowthe control car so that one is at least twelve feet
bove the other and at least twenty-five feet below the control car ; and

(c) if the airship is making waybut not otherwise, the green and red
ights referred to in sub-paragraphs(6) and(c) of paragraph (1) of this Rule ;

rovided that an airship while picking up its moorings, notwithstanding
t it is not under command,shall display only the lights specified in   

paragraph(1) of this Rule.
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3) An airship, while moored within Nigeria by night, shall display the
Howinglights :—

(a) when moored to-a mooring mast, at or near the rear a white light of
at least five candles showinginall directions;

(b) when moored otherwise than to a mooring mast :—

(7) a white.light ofat least five candles showing through angles of 110
from dead aheadto each side in the horizontal plane;

(7) a white light of at least five candles showing throughangles of 70‘
from deadastern to each side in the horizontal plane.

+) An airship while flying by day, if it is not under command,or has
vojuntarily stopped its engines, or is being towed,shall display two black balls
sis pended belowthe control car so that oneis at least twelve feet above the
her and at least twenty-five feet below the controlcar.

5) For the purpose of this Rule :—

(2) an airship shall be deemed not to be under command whenit is
unable to execute a manoeuvre which it maybe required to execute byor
under these Rules;

 



(4) an airship shall be deemed to be making way whenit is not moored
and is in motion relative to the air.

Part IV—GeneraL Fiicur RULEs

Weather reports andforecasts

17.—(1) Immediately before an aircraft flies the commanderoftheaircraft
shall examinethe current reports and forecasts of the weather conditions on
the proposed flight path, being reports and forecasts which it is reasonably
practicable for him to obtain, in order to determine whether’ Instrument
meteorological conditions prevail or are likely to prevail during any part of
the flight.

(2) Anaircraft whichis unable to communicate byradio with anair traffic
control unit at the aerodrome ofdestination shall not begin a flight to an
aerodrome within a control zone if the information which it is reasonably
practicable for the commanderofthe aircraft to obtain indicates that it will
arrive at that aerodrome when the groundvisibility is less than five nautical
miles or the cloud ceiling is less than 1,500 feet, unless the commander of
the aircraft has obtained from an air traffic control unit at that aerodrome
permission to enter the aerodrometraffic zone.

Rules for avoiding aerialcollisions’

18.—(1) General.—(a) Notwithstanding that the flight is being made
with air traffic control clearanceit shall remain the duty of the commanderof
an aircraft to take all possible measures to énsure that his aircraft does not
collide with anyotheraircraft:

(6) Anaircraft shall not be flown in such proximity to other aircraft as to
create dangerofcollision. , .

(c) Aircraft shall not fly in formation unless the commandersofthe aircraft
have agreed to doso.

(d) An aircraft which is obliged by thegeRules to give way to another
aircraft shall avoid passing over or underthe otheraircraft, or crossing ahead
ofit, unless passing well clearofit.

(e) An aircraft which hasthe right-of-way under this Rule shall maintain ~~
its course and speed.

(f) For the purposes of this Rule a glider and a flying machine whichis
towing it shall be consideredto bea single aircraft under the commandof the
commanderof the towing flying machine.

(2) Converging.—(a) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (3) and (4)
of this Rule, an aircraft in the air shall give way to other converging aircraft
as follows :— .

(z) flying machinesshall give wayto airships,gliders and balloons;
(iz) airships shall give way to gliders and balloons;

(zi?) gliders shall give wayto balloons.
(6) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, when

two aircraft are converging in the air at approximately the same altitude,
the aircraft which has the other onits right shall give way.

Provided that mechanically driven aircraft shall give wayto aircraft which
are towing otheraircraft or. objects. ,
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1.—When two aircraft are approaching head-on
air and thereis dangerofcollision, each shall alter

(4) Approaching Head-or
‘OF approximatelyso in the
its qourse to the right.

i : :
(4) Overtaking—Anaircraft whichis being overtaken in the air shall havethe ight-of-way and the over-taking aircraft, whether climbing, descendingor, in horizontal flight, shall keep out of the wayof the. other aircraft byalteting course to the right, and shall not cease to keep out of the wayof} the other aircraft until that other aircraft has been passed andis clear,notwithstanding any changein therelative positions ofthe twoaircraft.

ovided that a glider overtaking another glider in Nigeria mayalter itsse to the right or to theleft. ,

Landing.—An aircraft while landing or onfinal approachto land shallhav¢ the right-of-way over otheraircraft in flight or on the groundor water.
(6) Two or more aircraft landing—In ‘the case of two or more flyingmachines or gliders approaching any place for the purpose of landing, theaircyaft at the lower altitude shall have the right-of-way, but it shall not cutin‘fyont of another aircraft which is on final approach to land or overtakethatjaircraft :

 

- Pyovided that :—

|(@) whenanair traffic control unit has communicated to any aircraft anbrder of priority for landing, the aircraft shall approach to land in thatprder, and

(4) when the commander of an aircraft is aware that anotheraircraft5 {making an emergency landing, he shall give wayto that aircraft, andatinight, notwithstanding that he mayhave received permission to land,hall not attempt to land until he has received further permission to do so.

-lerobatic Manoeuvres

S
S Anaircraft shall not carry out any aerobatic manocuvre—

: (4) over the congested area of any city, town or settlement ; or
6) within controlled airspace with the consent of the

rdfic control unit,

re Right-hand Traffic Rule

20) Anaircraft whichis flying within Nigeria in sight of the ground andfollowing a road,railway, canal orcoastline, or any otherline of landmarks;
shdllikeep suchline of landmarksonits left.

‘appropriate air 
Notification of Arrival

f

21\—(1) The commander ofan aircraft entering or leaving Nigeria on
‘anyflight for which a flight plan has been submitted shall take all reasonable
Steps|to ensure upon landing that moticeof the arrival of the aircraft is givento the aerodrome of departure. *  -

2)| ‘The commanderof anaircraft who has caused noticeofits intended
arrival at any agrodrome to be given to the air traffic control unit or otherauthqrity at that aerodromeshall ensure that the air traffic control unit orother} authority at that aerodromeis informed as quicklyas possible of anychange of intended destination and any estimated delay in arrival of 45
mihutes or more.
   



Flight in Notified Airspace
22, In relation to Flight in Visual Meteorolegical Conditions in controlled-

airspace notified for the purposes of this Rule, the commander ofan aircraft
shall complywith Rules 28, 29, and 30 of these Rules as if the flights were
IFR flights:

Provided that the commanderoftheaircraft shall not elect to continue the
flight in compliance with the Visual Flight Rules for the purposesofparagraph

~ (3) of Rule 28, |

Choice of !'FR or IFR
23. Subject to the provisions of Rule 21 of these Rules an aircraft shall

always be flown in accordance with the Visual Flight Rules or the Instrument .
Flight Rules :
Provided that in Nigeria an aircraft flying at night shall be flown in accor-

dance with the Instrument Flight Rules, or, in a control zone, in accordance
with the InstrumentFlight Rules or the provisionsofthe proviso to paragraph -
(0) of Rule 24 of these Rules. .

Part V.---VisuaL Frigur Rubes

2+. The Visual Flight Rules shall be as follows:—

(a) Outside controlled airspace
An aircraft flying outside controlled airspace shall remain at least one

nautical mile horizontally and 1,000 feet vertically away from cloud and in a
flight visibilityof at least three nautical miles:

Provided that at or below 3,000 feet above mean sea level this paragraph |
shall be deemedto be complied with if the aircraft is own clear of cloud
and in sight of the surface.

(5) Within controlledairspace

An aircraft flying within controlled airspace shall’ remain at least one
nautical mile horizontally and 1,000 fect vertically away from cloud and in a
flight visibility of at least three nautical miles: -

Provided that in a control zone, in the case of a special VFRflight, the
aircraft shall be flown in accordance with any instructions given by the
appropriateait traffic control unit.

For the purposeof this Rule ‘special VFR flight’ means a flight made in
Instrument Meteorological Conditions or at night or in controlled air space
notified for the purposes of Rule 21 of these Rules, in respect of which the
appropriate air traffic control unit has given permission for the flight to be
made in accordance with special instructions given by that unit instead of
in accordancewith the InstrumentFlight Rules. :

PartVI—InsrruMENT Fricgut Rutes
25. The InstrumentFlight Rules shall be as follows :—

(a) Outside controlled airspace

In relation to flights outside controlled airspace Rules 26 and 27 of these
Rules shall apply.

(6) Within controlled airspace

In relation to flights within controlled airspace Rules 26, 28, 29 and 30 ofthese’Rules shall apply.
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6.
MinimumHeight

Without prejudice to the provisions of Rule 6 of these Rules, in orderto comply with the Instrument Flight Rules an aircraft shall not fly at aheight
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of less than 1,000 feet above the; highest obstacle within a distance ofputical miles of the aircraft unless flying on a route notified for theBes of this Rule or otherwise authorised by the competent authority orunless|it is necessaryto do so in orderto take off or land,
f
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€27.

4

Quarrant Rule
In order to complywith the Instrument Flight Rules an aircraft when‘inIkval flight above 3,000 feet above meansealevel outside contrélled airspaceshall He flownat a level appropriate to its magnetic track, in accordance withthe! appropriate table set forth in this Rule. The level of flight shall bemeasured byan altimeterset according to the system notified, or in the caseof ‘Hight over a country other than Nigeria, otherwise published by theconipetent authority, in relation to the area over whichtheaircraft is flying.

Proy ided that on ‘aircraft may be flown at a level other than the levelrequir
an air
in réla

a

i

270°ibut less than 360°

ed bythis Rule ifit is flying in conformity with instructions given bytraffic control unit or in accordance with holding procedures notified10n to an aerodrome.

TaBLE I—FLIGHTs at LEVELS BELOW 29,000 Freer
F | Magnetic track Cruising Level

Less than 90°. . .. .. . Odd thousandsof feet
90° but less than 180 ee, Odd thousandsoffeet +. 500 feet
180?b nt less than 270° fea, Even thousandsof feet
2701 but less than 360° . Even thousands offeet +. 500) ft. ~

TABLE II—F.icuts at LEVELS OF 29,000 FEET AND ABOVE ‘
:

|

Magetic track Cruising Level :
Less tHan 90°... a . .. 29,000 feet or higher levels. at:

intervals of4,000 feet .
90° but lesg than 180° 30,000 feet or higher levels at; intervals of 4,000feet
180°fbyt less than 270°: 2... 31,000 feet or higher levels at

intervals of 4,000 feet
32,000 feet or higher levels at

intervals of 4,000 feet.

Flight Plan and Air Traffic Control Clearance
28,—{(1) In order to comply with the Instrument Flight Rules, before anaircrpft| either takes off from a point within any controlled airspace or entersanybontrolled airspace the commanderoftheaircraft shall cause a flightplan ito be communicated to the appropriateair traffic control unit and shall

obtain dn airtraffic control clearance based on’such flight plan. .
(2} ‘he flight plan shall contain such particulars of the intended flight asmay be necessary to enable the air traffic control unit.to issue an air trafficcontrol learance,or for search and rescue purposes, ,i anneUmmRET NE EeaR TE EEE



(3) ‘The commander of the aircraft shall fly in conformity with the airtraffic controlclearance issued for the flight as amended by any furtherinstructions given byan airtraffic control unit, and with the holding andinstrument approach procedures, notified:in relation to the aerodrome of
destination, unless :—

(2) heis able to fly in uninterrupted Visual Meteorological conditionsforso long as he remainsin controlled airspace, and
(6) he has informed the appropriateair traffic control unit of his intention

e

to continue the flight in compliance with Visual Flight Rules and has .requested that unitto cancel his flight plan :
Providedthatif an emergencyarises which requires an immediate deviationfrom. air traffic control clearance, the commander of the aircraft shall, assoonas possible, inform the appropriateair traffic control unit of the deviation.
(+) ‘The commanderoftheaircraft after it has flown in controlled airspaceshall, unless he has requested the appropriate air traffic. control unit tocancel his flight plan, forthwith inform that unit when the aircraft lands.within or leaves the controlled airspace.

Position Reports

29. In orderto comply with the Instrument Flight Rules the commander
of an aircraft in IFR flight who flies in oris intending to enter controlledairspace shall report to the appropriateair traffic control unit the time, andthe position andaltitude of the aircraft at such reporting points or at such
intervals of time as may benotified for this:purpose or as maybe directed bythe air traffic control unit.

Communication Failure

30, In order to comply withthe Instrument Flight Rules the commander
of an aircraft flying in controlled airspace who is unable to establish ormaintain two-way communication with the appropriate air traffic controlunit shall :— :

Se »

(a) continue to flying to his destination, if it is possible to do so byflying only in conditions not inferior to those specified in paragraph (6) of
Rule 24 of these Rules, or ,

(5) if he has received and acknowledgedanair traffic control clearance
to fly to his destination or to enter the controlled airspace in whichitlies,
and sufficient navigational assitance is obtainable to enable him to comply
withsuch clearance, ‘

(i) continue to fly in compliance with the current flight plan to the
holding point at the aerodrome ofdestination, maintaining the last
acknowledged cruising levels for the portion of the route for which
levels have been specified in the clearance, and thereafter the cruising
levels shownin theflight plan:

’ *

© - (i) arrange the flight to arrive over the holding point as closely as
*, possible to the last acknowledged estimated time ofarrival.
* (zit) begin to descend over the holding point at the last acknowledged
expected approachtime,or, if no such expected approach time has been
acknowledged,the last acknowledgedestimated timeofarrival

(7v) land within30 minutes of the time at which the descent should
have beenstarted ; or,

.
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(c)l if he is unable to comply with the provisions of paragraph (a) or (d)ofithjs Rule, leave or avoid controlled airspace either :— *
t) fly to an area in which flight maybe continued in Visual Metcoro-logical Conditions, and land at an aerodrome there, or ,
1) select a suitable area in which to descend through cloud, andand at an aerodromethere.

°

Part VII.—AERODROME ‘l'RAFFIC RULES

<[pplication of Aerodrome Traffic Rules
31; he Rules in this Section of these Rules which are expressed to apply

to flying machines shall also be observed, so far as is practicable, in relation -
to allotheraircraft. .

J
- 

9
N
O
T
H

Visual Signals
32} "Fhe commanderofa flying machine on, or in the traffic zone of, anaerodrome shall observe such visual signals as may be displayed at, ordirected to him from, the aerodrome bythe authority of the person in charge

of thea prodromeandshall obeyany instructionswhich maybe given to him
by mearis of suchsignals.

, Prpvi Hed that he shall not be required to obeythe signals referred to in
Rule/45jof these Rules (Marshalling Signals) if in his opinionit is inadvisable
to do;so iin theinterests of safety.

Arce s ta and movement on the Manoeuvring Area andother parts of the
, ob. lerodrome used by Aircraft 
33) A person orvehicle shall not go on to any part of an aerodrome

provided for the use of aircraft and under the control of the person in chargeof the aerodrome without the permission of the person in charge of theaerodrome, and except in aceordance with any conditions subject to which
that permission may have been granted.

(2); A vehicle shall not move on the manoeuvring area of:an aerodromehaving qn air traffic control unit without the permission of that unit, and
except in accordance with any conditions subject to which that permission
may have been granted.

(3)! Any perthission granted for the purposes of this Rule maybe granted
either in/respect ofpersons or vehiclesgenerally, or in respect of anyparticulart .

.personof vehicle or anyclass ofperson or vehicle.
5 |

fo. Right of Way onthe ground
34.1—-(1) This Rule shall apply to :-—

(a) Pein machines ; and
(6) tehicles -

on arly part of a land aerodrome provided for the use ofaircraft and under
the cdntrpl of the person in charge of the aerodrome.

(2); Nqtwithstanding anyair traffic control clearance it shall ‘remain the
duty pf the commanderofanaircraft to takeall possible measures to ensure
that His aircraft does not collide with any otRr aircraft or with any vehicle.

(3) (2), Flying machines and vehicles shall give way to aircraft which are
takingoffi or landing.
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(b) Vehicles, and flying machines which are not taking off or landing,shall
give wayto vehicles towing aircraft.

(c) Vehicles which are not towing aircraft shall give way to aircraft.

(+) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this Rule and of paragraph
(3) (6) of Rule 36 of these Rules, in case of danger ofcollision between two
flying machines :— .

(2) when the two flying machines are approaching head-on or approxi--

matelyso, each shallalter its course to the right;
(6) when the two flying machines are on converging courses, the one

which has the otheronits right shall give way to the other and shall avoid
crossing ahead of the other unless passing well clear of it.

(c) a flying machine which is being overtaken shall have the right-of-
way, and the overtaking flying machine shall keep out of the way of the
other flying machine byaltering its course. to the left until that other
flying machine has been passed andis clear, notwithstanding any change
in the relative positions of the two flying machines.

(5): Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) (b) of this Rule a vehicle
shall :— :

(a) overtake another vehicle so that the other vehicle is on the left of
the overtaking vehicle ; : ‘

(b) keep to the left when passing another vehicle which is approaching
head-on or approximatelyso.

Dropping of Tow Ropes etc. -
\.

35. ‘Tow ropes, banners or similar articles towed by aircraft shall not be
dropped from aircraft except at an aerodrome and :—

(a) in accordance with arrangements made with an air traffic control
unit at the aerodromer,if there is no such unit, with the person in charge
of the aerodrome; or

(6) in the area designated by the marking described in paragraph (7)
of Rule 42 of these Rules, and the ropes, banners, or similar articles shall
be dropped when the aircraft is flying in the direction appropriate for
landing.

lerodromes not having Air Traffic Control Units
4

36.—(1) (a) Anaircraft shall not fly within a zone which the commander
of the aircraft knows or ought reasonably to knowto be the aerodrometraffic
zone of an aerodrome where noairtraffic control unit is for the time being
notified as being on watch, except for the purpose of taking-off or landing
at that aerodromeor observing the signals in the signals area with a view
‘to landing there, unless he has the permission of the person in charge of the
aerodrome. .

(5) Anaircraft flying within such a zone for the purpose of observing the
signals shall remain clear of cloud and at least 500 feet above the level of
the aerodrome. :

(2) The commander of an aircraft flying in such a zone or moving on
such an aerodromeshall :—

(a) conform to the pattern oftraffic formed by other aircraft, or keep
clear of the airspace in which the pattern is formed;

W
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; “ * * . . .

(b) makeall turns,to the left unless groundsignals otherwise indicate ; and

() take off and lAndin the direction indicated by the groundsignals,or,
if no

practice

(3)(2)

uch signals are displayed, into the wind, unless good aviation
demandsotherwise.

aA fying machine or glider shall not land on a runwayat such an

aerodfomeunless the runwayis clear of other aircraft.
bry . ~

(6) Where take-offs and landings are not confined to a runway :—

(F) a flying machine or glider when landing shall leave clear on its left
anyaircraft which has already landedoris already landing or is about to

take-off if sucha flying machineorglideris obliged to turn,it shall turn
te the left after the commander of theaircraft has satisfied himself that
such a¢tion will not interfere with other traffic movements; and

(i) ¢
mahoe
alréady

(4)A
in us¢ as

371
of the aj

flying machine about to take-off shall take up position and
ivre in such a wayas to leave clear onits left any aircraft which is
taking off oris about to take-off.

fying machine after landing shall move clear of the landing area
soon as it is possible to do so. :

lerodromes having Air Traffic Control Units -An Aircraft shall not fly within a zone which the commander
rcraft knows or ought reasonably to knowto be the aerodrome

traffi¢ zope of an aerodrome where anairtraffic control unit is for the time
being! notified as being on watch, except for the purpose of taking-off or
landing
a vielt

air traffic

(2)} Th
of anjaerc
as being
shall }—

(2) ¢
radio
aerodri
instruc
4
2) n

exgeptPt
(c) c

 
t that aerodrome, or observing the signals in the signals area with
landing there, unless he has the permission of the appropriate

control unit,

le commander of an aircraft flying in the aerodrome traffic zone
drome whereanair traffic control unit is for the time being notified
n watch, or moving on the manoeuvring area of such an aerodrome

ause a continuous watch to be maintained on the appropriate
frequency notified for air traffic control communications at the
me, or, if this is not possible, cause a watch to be kept for such
tions as maybe issued by visual means.

ot taxi at the acrodrome or take-off or land anywhere in the zone
with the permission of the air traffic control unit. .

pmply with the provisions of paragraphs 1 (8), (2), (3) and (4) of
Rule 36 of these Rules as if the aerodrome did not have an air traffic
control

aerbdr

38 W.

the cbmr

to depart

unit, unless he has permission of the air traffic control unit at the
me, or has been instructed by that unit, to do otherwise.

Commander's duty at Unit

thout prejudice to the provisions of Rules 21 and 28 of these Rules,
pander of an aircraft shall, immediately upon arrival at, or prior
ire from, an aerodrome within Nigeria having an air traffic control

unit, enstre that such unit is informed of the flight which he has just made
or wHich he is about to undertake.   



Part VIII—ArRopROME SIGNALS AND MARKINGS
VISUAL AND AURAL SIGNALS

General’

39.—(1) Whenever anysignal specified in“this Section of these Rulesis given or displayed, or whenever any marking so specified is displayed,byanypersonin anaircraft, or at an aerodrome, or at any other place whichis being used byaircraft for landing or take-off, it shall, when given ordis-played in Nigeria, have the meaning assigned to it in this Section.

(2) All dimensionsspecified in this Section of these Rules shall be subjectto a tolerance of 10 per cent, plus or minus.

Signals inthe Signals Area
.

40.—(1) When hny signal specified in the following paragraphs of thisRule is displayed it shall be placed in a signals area, which shall bea squarevisible in all directions boardered by a white strip one foot wide the intérnalsides measuring 40 feet.

(2) A white landing T, as illustrated in this paragraphsig nifies that aero-
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af Fig.1.
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{Ging,

planes and gliders taking off or landing shall do so in a direction parrallelwith the shaft of the T and towardsthe cross arm, unless otherwise authorisedby the appropriate air traffic controlunit.
_ (3) “A white disc two feet in diameter displayed alongside the cross arm ofthe T and in line with the shaft of the T, as illustrated in this paragraph
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signifies that the direction of the landing and take-off do not necessarily
coincide. (4) A. white dumb-bell, as illustrated in this paragraph ‘signifies that

a

#
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 a

I6ins. |

Fig. 3.

movements of aeroplanes and gliders on the ground shall be contined to
pavéd, metalled or similar hard surfaces. .

(5) Alwhite dumb-bell as described in (4) above but with ablack strip two
feet;wide across each disc at right angles to the shaft of the dumb-bell, as
illustrated in this paragraph,signifies that aeroplanes and gliders taking off  
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or landing shall do so on a runway but that movement on the groundis notconfined to paved, metalled or similar hard surfaces,.
(6) A red and yellowstriped arrow, (as illustrated in - this paragraph)

\
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A, veson
a

the shaft of whichis at least three feet wide, placed along the whole ornotlessthan a total of 36 feet of two adjacentsides of the signals area and pointing in pclockwise diréction, signifies that a right-handcircuit is in force.
«. (7) A red panel ten feet square with a yellow strip along one diagonal atleast twenty inches wide, as illustrated in this paragraph, signifiesthat the
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state off the manoeuvring area is poor and that pilots must exercise special
care whenlanding.

é a. . '(8) <4 red panel ten feet square with a yellow strip at least twenty inches
wide, along each diagonal, as illustrated in this paragraph, signifies that the
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Fig. 7.

aerodrome is unsafe for the movementof aircraft and that landing on the
aerodrome is prohibited.

.
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| (9) A white letter H, as illustrated in this paragraph signifies that heli-
t .
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copters shall take off and land only within the area designated by the marking
specified in paragraph (5) of Rule 42 of these Rules.

(10) A red letter L displayed on the dumb-bell specified in paragraphs(4)
and (5) of this Rule,as illustrated in this paragraph signifies that light aircraft

    

 

   pe3 ft —o}

are permitted to takeoff and land either on a runway or on the area designatedby the marking specified in paragraph (6) of Rule 42 of these Rules.
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11) A white double cross as illustrated in this paragraph, signifies that
glider flying is in progress.

bh

Markingfor Paved Runways and Taxiways

. 41.—(1) Two or more white crosses, as illustrated in this paragraph
a .
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played on a runway or taxiway, with the armsofthe crosses at an angle of
to the centre line of the runway, at intervals of not more than 1,000

feet signify that the section of. the runway or taxiway marked by them is
unfit for the movement ofaircraft.

(2) A broken white line and a continuous white line as illustrated in this
paragraph signify the holding position beyond which no part of an aircraft 
r

b
h
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“ Fig 12

vehicle shall project in the direction of the runway without permission
rom an air traffic control unit.



(3) Orange and white markers asillustrated in this paragraph, spaced not

 

  
 

  

 

 

more than 150 feetapart, signify the boundary ofthat part of a paved runway,
taxiway or apron which is unfit for the movementofaircraft. /

1

a . : 4

Markingon. Unpaved Manoeuvring Areas
42.—(1) Markers with orange and white stipes of an equal widthof not

less than 14 feet, with an orange stripe at each end as illustrated in this
paragraph alternating with flags not less than 2 feet square showing equal

STRIPES OF CQUAL WIDTH

 

  

 

 

 

 

orange and white triangular areas, indicate the boundaryof an area unfit
for the movementofaircraft and one or more white crosses as specified inparagraph (1) of Rule 41.of these Rules indicate the said area. The distancebetween anytwo successive orange and white flags shall not exceed 300 feet.

(2) Striped markers, as specified in paragraph (1) of the Rule, spaced notmore than 150 feet apart, indicate the boundaryof an aerodrome. |

_ (3) On structures, markers with orangé and white vertical stripes of anequal width of notless than 1} feet, with an orange stripe at each end, asillustrated in this paragraph, spaced not more than 150feet apart, indicate the

<
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Fig. Is

bpundary of an aerodrome. ‘The pattern of the markershall be visible from
Side and outside the aerodrome and the marker shall be affixed not more
than 6 inches from the top of the structure.

(4) White flat rectangular markers 10 feet long and3 feet wide atintervals
“not exceeding 300 feet, flush with the surface of the unpaved runway or

lopway, as the case maybe, indicate boundary of an unpaved runway or a
topway,

(5) A white letter H, as illustrated in this paragraph, indicates an area
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Fig. 16.

hich shall be used only for the taking off and landing of helicopters.

(6) A white letter L asillustrated in this paragraph, indicates a part of the
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Frg. 17.

manoeuvring area which shall be used only for the taking off and landing of
light aircraft.

(7) A yellow cross, with two arms 20 feet long by 3 feet wide at right
angles, indicates that tow ropes and similar articles towed byaircraft shall
only be dropped in the area in which thecrossis placed.

(8) A white double crossasillustrated in this paragraph, indicates an area

3°
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, 1 20°

I 40

Fig. 8

 

 

   
  

“which shall be used only for the taking off and landingofgliders.

(9) A white landing T as specified in paragraph (2) of Rule 40 of these
Rules placed at the left hand side of the runway when viewed from the

' direction of landing indicates the runway to be used, and at an aerodrome
- “with no runwayit indicates the direction for take-off and landing.

Signals Visible from the Ground

43.—(1) A black ball 2 feet in diameter suspended from a mast signifies
that the directions of take-off and landing are not necessarily the same.
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(2) A checkered flag or board, 4 feet by 3 feet containing twelve cqualsquares, 4 horizontally and 3 vertically, coloured red and yellowalternately,| signifies that aerodrometraffic on the manoeuvring area is subject to control
means of the lights and pyrotechnicsignals referred to in Rule 44 of theseRules. 

 

  

(3) Tworedballs 2 feet in diameter, disposed vertically one above the other,
2 feet apart and suspendedfrom a mast,signify thatgliderflyingis in progress
at/the acrodrome. a

4) Black arabic numerals in two-figure groups and, where parallel runwavs
arp provided the letter or letters L (left) LC (left centre) C (centre), RC
(right centre) and

R

(right), placed against a yellow background,indicate the
oe for take-off or the runwayin use. .

5) A black letter C against a yellow background, as illustrated in this
| paragraph indicates the position at which a pilot can report to the air traffic
control unit or to the person in charge of the aerodrome.

 Gh 6ft PP}
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 Fig. 19
i
4

(6) A rectangular green flag of not less than 2 feet square flown from a
mast indicates that a right hand circuit is in force. -

1 Lights and Pyrotechnic Signals for Control of Aerodrome Traffic. .
44, Each signal described in the first column of Table A, when directed

from an aerodrometo an aircraft or to a vehicle, or from an aircraft, shall
| haye the meanings respectively appearing in the second, third and fourth
_ columns of that Table opposite the description of the signal.
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Characteristic and col-

 

From an aerodrome
to an aircraft in

 

to an aircraft

 

Front an air-

 

our of light beam or flight or vehicle on the craftinflight
pyrotechnic aerodrome to an aero-

Stop drome
(a) Continuous red Do notland; —_ *

. light wait for permis~
sion

(6) Red pyrotechnic- Do not land; —
light, or wait for permis- —
Red flare sion ‘| Move clear of [-~
(c) Red flashes Do not land ; ae-| landing area —

rodrome not .
available for
landing You may move

(d) Green flashes .. Return to aero- on manoeuvr-
drome : wait for | ing area _
permission to —
approach and
land i

(e) Continuous green You may land You may take
light off (not applica- —

ble to a vehicle). By night:
(f) Continuous green MayI land ?
light, or By day :
green flashes, or Green —_ _ MayI land
pyrotechnic light in direction

different
from
that indica-
ted by land-

. _ . ing T?
(g) Whiteflashes Return to start- Iam com-

ing point on the pelled to land
aerodrome immediately

(k) White pyrotechnic I am com-
lights pelled to
Switching onand off — _ land imme-
the navigation lights . diately

4

Marshalling Signals

45, Each of the signals for the guidance of aircraft manoeuvring on the ©
ground, described in thefirst column of Table B,shall, in Nigeria have the
meaningset forth in the second columnofthat Table opposite the description
of the signal..
bats and bynight by torches or illuminated wands.

By day any such signals shall be given by handor bycircular



TasLe B—IBANING OF MARSHALLING SIGNALS

Descriptionof Signal

 

moved across: the body. and
seo ferme stor

‘indicateposition of theother marsh:

 

(6) Arms repeatedly moved upward and
backward, beckoning onward.

’

(c) Right arm down, left arm repeatedly
moved upward and backward. ‘The speed of
arm movement indicates the rate of turn.

ndedto|

Meaning of Signal

Move ahead

odaoeleft-arm-down;theotler-arnProceedtinder”uidance of

Anothermarshall...

Open up starboard engine
or turn to port.
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_ In Daylight
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By Night
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(2) Left arm down,the right arm repeated-

ly moved upward and backward. ‘The speed
of arm movement indicates the rate of turn.

Openupport engine or turn
to starboard,
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TABLE B-—MEANING OF MARSHALLING, SIGNALS (RULE 45)----continued

 

Description of Signal

(e) Arms repeatedly crossed above the
head. The speed of arm movementindicates
the urgencyof thestop.

 

Meaning of Signal
 

Stop.

 

(f)A circular motion of the right handat
head level, with the left arm pointing to the
appropriate engine.

.(g) Arms extended, the palms facing.irin-
wards,then swung from the extended position
inwards,

 
Start engines.

Insert chocks.

In Daylight
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‘TABLE B-—MEANING OF MARSHALLING SIGNALS (RULE 45) 0
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Description of Signal Meaning of Signal ° In Daylight By Night

(A) Arms.down, the palms. facing. outwards......Chacks, away . server eortiver wes ep mtn +

 then swungoutwards.:
ones benete etree pee toe a ep at ae setters tre erga sprtbae ger neenees seagate Setetey dep gwet gene etist wen ge epee aes nee cumin coe PIRES AMAR tenn pe nD Ip vations eran eee mer

 

  

 (‘) Either arm and handplacedJevel with |Cut engine.
the chest, then movedlaterally with the palm aft

down wards. °
We. dT.

\ /

   

 

 

 (k) Arms placed down, with the palms Slow down.
towards the ground, then movedup and down
several times. , ; °

   
  



TABLE B—IEANING OF MARSHALLING SIGNALS (RULE 45)—continued

 

Description of Signal Meaning of Signal In Daylight By Night
 

(}) Arms placed down, with the palms Slow down engines indica- _ ~
 

towards the ground, then either the right or ted side.
left arm moved up and downindicating that
the motors on the left or right side, as the case
may be, should be slowed down.

 

 

 

Arms placed above the head in a vertical This bay.
position.

   

 

   
 

(x) The right arm raised at the elbow, with All clear : Marshalling
the arm facing forward. finished. 
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: Distress, Urgency and Safety Signals

46.—(1) Thefollowing signals, given either together or separately before /the sending ofa message, signify that an aircraft is threatened by grave and :imminent danger and requests immediateassistance :—
‘ (2) by radiotelephony :—

:the spoken word ‘““Maypay”,

:(b) byvisual signalling :—
_ (i) the signal SOS(... ———...); ee

| (i) a succession of- Pyrotechnic lights fired at short intervals each‘showinga singlered light;

| (ai) the two flag signal corresponding to the letters NC of the_ international code of signals ;

i (tv) the distant signal, consisting of a square flag having either above
Cs belowit a ball or anything resemblinga ball ;

. 7 (c) Bysoundsignalling other than radiotelephony. :—

: (i) thesignal SOS(...———... );
(2) a continuous sounding with any sound apparatus.

(2) The following signals, given either together or separately, betore theSending of a message, signify that the commanderoftheaircraft wishes to{ Zivemotice of difficulties but that he does not require immediate assistance :—
(a) a succession of white pyrotechniclights ;

(6) the repeated switching on andoff of theaircraft landinglights ;
(c) the repeated switching on and off of its navigation lights, in such a

mpnneras to beclearly distinguished from theflashing navigation lightsdescribed in Rule 12 of these Rules.

(3) The following signals, given either together or separatley, indicatehat ‘the commander of the aircraft has an urgent message to transmitconcerningthe safety of the aircraft or of any person or property :——
(a): byradioteléphony :—

“£ ? thespoken word “Pan”;
(6) by visual signalling :-— ¢
- (¢) the signal XXX (—. .— —..— —. —);
" (ii) asuccession of green pyrotechnic lights ;
(it?) asuccession of greenflashes;
(c) by soundsignalling other than radiotelephony :—
; the original XXX (—-.. — —..— —. -—);

(4): The following signals, given either together or separately, indicate
that the commanderof theaircraft has a message to transmit concerning thesafety of navigation or giving meteorological warnings :—

(a) by radiotelephony :—
_ the spoken work “Sgcurrre”;
(6) byvisual or sound signalling other than radiotelephony:—
: the siznal TTT (— — —). 



Warning Signals to Aircraft in Flight -
47. In Nigeria the following signals shall respectively have the following

meanings :—

(a) (7) by day—a series of projectiles discharged at intervals of ten
seconds, each showing on bursting black or white smoke, or
- (i) by night—a series of projectiles discharged at intervals of ten
seconds, each showing on bursting white lights or stars, or an intermittent
white luminous beam directed at theaircraft, indicates that the aircraft to
which the signalis directed is in the vicinity of such an area as is referred
to in subparagraph (c) of paragraph (1) of Regulations 57 of the Air-
Navigation Regulations and is required to changeits course.

(6) by day or night, a series of projectiles discharged at intervals of
ten seconds, each showing on bursting greenlights or stras, indicates that
the aircraft is required to land at then nearest aerodrome in accordance.
with the provisions of Regulation 57 of the Air Navigation Regulations.

Part IX.—Grounp Licutine |

AWinimum Ground Lighting

48.--(1) The person in charge of any area to which this Rule applies shall
cause thelighting specified in Rules 49 to 54 inclusive, of these Rules to be in
operation whenevera flying machineorglider, flying for the purpose of the
public transport of passengers, is taking off or landing at that area by night
and during such period before or after the take-off or landing as may be
necessary to ensurethesafetyof theaircraft:
Provided that, if the area is intended for use only by helicopters, there

maybein operation inlieu of the lighting specified in Rules 49, 50, 53 and 54
of these Rules, such otherlighting as will enable the pilot of a helicopter in
flight :—

() to identify the area a —
(#7) to determine the landing direction ; and

(#i) to make a safe approach and landing. _

(2) The requirements of paragraph(1) of this Rule shall be deemed not to
have been contravened if neither the person in charge of the area nor any
person acting under his instructiens knew or ought reasonably to have
known that the aircraft was about to take-off or land.

(3) This Rule shall apply to any place, whether or not an aerodrome,
intended to be used for the taking off, landing of aircraft or the manoeuvring
of aircraft on the ground, but shall not apply to any Government aerodrome
or to any aerodromelicensedfor use by night.

Approach Lighting
49. The lighting required by Rule 48 of these Rules shall include lighting

to. give approach guidance to the runway or landing area intended to be used,
whichlighting shall consist of either :-—

(a) a line of identical lights each having an intensity of not less than
100 candles of red or white light in the direction of approach, equally
spaced at intervals not exceeding 200 feet along the extended centre line
of the runway for a distance of not less than 600 feet from the threshold
in the direction of approach; or
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:(6) angle of approachlights so arranged as to indicate a sloping pathbéiween 23 and +3; above the horizontal which will provide, for anyaitcraft approaching to land, safe clearance above all obstacles withinthree nautical miles of thé threshold of the runway andwill give a warningby means of red beams of light if the aircraft is below the path. ‘lhelights shall indicate the path throughout an angle in azimuth ofnot lessthan 12° symmetrically abuta line parallel to the direction of landing;
Provided that if the lights specified in paragraph (1) (6) of Rule 50 are inOperation, the lights specified in sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph shallalso be in operation, andnot the lights specified in sub-paragraph(a) ofthisparagraph.

%

Landing Area Lights
50.—(1) Where a runway is not provided, the lighting required by Rule48 ofthese Rules shall include either :-—

(2) Twolines of white lights parallel to the direction of take-off or landingvisible from all directions above the horizontal delineating the landing; area intended for use by night,the lights in each line being equaliy spacedat intervals not exceeding 300 feet. The lines of lights shall ¢ less |than 100 feet nor moféthan 200 feet apart, and shall be so placedthat aa line drawn between a light and the opposite light in the parallel line oflights would beat right angles to the direction of use ofthe landingarea ; or
+46) white lights visible as aforesaid and arranged in the form of a T-with the shaft of the. T parallel to the direction of use and ontheleftedge of the area intended for landing when seen from the direction ofapproachandextending for the whole length of that edge, the lights in theshaft being equally spaced at intervals not exceeding 300 feet, and thecross arm of the T consisting of single lights placed 300 feet on eitherside:of the light in the shaft of the T furthest fram the approach end.

(2) Where a runwayis provided the lighting required by Rule 48 of thesesules shall include two lines of white lights visible from the direction of o
e€

]

pproach, placed on the edge of the runway and each extending the wholef the! length intended for use, the distance between successive lights inch line being not more than 300 feet so that, so far as is practicable ame drawn betweena light and the opposite light in the parallel line of lightsf “48 : a . ,would be at right angles to the axis of the runway.
I :

| (3) ‘Phe lights required by this Rule shall have an intensity of not less’ than 59 candles.

’

Guidance Lights on the Manoeuvring Area and other parts of thei aerodrome used by aircraft. oy
51. The lighting required by Rule 48 of these Rules shall include either:—

(a) the delineation of every taxiway intendedfor use by night by means
of light along its edges, either blue lights on oneside and yellow lights onthe other or blue lights on both sides. The lights on each side shall havea brightness sufficient to give adequate guidance to a taxying aircraft -wher thelights are spaced not more than 160 feet apart on straightstetches,Oncurves the lights shall be at reduced spacing to mark the taxiway edgeclearly. If the taxiway is unpaved the lines of lights shall be not lessthan 50 nor more than 100 feet apart ; or

.
.
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(6) when aircraft manoeuvringon the groundare not confinedto taxiways,
white lights visible from all directions. above the horizontal and of an
intensity of not less than 10 candles at 5° above the horizontal, spaced at
intervals not exceeding 300 feet along the boundary ofthat part of the
aerodrome provided for the useof aircraft and under the:control of the
person in charge of the aerodrome and intendedfor use by night.

Areas unfitfor Use
52. The lighting required by Rule 48 of these Rules shall include red

lights visible from all directions above the horizontal, sufficient to mark
adequatelyany area unfit for the movementofaircraft at night.

Landing Direction Indicator

53. Where neither the lighting specified in paragraph (1) (a) of Rule 49
of these Rules nor that specified in paragraph(1) (b) of Rule 50 of these Rules
is provided, the lighting required by Rule 47 of these Rules shall include :—

(2) adequate illumination of a landing T as specified in paragraph (2) of
Rule 40 of these Rules ; or

(b) a landing T of the dimensions so specified, consisting of white
lights, visible from all directions above the horizontal, of an intensity of
not less than 5 nor more than 20 candles placed either in the signals area
or between 50 and 100 feet to the left as seen from the direction of approach

‘of the runwayat the approachendthereof.

Obstruction Lights.

54.—(1) The lighting required by Rule 48 of these Rules shall include
the lighting ofall obstructions within the area in accordance with the provi-
sions of this Rule.

(2) Thelights on an obstruction shall be arranged so as to show not less
than 10 candles of red light in all directions in azimuth between 20° below
and 60° above thehorizontal.

(3) The lights shall be placed at the highest point of the obstruction
except that, where the top of a chimneyor other obstruction may be obscured
by smoke, the lights may be placed instead not more than 10 feet below the
top of the obstruction.

(+) If the height of an obstruction is more than 150 feet above ground
level lights shall be placed on the obstruction between the top and the ground
at vertical intervals not exceeding 150 feet. ‘

(5) On any obstruction of more than 150 feet in horizontal extent lights
as specified in paragraph (3) of this Rule shall be placed on the highest point
of each length of 150 feet of the obstruction, measuring from one end of the
ob$truction.

(6) For the purposes of this Rules any object, whether permanent or
temporary, shall be deemed to be an obstructionifit is likely to endanger
aircraft andif it is situated :—

(2) on that part of the manoeuvring area which is intended for use at
night; or

(>) within an area extending 200 feet on either side of the centre line of
the area intended for landingor take-off at night ; or

(c) within 200 feet of the area so intended, if the height of the object is
more than one quarter of the distance of the object from that area ; or

i
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(d) within 50 feet of a lightedtaxiway ; or
-(e) within an area of the dimensionsillustrated in this sub-paragraph,being an area at either end of a lighted runwayorlighted landing area andif the height of the object, measured above the level of the nearer end oftherunway or landing area is more than one thirtieth of the distancefrom the object to the nearest end of the runwayor landingarea.
Provided that a frangible object not more than 3 feet in height abovethe ground shall not be deemed to be an obstruction by reason ofthissub-paragraph.

.(¢f) within one nautical mile of the centre of the area intended for useat jnight for the taking-off, landing or manoeuvring of aircraft on theground and morethan 300 feet above the highest point of the. groundWithin that area,
.(7): Nothing in this Rule shall be taken to require the lighting of :—() anyaircraft displaying navigation lights in accordance with sectionIIE; of these Rules ;

(b) in an area set aside for the parking ofaircraft, any vehicle which isdisplaying the lights which are obligatory whenit is being driven on a| public highway;

(é) any obstruction or part’ of an obstruction which, by reason of thelighting of other obstructions, is notlikely to endangeraircraftin flight.

Part X. Air TRarric CoxrRor

Provisions of Air Traffic Control Services
55.4-(1) At every’ aerodrome (other than a Government aerodrome)which'is provided with means of two-way radio communication with aircrafthd is‘either situated in a control zoneoris an aerodromein respect of whichthe Minister has given a direction to the proprietor .or pérson in chargeof the: aerodrome requiring air traffic control service to be provided there,the pefson in charge of the aerodrome shall causeair traffic controlservice to
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be prgvidedat all times when the aerodrome is open for the take-off andding of aircraft,

(2) At every aerodrome (other than a Government aerodrome) whichprovided with means of two-way radio communication with aircraft andth equipmentfor providing holding aid, let-downaid, or approach aid bydio oy radar the personin charge of the aerodromeshall inform the Ministeradvance of anyperiod during which anyofthe said equipment will be inerationfor the purpose 6f providing holding aid, let-down aid or approachand, without prejudice to paragraph (1) of this Rule, cause air trafficntrolservice to be providedatall times when the said equipmentis notifiedbeing in operation for anyof those purposes. .

Licensing of -lir Traffic Controllers and Student Air Traffic Controllers
6.—(1) The Minister may grant a licence to any person to act as anair| trafic controller, or as a student air traffic controller, upon his beingsatisfied that the applicantis a fit and proper person to hold the licence andqualified by reason of his knowledge, experience, competence, skill andphysica] fitness so to act, and for that purpose the applicant shall furnishsugh e¥idence and undergo such examinations and tests (including inpamticular medical examinations) as the Minister may require of him:

r
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Provided that the Minister Shall not grant a licence to act as anairtraffic
controller to a person under the age of 21 years or a licenceto act as a student
air traffic controller to a person under the age of 18 years.(2) Every licence to act as an air traffic controller shall include a ratin
specifying the type of air traffic control service which the holder of the
licence is competent to provide and the aerodromesat whichhe mayprovide
that type of air traffic controlservice. ; If throughout anyperiod of 90 days
the holderofthelicence has notat any time providedat a particular aerodrome
the type ofair traffic control service specified in the rating, the rating shall
cease to be valid in relation to that aerodromeat the end of that period, and
upona rating ceasing to be valid in relation to an aerodromethe holder of ©
the licence shall forthwith inform the Minister in writing to that effect

(5) Subject to the Provisions of Regulation 54 of the Air Navigation
Regulations a licence as an ait traffic controller or as a student air traffic
controller shall remain in force for a period of 12 months and may be renewed
bythe Minister from time to time uponhis being satisfied that the applicant
is a fit and Properperson andis qualified as aforesaid,

Prohibition of Unlicenced Atr Traffic Controllers andStudent Air Traffic Controllers
57. A person shall Not provide any type of air traffic control service at

any aerodromeat whichair traffic control service is required to be provided
by or under Rule 55 of these Rules unless he does so underthe direction ofunder Rule 56 of these Rules authorising him to provide that typeofservice
at that aerodrome,oris the holder of a Student air traffic controller’s licence
and is supervised in accordance with Paragraph(3) of that Rule.

SECTION XI__FLIGHT OVER AN AREA IN WHICHSEARCH AND RESCUE OPERATIONS WOULDBE DIFFICULT58.—(1) The following provisions of this Paragraph shall have effect in
relation to public transportaircraft :—

(2) before commencing a flight overan area notified for the Purpose: of
this Rule as an area in which search and rescue Operations would be
difficult, the person in command of an aircraft shall submit Or causeto be
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: (6) when a flight notification has been submitted in accordance with
sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph the person in commandofanaircraft
which is able to communicate by radio with an appropriate radio station
shall if he finds it-necessary to deviate in respect of any particular from the
said flight notification, report by radio thenature of the proposed deviation
tb the appropriate airtraffic control unit as soon as practicable.

(2) Before commencing a flight over an area notified for the purpose
of this Rule as an area in which search and rescueoperations would bedifficult

|a person in commandofanaircraft, other than a public transport aircraft,
may submit orcause to be submitted to the appropriate air traffic control
unit a-flight notification containing such particulars as_may be required by
that air traffic control unit. Ifa flight notification is so submitted, the person
in commandofsuchaircraft shall comply with the requirements specified
in sub-paragraph (5) of paragraph (1) of this Rule as if theaircraft were a
public transport aircraft.

i

Mave at Lagos this 28th day of October 1965.
>

: 3 J. A. WacHUKU,
: Minister of Aviation
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FEDERATION OF NIGERIA

CIVIL AVIATION (INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS)

REGULATIONS, 1965

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS
Regulation

1, Citation and commencement:

2. Interpretation.
3. Application of these Regulations.
4. Notification of accidents.

5. Particulars of accidentto be notified. :
6. Access to and removalof damagedaircraft. -.
7. Appointmentand functionsof Inspectors of Accidents. -
8. Provisionsrelating to investigation by Inspectors of Accidents.
9. Report of investigation by inspectors.

10. Public inquiry.

11. Rehearing of public inquiry.
12. Accredited-representatives of other States mayinvestigate,
13. Penalties.
14. Saving.

15. Revocation.

L.N. 13 of 1965
: CIVIL AVIATION

The Civil Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) Regulations, 1965

Commencement : 1st December 1965
In exercise of the powers conferred on me by section Two of the CivilAviation Act, 1964 and ofall other powers enabling mein that behalf, I herebymake the following Regulations :—

1, These Regulations maybecited as the Civil Aviation (Investigation ofAccidents) Regulations, 1965, and shall come into operation on the Ist dayof December, 1965. - -

Interpretation and application of Regulations
2. (1) In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires

(2) “The Minister” means the Minister charged with responsibilityfor matters relatingto civil aviation ;
() “The Act” means the Civil Aviation Act, 1964 and includes anyRegulations madeor havingeffect as ifmade under the Act;
(c) “Aircraft” includes all balloons (whether captive or free), glidersairships, and flying machines; OO ,
(d) “Accident” includes any fortuitous or unexpected event by which *the safety of an aircraft or any personis threatened ; °
(e) references to Nigeria include references to the territorial watersadjacentthereto;
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| (f) “owner” means, where an aircraft is registered, the registered
Owner;

. (g) “substantial damage” includes any damage which necessitates the
replacement or extensive repair of any major component.

. 2. The Interpretation Act, 1964, applies for the purpose of the interpre-
tation of these Regulations as it applies for the purpose ofthe interpretation
of 4an Actof Parliament.

3. “These Regulations relate to civil aviation only and shall apply to
accidents arising outofor in the course ofair navigation which occurto any
civil aircraft in or over Nigeria, or elsewhere to civil aircraft registered in
Nigeria lan

Notification of Accidents.

4 An accident shall be notified in accordance with the provisions of ~
Regulation 5 if, between the time when any person boards an aircraft with
the:intention of flight and such timeas all persons have disembarked there-
fron

: (a) any person suffers death or serious injury while in or upon the
aircraft or by direct contact with the aircraft or anything attached thereto;

of
_ (0) the aircraft receives substantial damage.

5: —(1) Where an accident occurs of which‘notification is required to be
given under Regulation 4 the person in commandofthe aircraft involved at
the timeof the accident, or if he bekilled or incapacitated, then the owner
operator, hirer or other person on whose behalf he was in commandof the

“aircraft, as the case maybe, shall forthwith send notice thereof to the Minis-
ter by the quickest means of communications available and in the case of an
accident occurring in or over Nigeria shall also notify forthwith the local
polige authorities of the accident and ofthe place whereit occurred.

2 The notice to the Minister referred to in paragraph (1) of this Regula-
tion Shall state as far as possible—

‘(a) the type andthe nationality and registration marks ofthe aircraft;

i(b) the nameof the owner, operator andhirerif any of the aircraft ;

i(c) the nameofthe person in commandoftheaircraft;

\(d) the date and Greenwich meantimeofthe accident;
‘(e) the last point of departure and the next point of intended landing

oftheaircraft ;

(f) the position of the aircraft with reference to some easily defined
geographical point;

- (2) the number of persons (if any)

* yi) Killed,
(%) seriously injured,

jas the result of the accident;
(h) .the nature of the accident as far as is known ;

(2) brief particulars of damage to the aircraft.
i
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(3) Where an accident to whichthese Regulations apply occurs, whether
in or over Nigeria or elsewhere, the owner, operator or hirer of the aircraft
shall, if so required by notice in writing from the Minister send to the Minis-
ter within such time as may be specified in the notice, such information
with respect thereto in such form as the Minister may require.

Access to and Removal of Damaged Aircraft.

6.—({1) Where an accident occurs in or over Nigeria of which notifi-
cation is required to be given under Regulation 4 no person other than
an authorised person shall have access to the aircraft involved in the accident
and the aircraft shall not except under the authority of the Minister, be
removed or otherwise interfered with ;

Provided that :—

(¢) the aircraft may be removed or interfered with so far as may be
necessary for the purpose of extricating persons or animals involved,
removing any mails carried by the aircraft, preventing destruction by
fire or other cause, or preventing any danger or obstruction to the pub-
lic or to air navigation or.to other transport;

(2) goods or passengers’ baggage may be removed from the aircraft
under the supervision of an officer of police, but, if the aircraft has come
from a. place outside Nigeria, shall not be removed from the vicinity
of the aircraft except on clearance by or with the consent of an officer
of Customs and Excise ; hae

(#7) if an aircraft is;wrecked on the water, the aircraft or any contents
thereof may be removedto such extent as may be necessary for bringing
it or them to a place of safety.

(2) Inthis Regulation the expression “‘authorised person” means any per-
son authorised by the Ministereither generally or specially to have access to
any aircraft involved in an accident and includes anyofficer of police or any
officer of Customs and Excise.

Appointment andfunctionsofInspectors of Accidents

7.—(1) For the purpose of carrying out investigations into the causes
and circumstancesof accidents to which these Regulations apply the Minis-
ter shall appoint persons as Inspectors of Accidents, one of whom shall be
appointed by him as Chief Inspector of Accidents.

(2) The Chief Inspector of Accidents, if he thinks .fit, may himself
carry out an investigation or cause an investigation to be carried out by

_an Inspector of Accidents of any accident to which these Regulations apply
‘whether or not such accident is one whereof notification is required to
be given under Regulation 4. ,

(3) Public notice that such investigation istaking place shall be given in
such manner as the Minister may think fit and shall state that any person
who may desire to make representations concerning the circumstances or
causes of the accident may do so in writing within a time to be specified
in the notice,
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8.2 With respect to any Inspector's Investigation, the following pro-
visions of this Regulation shall have effect :—

(1) The Inspector of Accidents by whom the investigation 1s made
(in, this Regulation referred to as “the Inspector”) shall have power:

* (a2) bysummons under his hand to call before him and examine
wll such persons as he thinks fit, to require such persons to, answer
any questionsor furnish anyinformation or produce anybooks, paper,
Hocuments and articles which the Inspector may consider relevant,
and to retain any such books, papers, documents and articles until
he completion of the investigation ;

; (5) to take statementsfrom all such persons as he thinks fit and
to require any such person to make and sign a declarationofthe truth of
{the statement made byhim.

| (¢) to have access to and examineanyaircraft involved in the acci-
dent and the place where the accident occurred, andfor that purpose
to require anysuch aircraft or any part or equipment thereof to he

“preserved unaltered pending examination ; ‘t (d) to examine, remove, test, take measures for the preservation
af, or otherwise deal with the aircraft or any part thereof or anything
contained therein ;

i-(e) to enter and inspect any place or building the entry or inspec-
tion whereof appears to the Inspector to he requisite for the purposes

"of the investigation:
: poo

. . -\ . Oo? f ({) to take measures for the preservation of evidence.

. (2) Where an accident has occurred in or over Nigeria, to an aircraft
‘Tegistered in any countryother than Nigeria, the Minister may authorise
an |nvestigator appointed by the duly competent authority of that other
country to carry out an investigation, and in that event the Minister shall
so far as heis able facilitate inquiries by the investigator so-appointed ;

(1) Theinvestigation shall be held in private ;
if ~ :

(4) Where it appears to the Inspector that in order to resolve any con-
flict, of of evidence or that for any other reason it is expedient so to do, he
may! permit any personto appear before him andcall evidence and examine
Wittesses : .

(5) Where it appears to the Inspector that any degree of responsi-bility for the accident maybe attributed to any person, andifit appears
_ to the Inspector to be practicable so to do that personor,if he be deceased,
his legal personal representatives shall be given notice that blame may be

‘attributed to him and be permitted to make a statement or give evidence
and} to produce witnesses and to examine any witnesses from whose
.evidenice it appears that he maybe blameworthy; ,

i

(f° The Attorney General mayintervene at any stage of an investiga-tionlin order to make representations or to examine Witnessés, if it appears
to him expedient so to do in the public interest;

(2) Evcry person summoned bythe Inspector as a witness in accor-
dance with this Regulation shall be allowed such expenses as the Minister
may! from time to time determine.
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9. Upon the completion of an investigation, the Chief Inspector of
Accidents, or such other Inspector as may be authorised by the Minister,
shall make a report to the Minister. He shall state the circumstances of
the case and his conclusions as to the cause of the accident, adding any
observations and recommendations which he thinks fit te make with a

view to the preservation of life and the avoidance of silimar accidents in
future, Heshall also state to what extent effect has given to the provisions
of paragraph (5) of Regulation 8. The Minister may cause the whole or
any part of such report to be made public in such manneras he thinks fit.

Public Inquiry

10.—(1) Where it appears to the Minister that it is expedient to hold
a Public Inquiryinto the causes and circumstances of an accident to which
these Regulations apply, he may direct that a Public Inquiry be held by
a Commissioner appointed by the Chief Justice ; and in any such case any
Inspector’s investigation relating to the accident shall be discontinued :

(2) The Commissioner (hereinafter called “The Court”) shall be a
barrister of not less than ten years standing. The Court shall be assisted
by nat less than two Assessors possessing aeronautical, engineering or
other special skill or knowledge one of whom maybe the Chief Inspector
of Accidents, or one of the Inspectors of Accidents. The Assessors shall
be appointed by the Chief Justice ;

(3) Where the Minister has directed a Public Inquiry to be held, he
shall remit the case to the Attorney-General, and thereafter the prepara-
tion and presentation of the case shall be conducted by the Solicitor-Gene-
ral of the Federation under the direction of the Attorney-General ; the Chief
Inspector of Accidents shall render such assistance to the Court and to the
Attorney-General as is in his power and for that purpose shall have the
powers conferred by paragraph (1) of Regulation 8 on an Inspector of
Accidents with respect to an Inspector’s Investigation;

(4) Every Public Inquiry held under these Regulations shall be conducted
in such mannerthat, if a charge’is made against any person,that person shall
have an opportunity of making a defence;

(5S) When a Public Inquiry has been ordered the Attorney-General
may cause a notice, to be called a notice of inquiry, to be served upon the
owner, operator, hire and person in command of any aircraft involved in
the accident, as well as upon any person whoin his opinion ought to be served
with such notice. The notice shall contain a statement of the questions
which on the information then in the possession of the Attorney-General
he intendsto raise on the hearing of the inquiry, and the Attorney-General
may, at any timebefore the hearing of the inquiry, by a subsequent notice
amend, add to, or omit any of the questions specified in the noticeof inquiry;

(6) The Attorney-General, the owner, the operator, the hirer, the per-
son in command and any other person upon whom notice of inquiry
has been served, shall be deemed to beparties to the proceedings;

(7) Any other person, including the Minister, may, by leave of the
Court appear, and any person who so appears shall thereupon become
a party to the proceedings;
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| (8)$@) The Court. shall have, for the purposes of the inquiry,all the
powers of a Court of Summary Jurisdiction when acting as a Court inthe exercise of its ordinary jurisdiction, and without prejudice to thosepowers, the Court may,

ut

(a) enter and inspect,-or authorise any person to enter and inspect,anyplace or building entryor inspection whereof appearsto the Court requisitefor the purposes of the inquiry i,

” by summonsrequire the attendance as witnesses ofall such persons
_ as the Court thinks fit to call and examine, and require such persons to
answer any questions or furnish any information- or produce any books,
papérs, documents and articles which the Court may‘consider relevant;

~ (c) administer the oath to any such witness, or require any witness to: makeand sign a declaration of the turth of the statements made by him
- in h{s examination;

‘{(@ii) the Assessors shall have the same power of entry and inspec-
tion as the Court; ce

(9)

|

Affidavits and statutory declarations may, by permission of the Courtqnd saving all just“exceptions, be used as evidence at thehearing;

(10); At the time and place appointed for holding the inquiry the Courtmay proceed with the inquiry whether the parties, upon whom

a

noticeOf inquiry has been served. or anyof them arepresent or not;
a

(11)! The Court shall hold the inquiry in open Court save to the extentto whith the Court is of opinion that in the interest of justice or in thefublic interest any part of the evidence, or any argumentrelating thereto,
ould: be heard in camera;

 
x

—  | (12) Phe proceedings on the inquiry shall commence with the production‘and examination of witnesses on behalf of the Attorney-General. Theseditnesdes, after being examined on‘behalf of the Attorney-General, may be-Cross-examined bythe parties in such order as the Court maydirect, and maythen be re-examined on behalf of the Attorney-General. Questions asked. and doguments tendered as evidence in course of the examination of theseWitnesses shall not be open to objection merely on the ground that they do orhay raise questions which are not contained in or which vary from thegprestiop specified in the notice of inquiry or subsequentnotices referred to) paragraph(5) of this Regulation.~

- }(13) When the examination of the Witnesses produced on behalf of theAttorndy-General has been concluded, the Attorney-General shall state thequestions in reference to the accident and the conductof persons connectedwith th¢ accident upon which the opinion of the Court is desired. In framingthe questions for the opinion of the Court, the Attorney-General shall makesuch mbdifications in, additions to or omissions from the questions (in the“nptice of inquiry or subsequent notices referred to in sparagraph (5) ofthis Regulation,as, having regard to the evidence which has been given,_the Attorney-General or the Court maythink fit ;
(14) After the questions for the opinion of the Court have beenstated, theCourt shall proceed to hear the parties to the proceedings upon anddeter-njine the questions so stated. Each party to the proceedings shall be entitledtq address the Court and produce witnessesorrecall any of the witnesses who -

mh ; . . OO |ns t |
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have already beenexamined for further examination and generally adduce
evidence. he parties shall be heard and their witnesses examined, cross-
examined and re-examined in such order as the Court shall direct. Further
witnesses may also be produced andexamined on behalf. of the Attorney-
General and maybe cross-examined bythe parties and re-examined on behalf
of the Attorney-General;

(15) When the whole of the evidence in relation to the questions for the
opinion of the Court has been concluded anyofthe parties who desires so to
do mayaddress the Court upon the evidence and the Court may be addressed
in reply upon the whole case on behalf of the Attorney-General;

(16) The Court mayadjourn the inquiry from time to time andfrom place
to place ; and where an adjournmentis asked for by any party to the inquiry,
the Court may impose such terms as to payment of costs or otherwise as it
maythink just as a condition of granting the adjournment;

(17) The Court shall make a report to the Minister stating fully the
circumstances of the case and the opinion of the Court touching the causes
of the accident and adding any observations and recommendations which the
Court thinks fit to make with a viewto the preservation of life and the avoid-
ance of similar accidents in future, including a recommendation for the
cancellation, suspension or endorsement of any licence, certificate or other
document;

(18) Each Assessorshall either sign the report with or without reservations
orstate in writing his dissent thereform and his reasons for suchdissent, and
such reservations or dissent and reasons (if any) shall be forwarded to the
Minister with the report. The Minister shall unless there are good reasons
to the contrary cause anysuch report and reservations or dissen®and reasons

"(if any) to be made public whollyor in part in such a mannerashe thinksfit;

(19) Every person attending as a witness before the Court shall be allowed
such expenses as would be allowed to a witness attending before a Court of
Record,arid in case of dispute as to the amount to be allowed, the sameshall
be referred by the Court to a Judge of the Supreme Court who on request
signed by the Court shall ascertain and certify the proper amount of the
expenses, provided that, in the case of any party to the proceedings or of any
person in the employment of such a party, any such expenses may be dis-
allowed if the Court in its discretion so directs ;

(20) The Court may order the costs and expenses of the inquiry, or any
part thereof, to be paid by anyparty,if it finds that the acciderit was due to the
act or default or negligence of that party or of any person in the employ-
ment of that party; and any such order shall, on the application of any
personentitled to the benefit thereof, be enforced by a Court of Summary
Jurisdiction as if the costs and expenses were a penalty imposed by that
Court, but, subject to any such order, such costs and expensesshall be deemed
to be part of the expenses of the Minister in the exercise of his powers under
the Act; .

(21) Anynotice, summonsor other document issued underthis Regulation
may be served by sending the same by registered post to the last known
address of the person to be served.

(22) The service of any notice, summonsor other document maybe proved
by the oath or affidavit of the person by whom it was served.
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Rehearing of Public Inquiries

_. 11—(1) The Minister may, in any case where a Public Inquiry has been
held,? direct ‘a rehearing of the inquiry either generally or as to any parttherepf and shall do so

a) if newand importantevidence which could not be produced at the
inquiry has been discovered, or

_ (6) if for anyother reasonsthereis in his opinion groundfor suspecting
that a miscarriage of justice has occurred;
(2): If the Minister directs any inquiryto be reheard, the Chief Justice mayorder! that the inquiry shall be reheard either by the Court by whom theinquity was heardin the first instance or by someother person appointed byhim to hold the rehearing ;

 

(3); Any rehearing shall be subject to and conducted in accordance withthe provisions of these Regulations relating to the holding of Public Inquiries.

General
12.:Where an Inspector’s Investigation or a Public Inquiry relates to anaccidgnt which has occurred in or over Nigeria to an aircraft registered in anycountfy other than Nigeria, an accredited representative of the countryinwhich,the aircraft is registered, or of any country which has, on request,furnished information in connection with the accident, maytake part in theinvest}gation or in the inquiryas the case may be; he may be accompaniedby such technical and other advisers as may be considered necessary by thefuthotities of the country by whichheis appointed —

 
13. Anyperson who :—

(4) wilfully obstructs or impedes the Court or an Inspector of Accidentsor ah Assessor or anyperson acting under the authority of the Ministerinthe ¢xercise of any powers orduties under these Regulations : or
(6) without reasonable excuse (proof whereof shall lie on him) failsafter having the expenses (if any) to which heis entitled tendered to him,, to comply with any summonsor requisition of the Court holding a PublicInquiry or an Inspector of Accidents holding an Inspector’s Investigationundgr these Regulations ; or -(c} without reasonable excuse (proof whereofshall lie on him) fails tocomply with any of the provisions of Regulations 4, 5 and 6 of theseRegylations, shall be liable on conviction to afine not exceeding £50 or toimprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months: Provided that everywitness shall, in respect of any evidence written by him for or given byhim before an Inspectorof Accidents, be entitled to the sameprivileges to; which he would have been entitled if giving evidence before acourt of4 Justice.

) 14 11) Nothing in these Regulations shall limit the powers of anypehonpyunder the Merchant Shipping Act 1962
(2) Nothing in these Regulations shall limit the power of the Ministerunder the Act of cancelling, suspending or endorsing anylicence, certificateor other document.

bs
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15.—{1) The Civil Aviation (Investigationof Accidents) Regulations. 1953,made under andbyvirtueof paragraph3 of the First Schedule of the Colonialivil Aviation (Application of Act) Order 1952 in their application to Nigeriafe herebyrevoked.
.
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(2) The revocation, of the Civil Aviation (Investigation of Accidents)
Regulations 1953, shall not affect any investigation commenced under those

Regulations, and any such investigation may be continuedas if these Regula-
tions had not been made. }

NIaDEat Lagos this 28th day of October 1965.

J. A. WacHuku,
Minister of Aviation
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This Note is not part of the Regulations, but is intended to indicate their
general purport)

These Regulations, made under section Twoof the Civil Aviation Act 1964,
revoke and replace the Civil Aviation (Investigation of Accidents) Regulation
1953, in their application to Nigeria.

These Regulations embody the provisions of the revoked Regulations and
' revise and amplify them to accord with current requirements. They also
accord with Annex 13 of the Chicago Convention.

The Regulations introduce new arrangements for Public Inquiries
including protedures and analogous to those established for shipping
accidents.
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Regulations

i

FEDERATION OF NIGERIACIVIL AVIATION (AIR NAVIGATION) REGULATIONS, 1965
ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONSPart I—REGIsTRATION AND MARKING OF AIRCRAFT

1. Aircraft to be registered.
2. Registration ofaircraft in Nigeria.3. Nationality and registration marks,

Part II—Arrwortuingss AND EQUIPMENT OF AIRCRAFT
4. Certificate of airworthiness to be in force. :5. Issue, renewal and validation ofcertificates of airworthiness.. 6... Certificate of maintenance.
7. ‘Inspection, overhaul, repair, replacement and modification,8.° Licensing ofaircraft maintenance engineers,‘9. Equipmentofaircraft.

10. Radio equipmentofaircraft,
11. Aircraft, engineandpropeller log booksto be kept.| 12.) Aircraft weight schedule.
13.

|

Access and inspection for airworthiness purposes,

Part ITI—Arrcrart Crewanp LIcENsING
14.

|

Composition of crew of aircraft.
, 15.

|

Members of flight crew shall hold licences.| 16.

|

Grant and renewal of licences to membersof flight crew.17.

|

Validation oflicences granted outside Nigeria,-18. | Personal flying log book.
| 19. [Instruction in flying.

. 20... Minimum age ofa gliderpilot.

Part IV—Opegration oF AIRCRAFT
21. Operations Manual.
22. Responsibilities of a public transport operator.23. Loading of public transportaircraft.
24. Operating conditions for public transportaircraft.25. Weather conditionsforaircraft not registered in Nigeria.26. Pre-flight action by commanderofaircraft.27. Pilots to remain at controls.
28. Duties of commander of an aircraft for transporting Passengers,29.-peration of radio in aircraft.

30. Towingofgliders,
$1, “Towing, picking up and raising of persons and articles.42... Dropping of persons and articles.
43. Carriage of munitions of war prohibited.
34. Carriage of dangerous goods.
35. Method of carriage of persons.
36. Ekits and break-in markings, “ 



43.

45.
46.
47.
48.
49,
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.

56.
57.
58.
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Imperilling safety of aircraft.
Imperilling safety of any person or property.
Drunkennessin aircraft.

. Smokingin aircraft. -
Authority of commanderofaircraft.
Stowaways,

Part V-——Faticur oF Fricut Crew

_ Application, interpretation and modification of Part V.
Duties of operators to prevent excessive fatigue of flight crew.
Limits on flying time, duty periods, and rest periods.
Maximum flying duty periods forpilots and flight engineer.
Minimum restperiods for flight grew.
Records offlight times, duty periods and rest periods.
Maximum flight times for flight crew.
Provision for particular cases,

Part VI—Documents

Documentsto becarried,
Production of documents.
Preservation of documents, etc.
Revocation, suspension and variation of certificates, licences and

other documents.
Offences in relation to documents,

Part VII—C ontRoL:or AiR TRAFFIC

The Air and Air Traffic Controlrules,
Powerto prohibit orrestrict flying.
Balloons, kites and airships. =

Part VIII—-AERODROMES, AERONAUTICAL LIGHTS AND.
DANGEROUS LIGHTS

Designation of air routes and airways.
Use of Government aerodromes.
Licensing of aerodromes,
Places authorised as aerodromes.
Use of aerodromes.
Powerto give directions.
Rights of Governmentaircraft.
Customsairports.
Use of aerodromes by Contracting States.
Noise and vibration on aerodromes.
Trading within Government aerodromes.
Authority to trade..
Aeronautical lights and other facilities.
Dangerouslights.
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Part IX—GENERAL

Regulations

| 73. | Prohibited Areas.
Powerto prevent aircraft flying.

Right of access to aerodromes andother places.

Obstruction of persons.

Enforcementofdirections.

Fees. :

Penalties.

Extra-territorial effect of the Regulations.

Power to make Regulations.

Application of Regulations.

Exemption.

Interpretation.

Saving.

. [Small aircraft.

Revocation.

Citation and commencement.

SCHEDULES

DULE 1—ParT A. Table of General Classification of Aircraft.
Part B. Nationality and Registration Marks of Aircraft
registered in Nigeria.

DULE 2—-A and B Conditions. +
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SCHEDULE 3—Categories of Aircraft. a

ULE 4—Maintenance Engineers: Privileges of Licences.
vrEz 5—Aircraft Equipment.
pULE.6—Radio Apparatus to be carried in Aircraft.

SCHEGUTE 7—Aircraft, Engine and Propeller log Books.

SCHEIULE 8—Areas Specified in connection with the Carriage of Flight
Navigators as Members of the Flight Crew of Public
Transport Aircraft. '

SCHETULE 9—Flight Crew of Aircraft : Licences and Ratings.
CHEQULE 10—Public Transport—Operational Requirements.
CHEQULE 11—Documentsto be Carried by Aircraft.

CHENULE 12—Weather Minima.

CHEQULE 13—Customs Airports.

CHEDULE 14—AerodromePermit.-
SCHEHULE 15—Penalties. 



L.N. 14 of 1965

CIVIL AVIATION
Civil Aviation (Air Navigation) Regulations: 1965

‘Commencement : 1st December 1965

In exercise of the powers conferred on me by the Civil Aviation Act 1964
and ofall other powers enabling me in that behalf, I hereby-make the follow-
ing Regulations :—

Part J—REGISTRATION AND MARKING OF AIRCRAFT

-lircraft to be registered

1.—{1) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of this Regulation,
an aircraft shall not fly over Nigeria unless it is registered in.:—

(a) Nigeria ; or

(6) a Contracting State ; or

(c) someother country in relation to which-there is in force an agreement
between the Governmentof the Federation of Nigeria and the Government
of that country which makes provision for the flight over Nigeria of aircraft
registered in that country : ~
Provided that :—

(i) a glider mayfly unregistered, and shall be deemedto be registered
in Nigeria for the purpose of Regulations 9, 10, 15 and 26 ofthese Regula-
tions on any flight which :— .

(2) begins and ends in Nigeria without passing over anyother country
and . . .

(5) is not for the purpose of public transport or aerial work ;
(2) anyaircraft may fly unregistered on any flight which :-—

(a) begins and ends in Nigeria without passing over anyother country,
and : .

(5) is in accordance with the “B Conditions” set forth in the Second
Schedule to these Regulations: :

(it) this paragraph shall not apply to any kite or captive balloon?
(2) The Minister may, in such special circumstances and subject to such

conditionsor limitations as he may think fit, temporarily exempt from the
provisions of paragraph(1) of this Regulation an aircraft registered elsewhere,

(3) If an aircraft flies over Nigeria in contravention of paragraph (1) of
this Regulation in such manneror circumstancesthatif the aircraft had been
registered in Nigeria an offence against these Regulations would have been
committed, the like offence shall be deemed to have been committed in
respectof that aircraft.

“Registration ofAircraft on Nigeria

‘2.—(1) The Minister shall be the authority for the registration of aircraft
in Nigeria.

(2) Subject to the. provisions of this Regulation an aircraft shall not be
registered or continueto be registered in Nigeria if it appears to the Minister
that :-— oo,

(a) theaircraft is registered anywhere outside Nigeria ; or
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i(b) an unqualified personis entitled as owner to any legal or beneficialinterest in the aircraft or any share therein ; Or
i(c) it would be inexpediept in the public interest for the aircraft to beof to continueto be registered in Nigeria.

| (3) The following persons andno others shall be qualified to be the ownerof aflegal or beneficial interest in an aircraft registered in Nigeria or a share -therein :-—
@ Citizens of Nigeria;

((b) bodies corporate established under and subjectto the laws of Nigeria.
(4) If an unqualified person residing or having a place of business in

vigi ria is entitled as ownerto a legal or beneficial interest in anaircraft, or ashar¢ therein, the Minister, upon beingsatisfied that the aircraft mayother-wise| be properly so registered, mayregister the aircraft in Nigeria, ‘The
person aforesaid shall not cause or permit the aircraft, whileit is registeredn pursuanceofthis paragraph,to be used for the purposeof public transport °
pr aerial work.

(5) If an aircraft is chartered by demise to a person qualified as aforesaid
he Nlinister may, whether or not an unqualified personis entitled as owner
to a legal or beneficial interest therein, register the aircraft in Nigeria in theam¢ of the charterer upon beingsatisfied that the aircraft may otherwise beproperly so registered, and subject to the provisions of this Regulation the
dircr4ft may remainso registered during the continuation of the charter.I oo . : . sure} (6)| Application for the registration of an aircraft in Nigeria shall be madef3
in wyiting to the Minister, and shall include or be accompanied by suchHhartiqulars and evidence relating to the aircraft and the ownership and
chartering thereof as he may require to enable him to determine whether the
airer: ft may properly be registered in Nigeria and to issue the certificate
referred to in paragraph(8) of this Regulation. In particular, the application
shall include the proper description of the aircraft according to column 4 ofthe “General Classification of Aircraft” set forth in Part A of the FirstSchedule to these Regulations.

 
 

(7) Upon receiving an application for the registration ofan aircraft in
igeria and beingsatisfied that the aircraft may properly be so registered,

the Minister shall register the aircraft, whereveryit may be, andshall include -
ir| the tegister the following particulars :— :

(4) the numberofthecertificate ;

(5) the nationality mark of the aircraft, and the registration mark
assigned to it by the Minister;

(c] the name ofthe constructoroftheaircraft andits designation;
(d) the serial numberoftheaircraft ;

(e} the name and address of every person whois entitled as ownerto a
legal’ interest in the aircraft or a share therein, or in the case of an aircraft
which is the subject of a hire-purchase agreement, the name and address
pf the hirer ; or .

(f} in the case of an aircraft registered in pursuance of paragraph (4) or
5) of this Regulation, an indication thatit is §oregistered..

2

8) The Minister shall furnish to the person or persons in whose namethe
airtraft, is registered hereinafter in this Regulation referred to as “the
registered owner”a certificate of registration, which shall include the fore-
going particulars and the date on whichthecertificate was issued. 



(9) Subject to paragraphs (4) and (5) of these Regulations,if at any timeafter an aircraft has been registered in Nigeria an unqualified person becomesentitled as owner to a legal or beneficial interest in the aircraft or a sharetherein, the registration of the aircraft shall thereupon become void and thecertificate of registration shall forthwith be returned by theregistered ownerto the Minister for cancellation,
\
i(10) Any person whois registered as the ownerofan aircraft registeredin Nigeria shall forthwith inform the Minister in writing of :—

(a) any change in the particulars which were furnishedto the Ministeruponapplication being madefor the registrationofthe aircraft;
(6) the destruction of the aircraft, or its permanent withdrawal fromuse ;

_ (c) in the case of anaircraft registered in pursuance of paragraph(5) ofthese Regulations, the termination of the demise charter.
(11) Any person who becomes the owner of an aircraft registered inNigeria shall forthwith inform the Minister in writing to that effect.
(12) The Minister may, wheneverit appears to him necessary or appro-priate to do so for giving effect to this Part of these Regulations or for bring-ing up to date or otherwise correcting the particulars entered on the register,amend the register, or if he thinksfit, maycancel the registration of theair-craft, and shall cancel that registration if he is satisfied that there has beena changein the ownership oftheaircraft. .
(13) The Minister may, by regulations, adapt or modify the foregoingprovisions of this Regulation as he deems necessary or expedient for the pur-pose of providing for the temporary transferof aircraft to or from the Nige-rian register, either generallyor in relation to a particular case or class ofcases.

(14) In these Regulations references to an interest in an aircraft do notinclude references to an interest in an aircraft.to which a person is en-titled only by virtueof his membership ofa ‘flying club and the reference inparagraph (10) of this Regulation to the registered. owner of an aircraftincludes in the case of a deceased person, his legal personal representative,and in the case of a body corporate which has been dissolved, its successor.(15) Nothing in this Regulation shall require the Minister to cancelthe Registration of an aircraft if in his opinion it would be inexpedientinthe public interest to do so.

Nationality and registration marks
3.—(1) An aircraft (other than an aircraft permitted by or under theseRegulationsto fly without being registered) shall not fly unless it bears paint-ed thereon or affixed thereto, in the manner required by thelawof the countryin whichit is registered, the nationality and registration marks required bythat law.

.(2) The marks to be borne byaircraft registered in Nigeria shall complywith Part B of the First Schedule to these Regulations.
(3) Anaircraft shall not bear any marks which purport to indicate ':—(a). that the aircraft is registered in a country in which it is not in\ fact registered; or .

(4) that the aircraft is a State aircraft of a particular countryif it isnotinfact such anaircraft, unless the appropriate authority of that countryhas sanctioned the bearing of such marks. ; .
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PART II

AIRWORTHINESS AND EQUIPMENT OF AIRCRAFT

Certificate of airworthiness to be in force

,4.—(1) Anaircraft shall notfly unless thereis in force in respect thereof
ajcertiticate of airworthiness duly issued or rendered valid under the lawof2

he country in which the aircraft is registered, and any conditions subject
t@ which the certificate was issued or rendered valid are complied with:

c
t

Provided that the foregoing prohibition shall not apply to flights, begin-
“ning and ending in Nigeria without passing over any other country, of :—

(2)  aglider,if it isnot being used for the public transport of passengers
or aerial work;

(6) a balloon,if it is not being used for the public transport of passen-
“gers;
i (ce) akite;

t (d) an aircraft flying in accordance with the “A Conditions” or “B
Conditions” set forth in the Second Schedule to these Regulations;

 
(e) an aircraft flying in accordance with the conditions of a permit

to fly issued by the Minister in respect of that aircraft.

c
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((2) In the case of an aircraft registered in Nigeria the certificate of air-
worthiness referred to in paragraph (1) of this Regulation shall be a certifi-
cate issued or renderedvalid in accordance with the provisions of Regulation
5 jof. these Regulations.
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Issue and renewal of certificates of airworthiness

5.—(1) The Minister mayissue in respect of anyaircraft a certificate
offirworthinessif heis satisfied that theaircraftis fit to fly having regard to :—

} (a) the design, construction, workmanship and materials of the air-
craft (including in particular any enginesfitted therein), and of any equip-
Ment carried ia the aircraft which he considers necessary for the air-
Ayorthiness of the aircraft; and ,

**(b) the results of flying trials, and such other tests of the aircraft as
he mayrequire.

Provided that if the Minister has issued a certificate of airworthiness
injrespect of an aircraft which, in his opinion, is a prototypeaircraft or a

/ m@gdification of a prototype aircraft, he may dispense with flyingtrials in the
cage of anyotheraircraftif heis satisfied that it conforms to such prototype
or'modification.

7 Nae

in the opinion of the Minister, appropriate to the aircraft in accordance with
thd Third Schedule to these Regulations and thecertificate shall be issued
subject to the condition that the aircraft shall be flown onlyfor the purposes
indicated in the said Schedule in relation to those categories.

2) Everycertificate of airworthiness shall specify such categories as are,

(3) The Minister mayissue’ the certificate of airworthiness subject to
|such other conditionsrelating to the airworthiness of the aircraft as he thinks
fit. .

(+) The certificate of airworthiness may designate the performance
;group to which the aircraft belongs for the purposes of the requirements
referred to in paragraph (1) of Regulation24 of these Regulations.
* i
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(5) The Minister may, subject to such conditions as he thinks fit, issuea certificate of validation renderingvalid for the purposesof these Regulationsa certificate of airworthiness issued in respect of anyaircraft under the lawof any country other than Nigeria,

(6) Subject to the provisions of this Regulation and of Regulation 54 ofthese Regulations, a certificate of airworthiness or validation issued underthis Regulation shall remain in force for such period as maybe specified there-in, and may be renewed fromtime to time by the Minister for such furtherperiod as he thinks fit,

(7) A certificate of airworthiness or a certificate for validation issuedin respect ofan aircraft shall cease to be in force :—
(a) if the aircraft, or such of its equipment as is necessary for the air-worthiness of the aircraft is overhauled, repaired or modified, or if anypartof the aircraft or of such equipmentis removedoris replaced, otherwisethan in a manner and with material of a type approved by the Ministereither generally or in relation to a class of aircraft or to the particularaircraft ; or

(6) until the completion of any inspection of the aircraft or of any ofsuch equipmentas aforesaid, being an inspection required bythe Ministerto be made for the purpose of ascertaining whether the aircraft remainsairworthy,

(8) Without prejudice to any other provision of these Regulations theMinister may, for the purposes of the Regulation, accept reports furnishedto him bya person whom he may approveeither absolutely or subject tosuch conditionsas he thinks fit as qualified to furnish such reports.
(9) The Minister shall cause to be prepared and preserved in relation tocach aircraft registered in Nigeria a record enabling the aircraft (includingin particularits engines) and suchofits equipmentas he mayhave considerednecessary for the airworthiness of the aircraft in issuing, varying or render-ing valid a certificate of airworthiness to be identified with the drawings andother documents on the basis of which the certificate was issued, varied orrenderedvalid as the case may be. All equipmentsoidentified shall for thepurposes of these Regulations be deemed to be equipment necessaryfor theairworthiness of the aircraft. The Minister shall cause such record to beproduced for examination upon request being made therefore at any reason-abletime by any person haying, in the opinion of the Minister reasonablegroundsfor requiring to examineit.

°

a4

Certificate of maintenance -

6.—(1) An aircraft registered in Nigeria shall not fly for thepurpose ofpublic transport or dropping or projecting any material for agricultural,public health or similar purposes unless :—-

(a) the aircraft (including in particularits engines), together with itsequipmentandradiostation, is maintained in accordance with maintenanceschedules approved by the Minister in relation to that aircraft;
(4) there are in force in respect of that aircraft certificates (in theseRegulations referred to as “certificate of maintenance”) issuedin accor-dance with the provisions of this Regulation and certifying that mainte-nance has beencarried out in accordance with such maintenance schedules ;
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i ?Provided that an aircraft may, ‘notwithstanding that sub-paragraphs (a)
i and (4) have not been compl:ed with in relation to the radio station therein,
+ fly for the sole purposeof enabling persons to be trained to perform duties

Il aircraft.

 

(2) Every certificate of maintenance shall come into force upon being
issued and shall cease to be in force upon the expiration of the period ofits
validity in elapsed timeor flying time, whichever may be theearlier, as
specifiediin the relevant maintenance schedule and the period of validity
ofthecertificate shall be recorded in thecertificate at the time whenitit is
isqued.

 
“((3) A certificate of maintenance maybe issued for the purposes of this
Rylan only by :—

* (a) the holder of a licence granted under these Regulations as an
hircraft maintenance engineer or aircraft radio -maintenance engineer

i being a licence of a category appropriate in accordance with Regulation 8

pf-and the Fourth Schedule to these Regulations; or

  

: (b) the holder of a licence as such an engineer granted under the law
f a countryother than Nigeria and rendered validunder these Regulations,
I accordance with the privileges endorsed on the licence ; or

| (ec) 3 person whom the Minister has authorised to issue a certificate
of maintenance in a particular case, and in accordance with that authority :

Provided that, upon approving a maintenance schedule, the Minister
; maydirect that certificates of maintenancerelating to that schedule, or to
; anypart thereof specitied in his direction, maybe issued only by the holder
: of puch a licence asis so specified.

(4) Certificates of maintenance shall be issued in duplicate: Oneof the
, duplicates shall, during the period of validity of the certificate, be carried in
theaircraft when Regulation 51 of these Regulations so requires, and the
othier shall be kept by the operator elsewhere than on theaircraft.
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'  ‘ 65) Onthe terminationof every flight by an aircraft registered in Nigeria
orzany of the purposes specified in paragraph (1) of this Regulation the
estander of the aircraft shall enter in a technical log—~

"i (a) the timesat which the flight began and ended ; and
 §
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} (d) particulars of any ‘defect in anypart of theaircraft or its equipment
which is known pe him, being a part to which a maintenance schedule

i hash or, if no/such defect is known to him, an entry to that effect ;
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id shall sign add date such entries:

Brov‘ided that An the case of a number of consecutive flights beginning
and) ending on the same day andwith the same person as commanderof the
‘aircraft, the copnmander of an aircraft—

i.

(i) flying for the purpose of public transport where each of the aforesaid
_cbnsecutiv7 flights begins at the same aerodrome and ends at that aero-
drome, or
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i |i (ii) flyjng for the purpose of dropping or projecting any. material for
apricultyral, public health or similar purposes, may except where he
ecomeg aware of a defect during an earlier flight, make the entries as

aforesald iin a technical log at the endofthe last of such consecutive flights.
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(6) Upon the rectification of any defect which has been éntered in a
technical log in accordance with paragraph (5) of this Regulation, a copy of °
the certificate of compliance required by Regulation 7 of these Regulations
in respect of the work donefor therectification of the defect shall be entered
in the technical login such a position or manner as to bereadily identiftable
with the entry of the defect to which itrelates.

(7) The technical log referred to in paragraphs (5)and (6) of this Regula-
tion shall be carried in the aircraft when Regulation 51 of these Regulations
so requires and copies of the entries referred to in those paragraphs shall be
kept on the ground.

(8) Subject to the provisions of Regulation 53 of these Regulations every
certificate of maintenanceshall be preserved by the operator of the aircraft
for a period of two years following the expiry of the period of validity of the
certificate and for such further period as the Minister may require in any
particular case. ;

i

= Inspection, overhaul, repair, replacement, and modification

7.—(1) An aircraft registered in Nigeria, being an aircraft in respect of
which a certificate of airworthiness issued or rendered valid under these
Regulations is in force, shall not fly if any part of the aircraft or of such
of its equipmentas is necessary for the airworthiness of the aircraft has been
overhauled, repaired, replaced or modified or has been inspected as provided
in paragraph (7) (8) of Regulation 5 of these Regulations, unless there is
in force a certificate of compliance issued in accordance with this Regulation
and relating to the overhaul, repair, replacement, modification or inspection,
as the case maybe:

Provided that if a repair or replacementof a part of an aircraft orits
equipmentis carried out when the aircraft is at such a place that it is not
reasonably practicable :—

(a) for the repair or replacementto be carried out in such.manner that
a certificate of compliance can be issued under this Regulation in respect
thereof, or

(b) for such a certificate to be issued while theaircraft is at that place,
_ the aircraft mayfly to a place at which such certificate can be issued,
being the nearest place :—

(i) to which the aircraft can, in the reasonable opinion of the commander —
thereof, safely fly by a route for which it is properly equipped, and

(ii) to which it is-reasonable to fly having regard to any hazards to the
liberty or health of any person on board ;

and in such:case the commanderofthe aircraft shall cause written particulars
of the flight, and the reasons for making it, to be given to the Minister
within ten days thereafter.

(2) Neither :-—

(a) equipment provided ‘in compliance with the Fifth Schedule to
these Regulations (except paragraph (3) thereof), nor

(b) in the case of a public transport aircraft, radio apparatus provided
for use therein or in any survival craft carried therein, whether or not such

apparatus is provided in compliance with these Regulations or - any
regulation made thereunder, .

shall be installed, or placed on board for use, in an aircraft registered in
Nigeria after being overhauled, repaired, or modified, unless there is in force
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inf respect thereof at the time when it is installed or placed on board acertificate of compliance issued in accordance with, this Regulation andrélating to the overhaul, repair or modification, as the case maybe.¥

(3) For the Purposes of these Regulations, “certificate of compliance”means a certificate that the part of the aircraft or its equipment has beenoverhauled, repaired, replaced or modified, as the case may be, in mannerand with material of a type approved by the Minister either generally or inrelation to a class or type ofaircraft or the particular aircraft and whichidentifies the aircraft and the overhaul, repair, replacement or modificationto:whichit relates and includes particulars of the work done

;

andin relationtolan inspection required by the Minister, that the inspection has been madein: accordance with the requirement of the Minister and_ that anyconsequential repair or replacement has been carried out as aforesaid. -
4 ‘ws

(4) A certificate of compliance may be issued for the ‘purposes of thisRggulation only by :— .
| (a) the holder ofa licence granted under these Regulations as an aircraftmaintenance engineer or aircraft radio maintenance engineer being alicence of a category appropriate in accordance with Regulation 8 of andthe Fourth Schedule to these Regulations ; or

  __(d) the holder of a licence as such an engineer granted under the lawof a countryother than Nigeria and renderedvalid under these Regulations,in accordance withthe privileges.endorsed on the licence 3 Or -
(c)_a person approvedby the Minister as being competentto issue such

4
g
5

Certificates ; or

(d) a person whom the Minister has authorised to issue thecertificate- ia particularcase.

(5) Subject to the provisions of Regulation 53 of these Regulations, if theairgraft to which a certificate of compliancerelates is a public transport air-craft.or anyacrial workaircraft, the certificate of complianceshall be preservedbythe operatorofthe aircraft for the period of time for which heis required to
samepart of the aircraft or to the sameequipmentor apparatusas the case may be. In thecase of anyother aircrafttheicertificate shall be preserved by the operator of the aircraft for aperiod oftwo years.

Licensing of Maintenance engineers

purposes of these Regulations asian aircraft maintenance engineer, or anaircraft radio maintenance engineer, of one ofthe categories specified in theFourth Schedule to these Regulations, upon his being satisfied that theapplicant is a fit and proper personto hold the licence and is qualified by hisknowledge and experience to do so, and for that purpose the applicant shallfurmish such evidence and undergo such examinations and tests as theMinister may require of him: The Minister may include a rating in thelicerjce limiting the licence to particular types ofaircraft or equipment.

S;-(1) The Minister may grant to any person a licence to act for the 
#

. .(4) A licence of any category shall, subject to any rating as aforesaid,entitle the holder toissuecertificates of maintenance,certificates of complianceor certificate of fitness for flight in accordance with the Fourth Schedule tothe Regulations.
*

£
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(3) A licence and

a

rating shall, subject to the provisions of Regulation 54

of these Regulations, remain in force for the periods specified therein, not

exceeding twelve months, but may be renewed by the Minister from time

~ to time upon his beingsatisfied that the applicantis a fit and proper person
andis qualified as aforesaid.

(4) The Minister may issue a certificate rendering valid for the purposes

of these Regulations any licence as an aircraft maintenance engineer or

aircraft radio maintenance engineer granted under the law of any country
other than Nigeria. Suchcertificate maybe issued subject to such conditions,
andfor such periods, as the Minister thinksfit.

(5) Upon receiving a licence granted under this Regulation, the holder

shall forthwith sign his namethereon in ink with his ordinary signature.

Equipment of aircraft

9.—(1) An aircraft shall not fly unless it is so equipped as to comply with

‘the law of the country in which it is registered, and to enable lights and

markings to be displayed, and signals to be made, in accordance with these
Regulations and any regulations made thereunder.
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Equipment
of aircraft.

(2) In the case of aircraft registered in Nigeria the equipment required to.

be provided (in addition to any other equipmentrequired by or under these

Regulations) shall be that specified in such ‘parts of the Fifth Schedule to

these Regulations as are applicable in the circumstances and shall comply
with the provisions of that Schedule. The equipment except that specified

in paragraph (3) of the said.Schedule, shall be of a type approved by the

Minister either generally or in relation to a class or type of aircraft or in

relation to that aircraft and shall be installed in a manner so approved.

(3) In any particular case the Minister may direct that an aircraft registered
in Nigeria shall carry such additional or special equipment or supplies as he

may specify for the purposeoffacilitating the navigation of the aircraft, the

carrying out of search and rescue operations, or the survival of the persons

carried in theaircraft.
(4) The equipmentcarried in compliance with this Regulation shall be so

installed or stowed and kept stowed, and so maintained andadjusted,as to be

readily accessible and capableof being used by the person for whoseuseit is

installed. ,
(5) The position of equipment provided for emergency use shall be

indicated by clear markings in or on the aircraft. In particular there shall

be exhibited in a prominent position in every passenger compartment of

every public transport aircraft registered in Nigeria a notice stating where.

the lifejackets (if any) are to be found, and containing instructions as to how
they are to be used ;

(6) All equipmentinstalled or carried in an aircraft, whether or not in

compliance with this Regulation,shall be so installed or stowed and kept

stowed and so maintained and adjusted as not to be a source.of danger in
itself or to impair the airworthiness of the aircraft or the proper functioning
of any equipmentorservices necessary for the safety of the aircraft.

(7) This Regulation shall not apply in relation to radio apparatus except

that specified in the Fifth Schedule to these Regulations. .

Radio Equipment of aircraft
10.—(1) An aircraft shall not fly unlessit is so equipped with radio appara- :

tusas to comply with the law of the country in which theaircraft is registered
and to enable communications to be made, and theaircraft to be navigated,in -.
accordancewith the provisions of these Regulations and any regulations made
thereunder, * .

Radio _
+, equipment

.- of aircraft.
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© (4) Inthe caseof aircraft registered in Nigeria, theaircraft shall be equipped
with radio apparatus in accordance with the Sixth Schedule to these Regula--
tion. 4 oo :

(3) In any particular case the Minister may direct that an aircraft registered
(In Sigeria shall carry such additional or special radio apparatus as he may
| spegify for the purpose of facilitating the navigation of the aircraft, the
* carrying out of search and rescue operations or the survival of the persons

; Carried in the aircraft. ,
(4) The radio apparatus provided in compliance with this Regulation in an

‘aircraft registered in Nigeria shall always be maintained in serviceable
condition. ,

(3) Allradio apparatus installed in an aircraft registered in Nigeria (whether
_} or not in compliance with these Regulations or any regulations made there-
"; under) shallbe of a type approved by the Minister in relation to the purpose

| for WHich it is to be used, and shall, except in the case of a glider whichis
permitted by paragraph (1) of Regulation 1 of these Regulations to fly

unregistered, be installed in a manner approved by the Minister. Neither
the apparatus nor the mannerin whichit is installed shall be modified except
with the approval of the Minister.

g

 
i <lircraft, engine and propeller log books

11.-—(1) In addition to any other log books required by or under these
Regulations, the following log books shall be kept in respect of every public
trarjsport aircraft and aerial workaircraft registered in Nigeria.

. (a) an aircraft log book ; and,
i 1 (6) a separate log bookin respectof cach enginefitted in the aircraft : and

i (¢) a separate log book in respect of each variable pitch propeller fitted
to the aircraft. ;

The log books shall include the particulars respectively specified in the
. Seventh Schedule to these Regulations.

(2) Each entry in the log book shall be madeas soon aspracticableafter the
occyrrence to whichit relates, but in no event more than seven daysafter the
expiration of the certificate of maintenance(if any) in force in respectof the
aircraft at the time of the occurrence.
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(3) Entries in a log book mayrefer to other documents, which shall be
clearly identified, and any other documents so referredto shall be deemed, for

| the purposes of these Regulations, to be part of the log book. 
(4) It shall be the duty of the operator of every aircraft in respect of which

be Kept in accordance: with the foregoing provisions of this Regulation,

!
} log books are required to be kept as aforesaid to keep them or cause them to7
i

- .(4) Subject to the provisions of Regulation 53 of these Regulations every”
log book shall be preserved by the operator of the aircraft until a date two

i years after the aircraft, the engineor the variable pitch propeller as the case
; may be, has been destroyed or has been permanently withdrawn from use.

Aircraft weight Schedule
}

12.--(1) Every flying machine and glider in respect of which

a

certificate of
airworthiness issued or rendered valid under these Regulationsis in force shall
| be Weighed,and the position ofits centre of gravity determined, at such time
andin such manneras the Minister may require in the case of thataircraft.
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(2) Uponthe aircraft being weighedas aforesaid the operatorofthe aircraft:
shall prepare a weight schedule showing the basic weightofthe aircraft, that
is to say, the weightofthe aircraft empty together with the weight of unusable
fuel and unusable oil in the aircraft and of such items of equipment as are
indicated in the weight schedule ; and showing the position of the centre of
gravity of the aircraft whenthe aircraft contains only the itemsincluded in the
basic weight.

(3) Subject to the provisions of Regulation 53 of these Regulations the
weight schedule shall be preserved by the operator of the aircraft until the
expiry of a period of six months following the next occasion on which the
aircraft is weighted for the purposesof this Regulations.

Access and inspection for airworthiness purposes

13. The Minister may cause such inspections, investigations, tests,
experiments and flight trials to be made as he deems necessary for the
purposes ofthis Part of these Regulations and any person authorised to do so
in writing by the Minister may at any reasonable time, inspect any partof,
or material intended to be incorporated in or used in the manufacture of any
part of, an aircraft or its equipmerit or any documents relating thereto and
mayfor that purpose go upon any aerodromeoraircraft factory.

Part III

AIRCRAFT CREW AND LICENSING

Composition of crew of aircraft

14.—(1) An aircraft shall not fly unless it carries a flight crew of the
number and description required by the lawof the country in whichit is
registered. *

(2) An aircraft registered in Nigeria shall carry a flight crew adequate in
number and description to ensure the safety of the aircraft and ofat least the
nimber and description spzcified in. the certificate of airworthiness
issued or rendered valid under these Regulationsor, if no certificates of air-
worthiness is required under those Regulations to be in force; the certificates
of airworthiness, if any, last in force under these Regulations, in respect of
that aircraft. 7

(3) A flying machine registered in Nigeria and flying for the purpose of
public transport, having a maximum total weight authorised of more than
22,500 Ib., shall carry not less than two pilots as membersof the flight crew
thercof. - ,

(4) An aircraft registered in Nigeria engaged on a flight for the purpose of
public transport shall carry a flight navigator as.a member of the flight
crewif on the route or any diversion therefrom being a route or diversion
planned before take-off, the aircraft is intended to be more than 500 nautical
miles from the point of take-off measured along the route to be flcwn and
to pass over part of an area specified in the Eight Schedule to these Regula-
tions. Theflight navigator carried in compliance with this paragraph shall
be carried in addition to any person whois carried in accordance with this
Regulation to perform otherduties.
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5) An aircraft registered in Nigeria which is required by the provisions of
Regulation 10 of these Regulations to be equipped with radio communica-
tign apparatus shall carrya flight radio operator as a memberofthe flight

acréw, who, if he is required to operate radiotelegraph apparatus, shall be
catried addition to any other person who iis carried in accordancewith this
Regulat on to perform otherduties.

}

(6) If jit appears to him to beexpedientto do so in theinterests ofsafety,
the Minister may direct any particular operator that the aircraft operated
by him ior anysuchaircraft shall not fly in such circumstances as the Minister
may specify ‘unless they carry in addition to the flight crew required to be
cdrried therein by the foregoing provisionsof this Regulation such additional
Persons,as membersofthe flight crew as he may specify in the direction.

!

(7) (2) When an aircraft registered in Nigeria carries twenty or more
passengers on a flight for the purpose of public transport, the crew of the
aircraft! shall include persons carried for the purpose of performing in the
interest: of the safety of passengers duties to be assigned by the operator
of the person in commandoftheaircraft, but who shall not act as members
of the flight crew. ‘The number of such persons carried when theaircraft
is, carrying the numberof passengers specified in Column 1 of the table set
ont at the endof this sub-paragraph shall be not less than the number set
opposite that number in Column2 of that table :—

{

 

TABLE

Column 1°. Column 2

20-50 passengers 1 person

51-100 passengers 2 persons ~

| 101-150 passengers 3 persons

Over 150 passengers 4 persons 
; (3) The Minister maygive a direction to the operator of any aircraft
egistered in Nigeria requiring him to include among the crew thereof
-heneyerthe aircraft is flying for the purpose of public transportat least one
uch person as aforesaid, notwithstanding that the aircraft may be carrying
fewer‘than 20 passengers. .
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15.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Regulation a person shall ‘not
ct as a, memberoftheflight crewof an aircraft registered in Nigeria unless he

is the holder of an appropriate licence granted or rendered valid underthese
"Regulations: Provided that a person, may, within Nigeria act as a flight

i diote ephonyoperator without being the holder of such a heence if :—

t :

(a) he does so as the pilot of a glider not flying for the purpose of
public transport or aerial work, or as a person being trained in an
aircraft registered in Nigeria to perform duties as a memberoftheflight
crew of an aircraft ; and
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(5) he is authorised to operate the radiotelephonestation by the holder
of the licence gtanted in respect of that station by the Minister or other
appropriate authority under any enactment;. and ,

(c) messages are transmitted only forthe purpose of instruction, or of.
- the safety or navigation of the aircraft ; and

(d) messages are transmitted only on a frequency exceeding 60 mega-
cycles per second assigned by the Minister for use on flights on which a
flight radiotelephony operator acts in one of the capacities specified in
‘paragraph (a) of this proviso ; and

(e) the transmitter is pre-set to one or more of the frequencies so
assigned and cannot be adjusted inflight to any other frequency; and

(f) the operation of the transmitter requires the use only of external
switches ; .and ”

(g) thei stability of the frequency radiated is maintained automati-
cally by the transmitter. '

(2) Subject as aforesaid, a personshall not act as a memberofthe flight
crew required by or under these Regulations to be carried in an aircraft
registered outside Nigeria unless :—

(a) in the case of an aircraft flying for the purpose of public transport
or aerial work he is the holder of an appropriate licence granted or reridered
valid under the law of the country in whichthe aircraft is registered ; and

(b) in the case of any other airctaft, he is the holder of an appropriate
licence ‘granted or rendered valid under the law of the country in which
the aircraft is registered or. under these Regulations, and the Minister
does not in the particular case give a direction to the contrary.

(3) For the purposes of this Regulation a licence granted under the law
_ of a Contracting State purporting to authorise the holder thereof to act as a
memberof the flight crew of an aircraft, not being a licence purporting
to authorise him to act as a student pilot only, shall unless the Minister in
the particular case gives a direction to the contrary .be deemed to be a
licence rendered valid under these Regulations but}shall not entitle the
holder to act as memberof the flight crewof anyaircraft flying for the pur-
pose of public transport or aerial work,

(4) Notwithstariding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this Regulation, a
person may, unless the certificate of airworthiness in force in respect of the
aircraft registered in Nigeria for the purpose of undergoing training or
tests :—

(a) ‘ for the grant or renewal of a pilot’slicence or for the inclusion,
renewal or extension of a rating thereon; or

(b) for admission into any of the Federal naval, military or air forces,
without being the holder of-an appropriate licence, if the following con-
ditions are complied with :—

(é) no other person shall be carried in the aircraft or in an aircraft
being towed thereby except a person carried as a memberoftheflight
crew in compliance with these regulations, a person authorised by the
Minister to witness the aforesaid training or tests, or, if the pilot in
commandofthe aircraft is the holder of an appropriate licence, a person
carried for the purpose of being trained as a memberofthe flight crew
of an aircraft; and

B 123.
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| (1) the personacting as the pilot of the aircraft without being the
older of an appropriate licence shall not be the pilot in commandof
the aircraft unless within the period of six months immediately pre-
ceding he waseither the holder ofa pilot’s licence (other thana student
pilot’s licence) granted underthese Regulations or was serving as a quali-
fred pilot ofaircraft in any of the Federal Military, naval or air forces,
and his physical condition has not, so far as he is aware, so deteriorated
during that period as to render him unfit for the licence for which he
intends to qualify, .: :

é
.(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) of this Regulation

-B person may act as a memberofthe flight crewof an aircraft registered, in
Nigerja withoutbeing the holder of an appropriatelicenceif, inso doing, heis
acting in the course of his duty as a memberof anyof the Federal navy,
military or air forces. .

(6): An appropriate licence for the purposesof this Regulations means a
icence which entitles the holder to perform the functions which he under-

fakes {n relation to the aircraft concerned andthe Aight on whichitis engaged.

(7) ?This regulation shall not apply to a person (other than a flight radio
perator) by reason of his acting as a memberof the flight crew of a glider
which, is not flying for the purpose of public transport or aerial work.

Grantor renewalof licences to members offlight crew

16.+-(1) The Minister may grant licences subject to such conditions as
' ihe thinks fit of any of the followingclasses:  

R
ktudent Pilot’s licence

Private Pilot’s licence (flying machines)
jommercial Pilot’s licence (Aying machines)

Senior Commercial Pilot’s licence (flying machines) -
Airline Transport Pilot’s licence (flying machines)
Private Pilot’s licence (balloons and airships)
Commercial Pilot’s licence (balloons)
Gommercial Pilot’s licence (airships)
Commercial Pilot’s licence (gliders)
Flight Navigator’s licence
Flight Engineer’s licence
Flight radiotelephony operator’s general licence

light radiotelephony operator’s restricted licegce
Flight radiotelegraphy operator’s licence.
Flight radiotelegraphy operator’s temporary licence.

upon his beingsatisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold
the lidence and is qualified by reason of his knowledge, experience, com-
petence, skill and physicalfitness to act in the capacity to whichthe licence
telates| and for that purpose the applicant shall furnish such evidence;
and undergo such examinations and tests (including in particular medical
‘aminations) as the Minister may require of him. A licence of any

dlass shall not be granted to any person who is under the minimum age

   
specified for that class of licence under Part A of the Ninth Schedule ofthese
Regulations.

» (2) Subject to any conditions of the licence, a licence of any class shall
entitle;the holder to perform the functions specified in respect of that licence
‘ip Part A of the said Ninth Schedule under the heading “privileges”
? | Provided that :—
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(a) Subject to provisions of paragraph (10) of this Regulation, and
paragraph (4) of Regulation 15 and paragraph (1) of Regulation 19 of
these Regulations a person shall not be entitled to perform any of the
functions specified in Part B of the said Schedule in respect of a rating
unless his licence includes that rating ;

(5) a person shall not be entitled to perform any of the functionsto
which his licence relates if he knows or has reason to believe that his
physical condition renders him temporarily or permanently unfit to
perform such function.

(3) The Minister may, if he is satisfied that the applicant is qualified as
aforesaid to act in the capacityto whichthe rating relates, include in a licence
a rating of anyof the classes specified in Part B of thesaid Ninth Schedule
and such rating shall be deemed to form part of the licence and shall entitle
the holder to perform such functions as are specified in Part B of the said
Schedule may be renewed by any person appointed by the Minister for that
purpose, if that person is satisfied by a test that the applicant continues to
be competent. to perform the functions to which ‘the rating relates. The
test shall be carried outeither in flight or by #ffeans of apparatus approved
by the Minister in which fight conditions are simulated on the ground.

(4) A licence and a rating shall, subject to the provisions of Regulation
54 of these Regulations, remain in force for the periods indicated in the
licence, not exceeding those respectively specified in the Ninth Schedule to
these Regulations, and may be renewed by the Minister from time to time
upon his beingsatisfied that the applicant is afit and proper person andis
qualified as aforesaid :

Provided that, on any application being made for such renewal the applicant
may be required to satisfy the Minister as to his qualifications with respect
to the grant of a licence or rating of the class to which the application relates.

(5) Upon receiving a licence granted under this Regulation, the holder
shall forthwith sign his name thereon in ink with his ordinary signature.

(6) Every holder of a licence, other than a flight radiotelephonyoperator’s
licence, granted under this Regulation shall submit himself to medical
examination, by a person approved by the Minister upon applying for the
renewal of the licence and upon such other occasions as the Minister may
require,

(7) Every holder of a licence, other than a flight radictelephony operater’s
licence, granted under this Regulation or rendered valid under Regulation 17
of these Regulations who suffers :— .

(a) any personal injury involving incapacity to undertake the functions
to which his licence relates ; or

(b) anyillness involving incapacity to undertake those functions through-

out a period of twenty days or more, shall inform the Minister in writing
of such injury orillness, as soon as possible in the case of an injury, and
‘as soon as the period of twenty days has elapsed.in the case ofillness.

(8) A licence, other than a flight radiotelephony operator’s licence
granted under this Part of these Regulations shall be deemed to. be
suspended upon the occurrence of such an injury, or elapse of such period of
illness as is referred to in paragraph (7) of this Regulation. The suspension
of the licence shall cease :—

(2) upon the holder being medically examined under arrangements
made by the Minister and pronouncedfit to resumehis functions under the
licence : or
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(4) upon the Minister exempting the holder from the requirementof a
medical examination, subject to such conditions as the Minister thinks ft.

9) A licence granted under this Regulation shall be deemed to be sus- »
pehded upon-the pregnancyof the holder being diagnosed and shall remain
suspended until the holder has been medically examinedafter the termination
of jthe pregnancy and pronouncedfit to resume her duties under the licence.

- {10) Nothingin these Regulationsshall be taken to prohibit the holderof a
cofimercial pilot’s, stnior commercial pilot's or airline transport pilot's
licence (flying machines) from acting as pilot in commandofa flying machine
cafrying passenger by night by reason of the lack of a night rating in his

 
licrPNCe.

Validation of licences

Validation | 7. The Minister mayissue a certificate of validation rendering valid for
of Licences . - : : .
granted the purposesof these Regulations any licence of a memberof theflight crew
outside sof fan aircraft granted under the law of any country other than Nigeria.
Nigeria. ° A certificate of validation maybe issued subject to such conditions and for

* suéh period as the Minister thinksfit. .

Personal flying log book

Asonal 18. Every memberofa flight crewof an aircraft registered in Nigeria and
book evgry person who engages in flying for the purpose of qualifying for the

grant or renewalof a licence under these Regulations or undergoingtests or
receiving instruction in flying for admission into any of the Federal naval,-

_ military or air forces shall keep a personal flying log book in which the
_ following particulars shall be recorded :-

‘The name and the address of the holder ofa log book, Particulars of
holder’s licence (if any) to act as a memberoftheflight crew of anaircraft.

f The name and address of his employer(if any). Particulars ofall flights
made as a memberof the flight crewof aircraft, including:—

i (a) the date, time duration and places of arrival and departure of the
flight ;

(6) the tvpe and registration marks of the aircraft ;

(c) the capacity in which the holder acted in flight;

' (d) particulars of any special conditions under which the flight was
j conducted, including night flying andinstrument flying ;

_(e) particulars of any test or examination undertaken whilst in flight.

Instruction in flying —
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19.--(1) A person shall not give any instruction in flying to any person

flying or about to fly a flying machine for the purpose of becoming qualified
for —

{a) the, grant of a pilot’s licence ; or

(b) the inclusion in a pilot’s licence of an ‘aircraft rating. entitling the
older ofthe licence to act as pilot of :—>

(7) a multi-engined aircraft, or
°  



(7) an aircraft of anyclass appearing in column 4 of the Table inPart A of the first Schedule to-these Regulations if he has not beenpreviously entitled under the Act or qualified in any of the Federalnaval, military or air forces, to act as pilot of a multi-enginedaircraft,
or of anaircraft of that class, as the case maybe ; or
(c) the inclusion or variation of any rating, other than an aircraft ratingin pilot’s licence, unless :—

(?) the person giving the instruction holds a. licence, granted orrendered valid under these Regulations, entitling him to act as pilot in
command of the aircraft for the purpose and in the circumstancesunder whichinstruction is to be given ; and "

(7) such licence includes a flying instructor’s rating or an assistance -
flying instructor’s rating entitling the holder, in accordance with the
privileges specified in the Ninth Schedule to these Regulations in respect
of that rating, to give the instruction ; and

(ii) if payment is made for the instruction, such licence entitles
the holderto actas pilot in commandofan aircraft flying for the purposeof public transport: .

Provided that sub-paragraph(iii) of this paragraph shall not applyif theaircraft is ownedor is operated under arrangements entered into, by a flying
club of which both the person giving and the person receiving the instruction
are members.

(2) For the purpose of this Regulation payment shall be deemed to bemade for instruction if any reward is given or promised by any person to any
other person in consideration ofthe flight being madeorof the instruction
being given or if the instruction is given by a person employed for reward
primarily for the purpose of giving such instruction.

Glider pilot—minimumage
20 <A person underthe ageof sixteen years shall not act as pilot in command

of a glider.

Part IV

OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT

Operations Manual

21. (1) This Regulation shall apply to public transportaircraft registered
in Nigeria except aircraft used for the time beingsolely for flights not intended
to exceed 60 minutes in duration, which are either :-—

(a) flights solely for training persons to perform duties if an aircraft,
or

\
(2) flights intendedto begin and end at the same aerodrome. ,

(2) (a) The operator of every aircraft to which this Regulation applies
shall :—

(i) make available to each memberof his operating staff an operations
_ manual, and

(i) ensure that each copy of the operations manualis kept up to date
and that one copy thereof is carried on each flight so as to be available to
the members ofthe flight crew.
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(4) Each operations manualshall contain all such information and instruc-
tions 4s maybe necessaryto enable the operating staff to perform their duties
fas sugh including in particular information and instructionsrelating to the
matters specified in Part A of the Tenth Schedule to these Regulations:

ts, . ‘ . .Provided that the operations manual shall not be required to contain any
inforrpation or instructions available in a flight manual accessible to the
ipersops by whom theinformationorinstructions may be required.

(3)iThe operator of the aircraft shall if the Minister shall so require,
furnish the Minister with a copyof the whole of the operation manual for
the time beingin effect, or of such parts thereof as the Minister may specify.
The gperator shall make such amendments of or additions to the operations
manull as the Minister may require for the purpose of ensuring the safety
of thejaircraft or of persons or property carried thereinorthesafety, efficiency
or regularityof air navigation.
 

(4) 'For the purposes of this Regulation and the Tenth Schedule to these
‘Regulations “operating staff” means the servants and agents employed by the
pperafor, whether or not as members of the crew oftheaircraft, to ensure™
that the flights of the aircraft are conducted in a safe manner, and includes
n opé¢rator who himself performsthose fuctions.

(5) If in the course"of a flight on which the equipment specified in scale O
in paiiagraph 5 of the Fifth Schedule to these Regulations is required to be
provided the said equipment becomes unserviceable, the aircraft shall be
pperated on the remainder’ of that flight in accordance with anyrelevant
instrutions in the Operations Manual.

L
| i PublicyTransport—-Operator’s Responsibilities

Responsi- 22.4-(1) The operator of an aircraft registered in Nigeria shall not permit
public ora the aigcraft tofly for the purpose of public transport withoutfirst :-—
transport — : : : . : 4 .Operator. (4) designating from amongtheflight crew a pilot to be the comm inder

of the aircraft forthe flight ; and

(4) satisfying himself by every reasonable means that the aero-nautical
radio stations and navigational aids serving the intended route or any
planned diversion therefrom are adequate for the safe navigation of the
aircraft ; and

(q) satisfying himself by every reasonable means that the aerodromes at
whith it is intended to take-off or land and any alternate aerodromeat
whith a landing may be madeare suitable for the purpose andin particular
are adequately manned and equipped to ensure the safety of the aircraft
and|its passengers.

} Provided that the operator of the aircraft shall not be required to satisfy
himself as to the adequacy of fire-fighting, search, rescue or other services
which are requiredonlyafter the occurrence of an accident.
i

f (2) ‘The’operator of an airpraft registered in Nigeria shall not permit any
person to be a member of the crew thereof during any flight for the purpose
pf public transport (excepta flight for the sole purpose oftraining personsto
perform duties in aircraft) unless such person has hadthetraining, experience,
practide and periodical tests specifed in Part B ofthe Tenth. Schedule to
these Regulations in respect of the duties which heis to perform and unless
the operator has satisfied himself that such person is competent to perform

 
 



his duties, and in particular to use the equipmentprovided in theaircraft forthat purpose. The operator shall maintain, preserve, produce and furnishinformation respecting, records relating to the foregoing matters in accordancewith Part B of the said Tenth Schedule.

Loading—Public Transport Aircraft and Suspended Loads
23.—(1) The operator of an aircraft registered in Nigeria shall not cause orpermitit to be loaded for a flight for the purpose of public transport or anyload to be suspended therefrom except under the supervision of a personwhom he has caused to be furnished with written instructions as to thedistribution and securing of the load'so as to ensure that :—

(a) the load maysafely be carried on theflight, and
(4) any conditions subject to which the certificate of airworthiness inforcein respectofthe aircraft was issued or renderedvalid, being conditionsrelating to the loading of the aircraft, are complied with.

(2) The instructions shall indicate the weight of the aircraft prepared forservice, that is to say the aggregate of the basic weight (shown in the weightschedule referred to in Regulation 12 of these Regulations) and the weightof such additional items in or on the aircraft as the operator thinks fit toinclude; and the instructions shall indicate the additional items included inthe weight of the aircraft prepared for service, and shall show the positionof the centre of gravity ofthe aircraft at that weight:
Providedthatthis paragraphshall not applyin relation toa flight if :—
_(a) the aircraft’s maximum total weight authorised does not exceed2,500 lbs., or

(6) the aircraft’s maximum total weight authorised does not exceed6,000 Ibs. and the flight is intended not to exceed 60 minutes in durationandis either :— »
(‘) a flight solely for training personsto perform duties in anaircraft, or(i) a flight intended to begin and end at the same aerodrome.

(3) The operator of an aircraft shall not cause or permit it to be loadedin contravention of the instructions referred to in paragraph (1) of thisRegulation. .
(+) The person supervising the loading of the aircraft shall, before thecommencementof any such flight, prepare and sign a load sheet in duplicateconformingto the requirements specified in paragraph(6) of this Regulationand shall (unless he is himself the commander of the aircraft) submit theload sheet for examination of the commanderof the aircraft whoshallsign hisnamethereon:

,
Provided that the foregoing requirementsof this paragraph shall not apply] io

(a) the load and the distributing and securing thereof upon the nextintended flight are to be unchanged from the previous flight and thecommanderof the aircraft makes and signs an endorsementto that effectupon the load sheet for the previous flight, indicating the date of theendorsement, the place of departure upon the next intended flight andthe next intended place of destination ; or
(6) paragraph (2) ofthis Regulation does not apply in relation to the flight.

- (5) One copyof the load sheet shall be carried in the aircraft when Regu-lation 51 of these Regulations so requires until the flights to which it relates
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have been completed and one copyof thatload sheet andof the instructions
referred to in this Regulation shall be preserved by the operator until the
‘expiration of a period of 6 months thereafter and shall not be carried in the
aircraft.

(6) (@) Every load sheet required by paragraph (4) of this Regulation
shall contain the following particulars :—

(@) the nationality mark of the aircraft to which the load sheet relates
and the registration mark assigned to that aircraft by the Minister;

-(6) particulars of the flight to which the load sheet relates ;
(¢) the total weight of the aircraft as loaded for that flight;

'.(@) the weights of the several items from which the total weight of the
airgraft, as so loaded has been calculated including in particular the
weight of the aircraft prepared for service and the respective total weights
of the passengers, crew baggage and cargo intended to be carried on the
dight.

 
4 (e) the manner in whichthe load isHistributed and the resulting position

of the centre of gravity of the aircraft which maybe given approximately
if and to the extentthat the relevant certificate of airworthiness so permits;
andshall include at the foot or end ofthe load sheeta certificate, signed by

the} person referred to in paragraph (1) of this Regulation as responsible
forhe loadingoftheaircraft, that the aircraft has been loaded in accordance

the written instructions furnished to him by the operator of=the
sraaft pursuantto this Regulation.
(i)| For the purpose of calculating the total weight of the’ aircraft the

respective total weights of the passengers and crew entered in the load
isheet|shall be computed from the actual weight of each person and for that
‘tpurpose each person shall be separately weighed ; Provided that in the case
of an aircraft with a total seating capacity of 12 or more persons and subject

jto the provisions of sub-paragraph (17) of this paragraph of this Regulation
ithe aeweights maybe calculated according to the following table, and the
Hoad sheet.shall bear a notationto thateffect.

a TABLE
oo S lbs
Males over 12 years of age . . .. oe -- 165
Females over 12 years of age . . .. .. 143
Children aged 2*years or more, but not over 12 years ofage .. 85
Infants under 2 years of age . . . . . 17

(iii), The commanderof the aircraft shall, if iin his opinion it is necessary
to do so in the interests of safety of the aircraft, require any or all of the
‘passengers or crewto beactually weighed for the purpose ofthe entry to be
made }in the load sheet.

Public transport—operating conditions

24.(1) An aircraft registered in Nigeria shall not fly for the purpose of
public: transport, except for the sole purposeof training persons to perform
‘duties ‘in aircraft, unless such requirements as maybe prescribed in respect
of its weight andrelated performance are complicd with.

* (2) The assessmentoftheability of an aircraft to comply with paragraph (1)
bf this Regulation shall be based on thé information as to its performance
fontained in the certificate of airworthiness relating to the aircraft: In the =
event pf the information given there-in being insufficient for that purpose
such assessment shall be based on the best information available to the
bommanderof theaircraft.

?
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(3) Such requirements as are contained in the ‘Twelfth Schedule to these
Regulations in respect of the weather conditions required for take-off,
approach to landing and landing shall be complied with in respect of every
aircraft to which Regulation 21 of these Regulations applies.

(4) A flying machineregistered in Nigeria when flying over water for the
purpose of public transport shall fly, except as may be necessary for the
purpose of take-off or landing, at such an altitude as would enable the
aircraft ;—

(a) if it has one engineonly, in the event of thefailure of that engine,
(6) if it has more than oneengine, in the event ofthe failure of one of

those engines and with the remaining engine or engines operating within
the maximum continous power conditions specified in the certificate of
airworthiness relating to the aircraft, to reach a place at which it can
safely land at a height sufficient to enable it to do so.
(5) Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph(4) ofthis Regulation,

an aeroplane-in respect of which there is in force under these Regulations
a certificate of airworthiness designating the aeroplane as being of perform-
ance group X shall not fly over water for the purpose of public transport so
as to be more than 60 minutes flying time from the nearest shore, unless
the aeroplane has more than two power units. For the purposes of this
paragraph,flying timeshall be calculated at normal cruising speed with one
power unit inoperative.

Aircraft not registered in Nigeria—weather conditions
25.—(1) An‘ aircraft registered in a country other than Nigeria shall

not fly for the purpose of public transport unless the operator thereof shall
have furnished to the Minister such particulars as he may from timeto time
have required relating to the weather conditions specified by the operator in
relation to aerodromes in Nigeria for the purposeoflimiting their use by the
aircraft for take-off or landing, including any instructions given by the
operator in relation to such weather conditions.

(2) The aircraft shall not begin or end a flight at an aerodromein Nigeria
in weather conditions less favourable than those so specified in relation to
that aerodrome, or in contravention of the instructions referred to in para-
graph (1) of this Regulation.

Pre-flight action by commander ofaircraft ke
26. The commander of an aircraft registered in Nigeria shall satisfy

himself before the aircraft takes off :— . .
(a) that the flight can safely be made, taking into accountthelatest

information available as to the route and aerodromes to be used, the
weather reports and forecasts available, and any alternative course of
action which can be adopted in case the flight cannot be completed as
planned:

(5) that the equipment(including radio apparatus) required by or under
these Regulations to be carried in the circumstances of the intended
flight is carried and is in a-fit condition for use ;

(c) thatthe aircraft is in every way fit for the intended flight, and that
where certificatés of maintenance are required by paragraph (1) of
Regulation 6 of these Regulations to be in force, they are in force and .
will not cease to be in force during the intended flight;

s
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b that the load carried bythe aircraft is of such weight, and is so
distributed and secured, that it may safely be carried on the intended
flight; - OF

. (e) in the case of flying machineor airship that sufficient fuel, oil and
engine coolant (if required) are carried for the intended flight, and that
a safe margin has been allowed for contingencies, and, in the case of
flight for the purpose of public transport, that the instructions in the.
operations manual relating to fuel, ‘oil and engine coolant have been

- complied with ;
) in the case of an airship or balloon that sufficient ballast is carried

for the intended flight; ;

@) in the case of a flying machine, that having regard to the performance
_ of the flying machine in the conditionsto be expected on the intendedflight
and to any obstructionsat the places of departure and intended destination

- and on the intended route, it is capable of safely taking off, reaching and
majntaining a safe height thereafter; and making a safe landingat the place
of intended destination;

(h) that any pre-flight check system established by the operator and
set/forth in the operations manual or elsewhere has been complied with
byeach memberof the crew of the aircraft.

Pilots to remain at controls

: 27, The commander of an aircraft registered in Nigeria, being a flying
machineor glider, shall cause one pilot to remain at the controls at all times
whilethe aircraft is in flight. If the aircraft is required by or under these
Regu ations to carry two pilots, the commander shall cause both pilots to
remain at the controls during take-off and landing. Each pilot at the con-
trols shall be secured in his seat by either a safety belt or a safety harness

except that during take-off and landing a safety harness shall be usedif it is

required by Regulation 9 of these Regulationstobe provided.

Public Transport of passengers—duties ofcommander

28—(1) This Regulation applies to flights for the purpose of the public
t

transports ofpassengers byaircraft registered in Nigeria.

(2)! In relation to every flight to which this Regulation applies the com-
mander of the aircraft shall :— “

2) before the aircraft takes off, take all reasonable steps to. ensure that
alllpassengers are made familiar with the position and method of use of

emergency exits, safety belts, safety harnesses oxygen equipment and

lif@jackets, and all other devices required by or under these Regulations
and intended for use by passengers individually in case of an emergency

ocgurring to the aircraft.

! Provided that in relation to lifejackets this requirement may, except in

the case of seaplane, be complied with at any time before the aircraft reaches
a point beyondgliding distance from land;.

b) if the aircraft is not a seaplane but is intended in the course of the

‘flight to reach a point more than 30 minutes flying time (while flying in
igtill air at the speed specified in the relevant certificate of airworthiness
as the speed for compliance with regulations governing flights over water)

frdm: the nearestland, take all reasonable steps to ensure that before that

point is reached, all passengers are given a practical demonstration of
thé method ofuseofthe lifejackets required by or under these Regulations

for the use of passengers:  



(c) if the aircraft is a seaplane, take all reasonable steps to ensure that
before the aircraft takes off all passengers are given a practical demonstra-
tion of the method of use of the equipmentreferred to in the preceding
sub-paragraph;

.  (d) before the aircraft takes off, andbefore it lands, take all reasonable
steps to ensure that the crew of the aircraft are properly secured in their
seats and that any persons, carried in compliance with ‘paragraph (7) of
Regulation 14 of these Regulations are secured in seats which shall be in

‘

a passenger compartment and which shall be so situated that they can _
readilyassist passengers;

(e) before the aircraft takes off, and before it lands, and whenever by
reason of turbulent air or any emergency occurring during flight he consi-
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ders the precaution necessary, take all reasonable ‘steps to ensure that all °~
passengers are properly secured in their seats by safety belts or safety
harnesses; +

wat

(f) in any emergency, take all reasonable steps to ensure that all passen- _
gersare instructed in the emergency action which they should take ; °

(g) except in a case where a pressure greater than 700 millibars is
maintained in all passenger and crew compartments throughout the
flight, take all reasonable steps to ensure that :—

(i) before the aircraft reaches an altitude of 13,000 feet above mean
sea level, the method of use of the oxygen provided in the aircraft in
compliance with the requirements of Regulation 9 of these Regulations
is demonstrated to all passengers ;

(ii) on reaching such altitude all passengers are recommended to use
oxygen ;

(i) during any time exceeding 30 minutes when the aircraft is
flying at an altitude exceeding 10,000 feet but not exceeding 13,000 feet
above mean sea level, and at all times when the aircraft is flying at an
altitude exceeding 13,000 feet above mean sea level, oxygen is used by
all the crew of the-aircraft.

Operation of radio in aircraft

29.—(1) The radio station in an aircraft shall-not be operated, whether
or not theaircraft is in flight except in accordance with the conditions of the
licence issued in respect of that station under the law of the country in
which theaircraft is registered, and by a person duly licensed or otherwise
permitted to operate the radio station underthat law.

(2) Wheneveranaircraftis in flight in such circumstances thatit is required
by or under these Regulations to be equipped with radio communications
apparatus, a continuousradio watch shall be maintained by a memberof the
flight crew listening to the signals transmitted upon the frequency notified,
or designated by a’ message received from an appropriate aeronautical radio
station, for use by that aircraft. “

Provided that :—

(2) the radio watch may be discontinued or continued on another
frequency to the extent that a messageas aforesaid so permits ; and

Operation
of radio
in aircraft
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6) the watch may bekeptbya device installed in the aircraft if -—
(¢) the appropriate aeronautical radio station has been informed to

hat effect and has raised no objection ; and
(#2) that station is notified, or in the case of a station situated in a

ountry other than Nigeria, otherwise designated as transmitting a
ignal suitable for that purpose. ”

The radio station in an aircraft shall not be operated so as to cause
erence which impairs the efficiency of aeronautical telecommunications
vigational services, and in particulat emissions shall not be made
t as follows :— ;

a) emissions of theclass and frequency for the time being in use, in
ordance with general international aeronautical practice, in the airspace
which the aircraftis flying; 
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b) distress, urgency and safety messages and signals, in accordance
with general international aeronautical practice ;

) messages andsignals relatingto theflight of the aircraft in accordance
i general international aeronautical practice;

) such public correspondence messages as may be permitted by or
er the aircraft radio station licence referred to in paragraph (1) of
Regulation.

In every aircraft registered in Nigeria which is equipped with radio
unication apparatus a telecommunication log book shall be kept in
the following entries shall be made :—

a) the identification of the aircraft radio station ;

p) the date and time of the beginningand end of every radio watch’
intained in the aircraft and of the frequency on whichit was maintained;

r) the date and time, and particulars of all messages and signals sent
received, including in particular details of any distress traffic sent or
spived ;

#) particulars of any action taken uponthereceipt of a distress signal
message;
p) particulars of any failure or interruption of radio communications
| the cause thereof;

vided that a telecommunication log book shall not be required to be
n respect of communication by radiotelephony with a ‘radio station
d or on a ship which provides a radio service for aircraft.

The flight radio operator maintaining radio watch shall sign the
s in the telecommunication log book indicating the times at which he
and ended the maintenance of such watch.

The telecommunication log book shall be preserved by the operator
aircraft until a date six monthsafter the date of the last entry therein.

In any flying machineregistered in Nigeria which is engaged on a
for-the purpose of public transport, the pilot and the flight engineer

(if any) shall not make use of a hand-held microphone (whether for the pur-
pose of radio communication or of intercommunication within the aircraft)fe
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_ whilst theaircraft is flying in controlled airspace at an.altitudeless than 15,000
ove meansea level or is taking off or landing.

a. 



Towing ofgliders
30.—(1) An aircraft in flight shall not tow a glider unless the certificat

of airworthiness issued or rendered valid in respect of the towing aircraft
under the law of the country in which thataircraft is registered includes an
express provision that it may be used for that purpose.

(2) ‘The length of the combination of towing aircraft, tow rope and glider
in flight shall not exceed 500 feet.

(3) The commanderof an aircraft which is about to tow a glider shall
satisfy himself, before the towing aircraft takes off :—

(a) that the tow rope is in good condition and is of adequate strength
for the purpose, and that the combination of towing aircraft and g ider is
capable offlying in the mannerreferred to in paragraph (g) of Regulation
26 of these Regulations; . ‘

(6) that signals have been agreed and communication established with
personssuitably stationed so as to enable the glider to take off safely;

(c) that emergencysignals have been agreed between the commander of
_ the towing aircraft and the commanderoftheglider, to be used, respectively
by the commander of the towing aircraft to indicate that the tow should
immediately be released by the glider, and by the commanderofthe glider

_ to indicate that the tow cannot bereleased.

(4) Theglider shall be attached to the towing aircraft by means of the tow
rope before the aircraft takes off. 5

Towing, picking up and raising ofpersons and articles

31.—(1) Subject to the provisions of this Regulation, an aircraft in flight
shall not, by means external to the aircraft, tow anyarticles, other than a
glider, or pick upor raise any person, animalorarticle, unless thecertificate .
of airworthiness issued or rendered valfd in respect of that aircraft under the s
.law of the country in which theaircraft is registered includes an ‘express. *
provision that it may be used for that purpose.

~ (2) An aircraft in flight shall not tow anyarticle, other than a glider, at
night or when flight visibility is less than one mile.

(3) The length of the combination of towingaircraft, tow rope, and article
in tow, shall not exceed 500 feet.

(4) A helicopter shall not fly at any height over a congestedareaof city,
town or settlement at anytime when an article, person or animalis suspended
from the helicopter.

(5) Nothing in this Regulation shall :—

(a) prohibit the towing in a reasonable mannerby an aircraft in flight of ©
any radio aerial, any instrument which is being used for experimental
purposes, or any signal, apparatus or article required or permitted by or :
under these Regulations to be towed or displayed by anaircraft in flight ; ;

(6) prohibit the picking up or raising of any person, animalorarticle in
an emergencyorfor the purpose of savinglife; ~

(c) apply to any aircraft while it is flying in accordance with the “B
Conditions” set forth in the Second Schedule to these Regulations;

(d) be taken to permit the towing or picking up ofa glider of otherwise
than in accordance with Regulation 30 of these Regulations.
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2.4-(1) Articles and animals (whether or not attached to a parachute)shall
not. bq dropped, or permitted to drop, from an aircraft in flight so as to
endanger.persons or property.

(2) Articles, animals and persons (whether or not attached to a parachute)
shall rot be dropped, or permitted to drop to the surface from anaircratt

t
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flying pver Nigeria.

froyided that this paragraph shall not apply to the descent of persons by
paracHute from anaircraft in an emergency,or to the.droppingofarticles by, -
or with the authority of, the commander of the aircraft in the following
cir¢umstances :—

| (a) the droppingofarticles for the purposeof savinglife ;
(4) the jettisoning, in case of emergency,of fuel or otherarticles in the

aircraft ; .

;(c) the droppingof ballast in the form offine sand or water;
(d) the dropping ofarticles solely for the purpose of navigating the

qircyaft in accordance with ordinarypractice or with the provisions of these
Regulations ;

| (e) the dropping at an aerodromein accordance with prescribed regula-
tiong, of ropes, bannersofsimilar articles towed byaircraft.
(3) For the purposes of this Regulation dropping includes projecting and

lowering. -

(4) Nothing in this Regulation shall prohibit the lowering of any person,
animallorarticle from a helicopterto the surface,if the certificate of airworthi-

 
negs issued or rendered valid in respect of the helicopter underthe lawof the
country in whichit is registered includes an express provision that it may be
used for that purpose.

Carriage of munitions of war

43.(1) An aircraft shall not carry any munitionsof war.
(2) ¥t shall be unlawful for any personto take or cause to be taken on board

air¢raft, or to deliver or cause to be delivered, for carriage thereon, any gcods
which he knowsorhasreason to believe or sdspect to be munitions of war.

a - . * ee .(3) For the purposé of this Regulation “munitions of war”? means such
weapons and ammunition as are designed for use in warfare.

i

f Carriage of dangeroys goods
g

-

34.41) Dangerous goods shall not: be carried in an aircraft except as
follows|:—

i (a goods carried in accordance with any regulations which the Minister
thay} make to permit dangerous goodsto be carried either in aircraft
generally or in aircraft of any class or type specified in the regulations;
: (6) goods carried with the written permission of the Minister and in
accordance with any conditions to which such permission may be subjéct;wm ae gs -! (c) goods carried in an aircraft with the corisent of the operator thereof

- forthe purpose of ensuring the proper navigation or safety of the aircraft
ir the well-being of any person on board
i -(d) goods permitted to be carried under the lawsof the country in which
he aircraft is registered, if there is in force in relation to such country an
dgreement between the Federal Government of Nigeria and the Govern-
ment of that country permitting thecarriage of dangerous goods within
INigeria in aircraft registered in that country.
' ,
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(2) Dangerous goods permitted by or under these Regulations to be carried
in an aircraft shall not be loaded as cargo therein unless :—-

(a) the consignor of the goods has furnished the operatorof the aircraft

with particulars in writing of the nature of the goods and the danger which .

they give rise to; and

(b) the goods or any container in which they are packed are clearly

marked so as to indicate the danger to the person loading the goods in the

aircraft. :

The operator oftheaircraft shall, before the flight begins, inform the com-
manderoftheaircraft of the identity of the goods, the danger to which they

’ give rise and the weight or quantity of the goods. \

(3) It shall be unlawful for any person to take or cause to be taken on

board an aircraft, or to deliver or cause to be delivered for loading thereon,

any goods whichhe knowsor has reason to believe or suspect to be dangerous
goodsthecarriage of whichis prohibited by this Regulation.

(4) The provisions of this Regulation shall be additional to and not in

derogation from the provisions of Regulation 33 of these Regulations.

Method of carriage ofpersons

35. A personshall not be in or on anypartof an aircraft whichis not a part

designed for the accommodation of persons and in particular a person shall
not be on the wings or under-carriage of an aircraft. A person shall not be
in or on anyobject, other than a glider or flying machine, towed by or
attachedto anaircraft in flight :

Provided that a person may have temporary access to :—

(a) any part of an aircraft for the purpose of taking action necessaryfor
the safety of the aircraft or of any person, animal or goods therein;

(b) any part of an aircraft in which cargo or stores are carried, being a
part whichis designated to enable a personto have access thereto while the
aircraft is in flight.

Exits and break-in markings

36.—(1) This Regulation shall apply to every public transport aircraft
registered in Nigeria. os

(2) Whenever an aircraft® to which this Regflation applies is carrying
passengers, every exit therefrom and every internal doorin theaircraft shall,
during take-off and landing and during any emergency, be kept free of
obstruction and shall not be fastened by locking or otherwise so as to prevent, »
hinder or delay its use by passengers:

Provided that an exit may be obstructed by cargoif it is an exit which, in
accordance with arrangements approved by the Minister, either generally
or in relation to a class of aircraft or a particular aircraft, is not required for
use by passengers.

(3) Every exit from the aircraft, being an exit intended to be used by
passengers in normalcircumstancesshall be marked with the word “Exit” in
capital letters and every exit, being an exit intended to be used by passengers.
in an emergencyonly,shall be marked with the words “EmergencyExit” in
capital. letters.

(4) (a) Every exit from the aircraft shall be marked with instruction in
English and in such other language or languages,if any as maybe prescribed,
and with diagrams, to indicate the correct method of opening theexit.

5
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(b) ‘The markings shall be placed on or near the inside surface of the door
orjother closure of the exit and, if it is openable from the outside of the
aircraft, on or near the exterior surface. .

(5) a) Every aircraft to which this Regulation applies, being ah aircraft of
which the maximum total weight authorised exceeds 8,000 Ibs., shall be
marked upon the exterior surface of fuselage with markings to showthe
aréas {in this paragraph referred to as “break-in areas”) which can, for
purposes of rescue in an emergency, be most readily and effectively broken
into by person outside the aircraft,
. (6) ‘The break-in areas shall be rectangularin shape and shall be marked by

right-angled corner markings, each arm of which shall be 4 inches. in length

 
_aldngjts outer edge and 1 inch in width.Pot

(c) [The words “Cut Here in Emergency” shall be marked across the
centre of each break-in area in capital letters.

(6) The markings required by this Regulation shall :—
(4) be painted, oraffixed byother equally permanent means;
(4) be red in colour and,in any case in whichthe colourof the adjacent

background is such as to render red markings not readily visible, he
putkined in white or some other contrasting colour in such a manneras fo
render them readily visible; ,

(2) be keptat all times clean and unobscured.
é

Imperilling safety of aircraft

37,
endan

-
A person shall not wilfully or negligently act in a mannerlikely to
er an aircraft or any person therein. ° 

Imperilling safety of any person or property

38. {A person shall not wilfully or negligently cause or permit an aircraft&

to:endanger any person or property.
 

Drunkenness in aircraft
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39.4-(1) A person shall not enter any aircraft when drunk or be drunk in ©
any aitcraft.

(2) A person shall not, when acting as a memberof the crewof anyaircraft
or; being carried in anyaircraft for the purpose of so acting, be underthe
influence of drink or a drug to such anextent as to impair his capacity so to
act. |

Smoking in aircraft

#0.4-(1) Notices indicating when smokingis prohibited shall be exhibited
inievefyaircraft registered in Nigeria so as to be visible from each passenger
.sedttherein.

(2) A person shall not smoke in any compartmentofanair craft registered
in Nigeria at a time when smokingis prohibited in that compartment by a

notice} to that effect exhibited by or on behalf of the commander of the
aircraft. ” : !  



Authority of commander of aircraft

41. Every person in an aircraft registered in Nigeria shall obey all lawful

commands which the commanderof that aircraft may give for the purpose

of securing the safety of the aircraft and of persons or property carried
therein, or the safety, efficiency or regularity of air navigation.”

Stowaways

42. A person shall not secrete himself for the purpose of being carried in
an aircraft without the consent of either the operator or the commander

thereof or of any other person entitled to give consent to his being carried

in theaircraft. a

PART VY ;

FATIGUE OF FLIGHT CREW

Application, interpretation and modification, of Part \”

43.—(1) Regulations 44 to 48, inclusive, of these Regulations apply in
relation to an aircraft if, but onlyif, it is an aircraft registered in Nigeria

which is either :—

(a) engaged on a flight for the purpose-of public transport, or

(6) operated by an air transport undertaking : ‘ee
Provided that the said Regulations shall not apply in relation ‘to a flight

madeonly for the purpose ofinstruction in flying given by or on behalf of a
flying club or a flying school, or a person whois not an air transport under-
taking. oe :

(2) In this Part of these Regulations, the following expressions shall,
except where the context otherwise requires, have the meanings hereby
respectively assigned to them, that is to say :— ,

(a) “flight time”, in relation to any person means all time spent by that

person in an aircraft while it is in flight and he is carried therein as a

memberofthe flight crew thereof;

(6) “duty period”, in relation to any person whoflies in an aircraft as a
memberofthe flight crew thereof, means any continuousperiod throughout
which he is, under the provisions ef paragraph (3) or (4) of this Regula-
tion, to be treated as being on duty :

Provided that where two or more periods which would, but for this proviso,

be separate duty periods are separated by an interval of less than 10 hours,
the period starting when the first of those duty periods began and finishing
when the last of them ended shall be treated as constituting a single
continuous duty period :

(c) “rest period,” in relation to any person, means any continuous
period no part of which forms part of.a duty period of that person.

(3) For the purposes of this Part of these Regulations a person whois

employed under a contract of service to fly in an aircraft as a memberof the

flight crew thereof shall be treated as being on duty at any time whenin the
course of that employmenthe flies in any aircraft (whether as a member of
its crew or as a passenger and whetheror notthe aircraft is such an aircraft
as is referred to in paragraph (1) of this Regulation) or he is otherwise acting
in the course of that employment:

Provided that when he is not flying in an aircraft :—
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(a} subject to paragraph (c) of this proviso, he shall not be treated as
being on duty duging anyperiod which heis allowedforrest ;

(6). subject to paragraph (c) of this proviso, he shall not be treated as
being on dutyat anytime byreasononlyof his being required at that time
to be available at a particular place to report for duty if required to do so.

(c)i he shall be treated as being on dutyat any time when heis required
8 bejavailable at a particular place to report for duty if required to do so
tL — + 

@z) that place is at an aerodrome, or

(i) that place, not being at an aerodrome, is a place at which his
employer requires persons similarly employed to be available as aforesaid
and adequate facilities for fest are not available for his use while he is
required to be so available.

“
m
s+) Hor the purposes of this Part of these Regulations a person. who

flies in an aircraft as a memberof the flight crew thereof, otherwise than in
the course of his employment under ‘4 contract ofservice to fly as aforesaid,
shall bé treated as being on duty at any time when, in connection with
‘any! bubiness of operating aircraft, he flies in any aircraft (whether as a-
meipbel of its crew.or as a passenger and whether or not theaircraft is such
an aircraft as is referred to in paragraph(1) of this Regulation) or does any
work

(5) F r the purposes of this Part of these Regulations references to a
person flying in an aircraft as a member of the flight crew thereot include
eal to the operator of the aircraft who himself flies in the aircraft in
any! su h capacity and references to the work and other duties which a
person js required or permitted by an operator to carry out shall in any such
casq bejconstrued as references to any work carried out by that operator in
conhection with the managements of aircraft or with any business which
includes the flying of aircraft. .

to

re

or

(@) Notwithstanding the provisions of this Regulation and Regulations 44
50 gf these Regulations, the Minister may by Regulations modify or Pars the provisions of this Regulation (other than this paragraph) or any
ill of those Regulations in their application to Nigeria if he considers

that the| prevention of excessive fatigue of the flight crewofaircraft registered
in 2 igeyia will thereby be more suitably ensured.

o

Dutiesof Operators to prevent excessive Fatigue of Flight Crew
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shall be the duty of every operator of an aircraft to which this Regllat on applies to ensure, as respects each person flying as a mémber of
the Hight crewof that-aircraft that the periods during which that personis
required or permitted bythat operator‘to carry out any work or other duties
are $0 limited in length and frequency, and that that person is afforded such
peribds for rest, that his said work and duties are notlikely to cause him such
fatigue while heis flying in the aircraft as may endangerthe safety thereof.

t
I abe : os . . . . .Estab lishment of Limits on Flight times, flving duty periods and rest periods

45,— 1) Without prejudice to the provisions of Regulation 44 of these-
Regilations, and for the purposes of securing that the requirements of those ©
provisions are complied with, every operator of an aircraft to which this
Regulation applies shall establish for every person flying in that aircraft as-a
mennabez# of the flight crewthereof :—

i(a) limits onthe aggregateofall his flights times during every period of
. 30 consecutive days. se
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(4) limits on his flying duty periods, and
(c) minimum rest periods which he is to have immediately before anydutyperiod in the course of which he makes any such flight as aforesaid,being limits and minimum rest periods which the operator is satisfiedafter taking into account the Matters mentioned in paragraph (2) ofthisRegulation, are such that, if every member ofthe flight crew observesthose limits and has those minimum rest periods, the safety of the aircraft

may be caused by the work or other duties which the members of the flightcrew are required or permitted by that operator to carry out. Differentlimits and different minimum rest periods may beestablished either fordifferent persons or for different classes of persons and for differentcircumstances,

(2) The matters which an operator shall take into accountin establishing -under paragraph (1) of this Regulation limits and minimum rest periods astherein mentioned for the persons thérein mentioned are the nature of theworkandother duties which those personswill carry out andall circumstancesarising dut of the carrying out of that work and those duties which mayaffect the degree of fatigue from which those persons may suffer while theyare making

a

flight in an aircraft to which this Regulation applies in any suchcapacity as is mentionedin the said paragraph(1).

(3) No limits or minimum rest periods may beestablished under para-graph (1) of this Regulation which would require or permit any person toflyin any aircraft at a time when such flying would constitute a contravention ofanyof the provisions of Regulations 46, 47 and 49 of these Regulations,

(4) An operator of an aircraft to which this Regulation applies shall notpermit that aircraft to make a flight unless limits and minimum rest periodshave been established in accordance with the foregoing provisions of thisRegulation so as to apply to every memberofthe flight crewthereof.

minimum rest periods are for the timebeingso established makes any flightin an aircraft to which this Regulation applies unless, immediately before theduty period in the course of which he makes the flight, he has\had theappropriate rest period so established.

(6) Notwithstanding anything contained in the foregoing provisions ofthis Regulation, an operator of an aircraft to which this Regulation appliesmay confer upon the commanderof thataircraft a discretion to make, orauthorise any person to makea flight in that aircraft in such circumstancesthat the commanderor,as the case maybe,that other person will not observethe limits or will not have had the nifnimum rest period established by thatoperator underthe foregoing provisions ofthis Regulation and applicable tothe commanderor that other person : Provided that the said discretion shallnotbe exercisable unless the following conditions are fulfilled, thatis to say :—
(a) that it appears to the commander :—

(7) that arrangements had been madefor the flight to be made withsuch a crew and so as to begin and end’at such times that if the flighthad been made in accordance with those arrangements each memb
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of the crew would have observed the limits and have had the minimum
est periods established by the operator and applicable to them as
jaforesaid, and that since those arrangements were made theflight has
tbeen or will be prevented from being made in accordance with those
larrangements byreason of exceptional circumstances or byreason of
ircumstances which were not foreseen as likely to prevent that flight
trom being so made, or .

| (i) thattheflight is one which oughtto be carried outin theinterests
bf the safety or health of any person, and
{b) that the commanderissatisfied that the safety of the aircraft on that

flight will not bé endangeredif he or that other person makesthatflight. _

 

 
| (7) Every operator of anaircraft to which this Regulation applies shall
includein every operations manual to be provided under Regulation 21 of
thesd Regulationsfor the use and guidafice of the membersof the flight crew
of that aircraft, or in any case where no such manualis required to be provided
hy that Regulation, in a document which shall be provided for the use and
guidance of those members, full particulars of all limits and minimum rest
Periods for the time being established under the foregoing provisions ofthis
egulation which"mayaffect any of those members, and of any discretion

cbnferred upon the commanderofthat aircraft under paragraph (6) of this
regulation and (without prejudice to the provision of Regulation 21 of these
egulations) every such operator shall, whenever requestedto do so by a

pérson authorised in that behalf by the Minister, furnish that person with
aicopy of all particulars from timeto time includedin any suchoperations
many al or documentin accordance with the requirements of this paragraph.
(8) In this Regulation the expression “flying duty period” in relation to

any person, means the time, reckoned from the beginning of each duty
period of that person, in the course of which he is permitted to make any
flight to which this Regulation applies and after expiration of which heis not
in} thd course of the same duty period, to make any suchflight.

i
i

Maximumflying duty periods for pilots andflight engineers

46.1-(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of Regulation 44 of these
Aeeeiptions a person shall not fly in an aircraft to which this Regulation
appli¢s as a pilot or flight engineer thereof in the course*of any duty period
ofjthat person after more than the specified time has elapsed since the begin-
ning gf that duty period. .

 
(2) In paragraph (1) of this Regulation the expression “the specified time”

me¢and — . .

(@) in relation to a person whoflies in an aircraft as the onlypilot thereof,
12 hours :

i
Provided that if before the commencementof that flight and during the

duty period in the course of which he makes that flight, there has been a
per iod of notless than seven continuous hours throughout which that person
has.nat flown in anyaircraft, the foregoing provisions of this sub-paragraph
shall have effect in relation to thatflight as if 14 hours were substituted therein
for! 12 thours. ,

(5) in relation to a person whoflies as a pilot of an aircraft in which two
Or fore persons are carried as pilots thereof, 16 hours: Provided that
the foregoing provisions of this sub-paragraph shall have effect in relation

=
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to that flight as if 24 hours were substituted thereinfor 16 hoursif threeOF more personsarecarried in the aircraft as pilots thereof and the followingconditions are fulfilled :—

(2) at least two of the pilots are duly qualified by their respectivelicences to act as a commanderof the aircraft for the purposesof thatflight; -
/(i) at least one of the pilots is carried in addition to those membersq of the flight crew who are required to be carried in the circumstances ofthe flight by or under these Regulations. .(uit) suitable facilities for sleeping are available for the use ofat leastone ofthepilots at all times throughout the flight; and

(?v) each of the pilots has during the duty period in the course ofwhich thatflight is made and before the end of that flight, been affordedopportunities of resting for a reasonable time: |
(c) in relation to a person who flies as a flight engineer of an aircraft,16 hours:

Provided that the foregoing Provisions of this sub-paragraph shall haveeffect in relation to that flight as if 24 hours were substituted therein for 16hours if two or more persons are carried in the aircraft as flight engineersthereof and the following conditions are fulfilled :— .
() at least oneofthe flight engineersis carried in addition to the membersof the flight crew whoare required to be carried in the circumstances ofthe flight by or underthese Regulations;
(12) suitablefacilities for sleeping are available for the useof at least oneof the flight engineers at all times throughoutthe flight ; and
(#1) each oftheflight engineers has, during the duty period in the courseof whichthat flight is made andbefore the end of thatflight, been affordedopportunities of resting for a reasonable time,

x

Minimum rest periods forflight crew v
47. Without prejudice tothe provisions of Regulation 44 of these Regula- Minimumtions a person shall notfly in an aircraft to which this Regulation applies as ~ rest periodsa memberof the flight crew thereof, unless immediately before the duty forflightperiod in the course of which he makes that flight he had a sufficient rest °°period that is to say, a rest period of a length not less than the minimumlength specified in the first column of the Table set out at the end of thisRegulation and therein. set opposite to the length specified in the secondcolumn of that Table which correspondsto the length of the duty period ofthat person which immediately precedes that rest period. _

TABLE

Minimumlengthofsufficient Length of immediately
rest period _ preceeding duty period .

10 hours .. -- Not exceeding-10 hours
il hours .. . .. Exceeding 10 butnot exceeding 11 hours id12 hours .. +. «+ Exceeding 11 but’ not exceeding 12 hours13 hours .. ss .. Exceeding 12 but not exceeding 13 hours - '14 hours .. - .. Exceeding 13 but not exceeding 14 hours * ,1S hours... . -. Exceeding 14 but not exceeding 15 hours16 hours .. . .. Exceeding 15 but not exceeding 16 hours
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Minimum length ofsufficient Length of immediately
rest pertod preceding dutypericd

18 hours... .- .. Exceeding 16 but not exceeding 17 hours
20 hours .. .. Exceeding 17 but not exceeding 18 hours

22hours ..  .. —.. Exceeding 18 but not exceeding 19 hours
2+hours .. .. «+ Exceeding 19 but not exceeding 20 hours
26 hours .. .. .. Exceeding 20 but not exceeding 21 hours
28 hours .. . .. Exceeding 21 but not exceeding 22 hours
30 hours... . .. Exceeding 22 but not exceeding 23 hours
32 hours .. . .. Exceeding 23 hours

sieht that where a rest period taken by a person at a place whichis
obtside Nigeria and, if he ordinarily resides outside Nigeria, is not within
5) miles of his ordinaryplace of residenceit shall be deemedto beasufficient
rést jperiod if it includes a period of 8 hoursfalling between 2200 and (800
pps local time andis of a length not less than the minimumlengthspecified
inl the first column of Table B in this Regulation and therein’ set opposite to
th

td
e jength specified in the second column of that Table which corresponds
the length of the duty period of that person which immediately preceeds
atrest period.

‘TABLE B
Minimum length of sufficient Length of immediately

rest period preceding duty period
10 hours .. .e .. Not exceeding 10 hours
Tlhours .. - .. .. Exceeding 10 but not exceeding 11 hours
1Z hours... .. Exceeding 11 but not exceeding 12 hours
13hours .. . ... Exceeding 12 but not exceeding 14 hours
I4hours .. ° .. . .. Exceeding 14 but not exceéding 17 hours
15 hours ..- .. .. Exceeding 17 but not exceeding 19 hours.
16 hours... .. .. Exceeding 19 but not exceeding 21 hours
17.hours.. Le .. Exceeding 21 but not exceeding 23 hours
18 hours . .. . .. Exceeding 23 hours.

2 Records of Flight times, duty periods andrest periods
#8.-—(1) The operator of an aircraft to which this Regulation applies

shall{ not cause or permit any person to fly therein unless the operator has in
hi Possession an accurate and up-to-date record maintained by him or by
anpther operatorof aircraft in respect of that person and in respect ofthe
28)days immediately precedingthe flight showing :—

(a) the times of the-beginning and end of each flight in any aircraft
made by that person as a memberofits flight crewin the course of any of
his duty periods, and

(5) the times of the beginning and end of cach duty period of that
person, and ;

(c) brief particulars of the nature of the work or other duties carried out
byjthat person duringeachof his dutyperiods.

(2) The Minister may prescribe the form and manner in which any.
records required to be kept underthe last foregoing paragraphshall be kept
and where he has so prescribed the said records shall be kept accordingly.

3)i Subject to the‘provisions of Regulation 53 of these Regulations the
opdqrdtor of the aircraft shall preserve the recordsreferred to in paragraph(1)

this Regulation for a period of at least 12 months after the end of the
flight, duty period orrest period to which theyrelate.  bo
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Maximum Flight times for Flight Crew

49. A personshall notfly in any aircraft registered in Nigeria as a member’
of the flight crew thereofat any time on any day after the aggregateofall his
flight times (whetherarising from flightin an aircraft to whichthis Regulation
applies or in any other aircraft) during the period of 28 consecutive days
expiring at the end of that day amounts to 115 hours; Provided that the
foregoing prohibition shall not apply to a flight madein an aircraft whichis
not such an aircraft as is described in paragraph (1) of Regulation 43 of these
Regulationsif at the time ofthe flight the aggregateofall the flight times of
the person making the flight since he was last medically examined under
these Regulations and found fit does not exceed 115 hours.

Provisionfor particular cases
50.—(1) Notwithstanding anythifg contained in Regulations 46, 47 and 49of these Regulations(hereinafter referred to as “‘the relevant Regulations”) a

person shall be deemed not to have contravened any of the provisions of
those Regulations by reason of a flight madeat any time by that personor by
another personif thefirst mentioned person proves :—

(a) that it was due to an unavoidable delay in the completion of the
flight that the personso flying was flying at that time, and

(6) that the said first mentioned person could not reasonably be expected
to have foreseen before the flight began that the delay was likely to occur.

(2) Withoutprejudice to the provisions of paragraph (2) of Regulation 79of these Regulations and notwithstanding anything containedin therelevant
Regulations, the commanderofan aircraft may make, or authorise any otherperson to make and that other person if so authorised may make, a flight inthat aircraft which he would, but for this paragraph, be prohibited frommaking by virtue of any provision contained in the relevant Regulations if :—

(a) it appears to the commander :—
(7) that arrangements had been madefor the flight to be made with

such a crew and so as to begin andend atsuch times that no memberofthat crew would have been prohibited from making the flight in accor-
dance with those arrangements by any provision contained in the
relevant Regulations, and that since those arrangements were made theflight has been or will be prevented from being madein accordance withthose arrangements by reason of exceptional circumstances or by
reason of circumstances which were not foreseen as likely to preventthat flight from being made, or -

(#z) that the flight is one which oughtto be carried out in the interestof the safety or health ofany person, and
(6) the commanderis satisfied that the safety of the aircraft on thatflight will not be endangeredif he or that other person makesthatflight.

(3) Where the commander or any other person makes a flight in an air-craft which he or that other person is permitted to make underthe lastforegoing paragraph, a report in writing that he or that other person hasmade thatflight, giving full particulars of the circumstances in which it wasmade and the reasons why the commander made that flight, or, as the casemaybe, authorised that other person to do so, shall be made as soon as isreasonablypracticable by the commander to the operatorof the aircraft andin any event by the operator to the Minister; and the operator and thecommandershall furnish any authorised person with such further information
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his possession relating to the flight and to the circumstances in whichit

as madeas that person mayrequire.

\ Part VI.—DocuMENTs
\

Documents to be carried

-151.—(1) An aircraft shall notfly unless it carries the documents whichit 1s
quired to carry underthelawofthe countryin whichit is registered.

(2) An aircraft registered in Nigeria shall, when in flight, carry documents
accordance with the Eleventh Schedule to these Regulations :

Provided that, if the flight is intended to begin and end at the same aero-
drpme and does not include passage over the territory of any country other
than Nigeria, the documents maybe kept at that aerodromeinstead of being
carried in the aircraft. ’

Production of documents

52.—(1) The commander of an aircraft shall, within a reasonable time
after being requested to do so byan authorised person, cause to be produced
to, that person :—

pf the aircraft ;

(5) the licences of its flight crew.  
pr
Fe

au

e

D
a
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ni 
(c) such other documentsas the aircraft is required by Regulation 51

gf these Regulations to carry whenin flight.
a .

2) The operatorof anaircraft registered in Nigeria shall, within a reason-
Ip time after being requested to do so by an authorised: person, cause to be
jduced to that person such of thefollowing documents as mayhave been
tuested by that person being documents which are required by or under

these Regulations, to be in force or to be carried or preserved :—-
| (a) the documents referred to in the Eleventh Schedule to these
Regulations as Documents A, B, and G;

i (b) the aircraft log book, engine log books and variable pitch propeller
lpg books required under these Regulations to be kept;

(c) the weight schedule,if any, required to be preserved under Regula-
tion 12 of these Regulations.
; (d) in the case of a public transport aircraft or aerial work aircraft, the
documents referred to in the Eleventh Schedule to these Regulations as
Documents D,E, and F ;

{e) any record of flight times, duty periods and rest periods which heis
required by paragraph (3) of Regulation 48 of these Regulationsto preserve,
and such other documents and information in the possession or controlof
the operator, as the authorised person may require for the purpose of
jetermining whether those record are complete and accurate.
;

(3) The holder of a licence granted or rendered valid under these Regula-
tlors shall, within a reasonable time after being requested to do so by an

thorised person, cause to be produced to that person his licence including
y; certificate of validation. The requirements of this paragraph shall be
emed to have been complied with, except in relation to licences required
y Regulation 51 of these Regulationsto be carried in theaircraft or kept at an

aerodrome, if the licence requested is produced*within five days after the
eqhest has been made,at a police station in Nigeria specified, at the time of

therequest by the person to whom the request is made.
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(a) the certificates of registration and airworthinessin force in respect
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(4) Every person required by Regulation 18 of these Regulations to keep a
personalflying log. book shall cause it to be produced within a reasonable
time to an authorised person after being requested to do so by him within two
years after the date of the last entry therein.

Preservation of documents etc.

53. A person required by these Regulations to preserve any document by
reason of his being the operator of an aircraft shall, if he ceases tobe the
operator of the aircraft continue to preserve the documentsas if he had not
ceased to be the operator, and in the event of his death the duty to preserve
the documentshall fall upon his personal representative ;

Provided that if :—

(2) another person becomes the operator of the aircraft and it remains
registered in Nigeria he or his personal representative shall deliver to that
other person upon demandthecertificates of maintenancé and compliance,
the log booksand the weight schedule which are in force’or required to be
preserved in respect of that aircraft;

(5) an engine or variable pitch propeller is removed from the aircraft
andinstalled in anotheraircraft operated by another persoa and registered
in Nigeria heor his personal representative shall deliver to hat other pergon
upon demandthe log bookrelating to that engine or propeller;

(c) any person in respect of whom a record has been kept by him in
accordance with Regulation 48 of these Regulations becomes a memberof
the flight crew of a public transport aircraft registered ih Nigeria and
operated by another person he or. his personal representative shall deliver
those records to that other person upon demand, andit shall be the duty
of that other person to deal with the documentdelivered to him as if he
were the first-mentioned operator.

Revocation, suspension andvariationof certificates, licences and other
documents ,

54.---(1) The Minister may, if he thinks fit, provisionally suspend any
certificate, licence, approval, permission, exception or other document issued
or granted under these Regulations, pending investigation of the case.
The Minister may, on sufficent ground being showntohis satisfaction after
due enquiry, revoke, suspend or vary anysuchcertificate, licence, approval,
permission, exemption or other document.

(2) The holder or any person having the possession or custody- of any
certificate, licence, approval permission, exemption, or other document
which has been revoked, suspended or varied under these Regulations ‘shall
surrenderit to the Minister within a reasonable timeafter being required to do
so by him.

(3) The breach of any condition subject to which anycertificate, licence,
approval, permission, exemption or other document, other than a licence
issued in respect of an aerodrome, has been granted or issued under these
Regulations shall render the documentinvalid during the continuance of the

4breach.
- i
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Offences in relation to documents
I

5i(1) A person shall not with intent to deceive :

(2) use any certificaté, licence, approval, permission, exemption or other
oqumentissued or required by or under these Regulations which has

edn forged,altered, revoked or suspended,or to which heis not entiled§ or

(®) lend any certificate, licence, approval, permission exemptiori: or

ide document issued or required by or under these Regulations to, or

w it to be used by, any other person ; or

(c) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for him-
self or any other person the grant, issue, renewalor variation of any such
certificate, licence, approval, permission or exemption or other document.

(2)}A person shall not wilfully mutilate, alter or renderillegible any log

bodk pr other record required by or under these Regulations to be mairitaingd
or any entry made therein, or knowingly make, or procure orassist in the
makirjg, of, any false entry in or material omission from any such log book or
recordor destroy any such log book or record during the period for whichitis
reqplited under these Regulations to be preserved.

(3) iAll entries in such log books and records shall be made in ink or
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' indélible pencil. . 

(4) [Aperson shall not wilfully or negligently make in a load sheet any
entry which is incorrect in any material particular, or any material omission
from gucha load sheet.

)!A person shal] not purport to issue any certificate of maintenance or
certificate of compliance or any certificate under Condition (3)of the “A
Corlditions’’ set forth in the Second Schedule to these Regulations unless he -
is authorised to do so under these Regulations.

(6) iA person shall notissu¢.any such certificate as aforesaid unless he has

 

. satisfied himself that all statements in the certificate are correct.

2

Parr VII

CONTROL OF AIR TRAFFIC

56.+-(1) The Minister may makerules (hereinafter referred to as the Rules
of thej Air and Air Traffic Control) prescribing—

(4) the mannerin which aircraft may move andfly.

(@) the lights and othersignals to be shown or madebyaircraft orpersons

‘{(c) the lighting and marking of aerodromes;

(4) the air traffic control services to be provided at aerodromes includ-
g jn particular the licensing of persons providing such services. “

(a) any other provisions for securing the safety of aircraft in flight and in
movement andthe safety of persons and property on the surface.

(4) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) of this Regulation,it shall be
an affence to contravene, to permit the contravention of, or to fail to comply

with the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control.

(3) It shall be lawful for the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Controlto be
departed from to the extent necessary :— ‘

(a) for avoiding immediate danger or

(6) for complying with the lawof any country other than Nigeria within
whi¢h theaircraft then is. ,

;
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(4) Iffany departure from the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Controlis
made for the purpose of avoiding immediate danger, the commanderof the
aircraft shall cause written particulars of the departure, and of the circums-
tancesgivingriseto it, to be given within ten days thereafter to the competent
authority of the country in whose territory the departure was made orif the
departure was made.over the high seas, to the Minister.

(5) Nothing in the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control shall exonerate
any person from the consequencesof any neglect in the useoflightsor signals _
or of the neglect of any precautions required by ordinary aviation practice or
by the special circumstances of the case.

(6) The Minister may for the purpose of promoting the safety of aircraft
makeregulationsas to special signals and other communications.to be made by
oron an aircraft, as'to the course on which andthe height ‘at which an air-
craft shall fly and as to any other precautions: to be observedin relation to the
navigation and control ofaircraft which the Minister may consider expedient
for the purpose aforesaid and noaircraft shall fly in contravention of any such
regulations,

ae

Power to prohibit or restrict flying

57.—(1) Where the Minister deems it necessary in the public interest to
restrict or prohibit flying over any area of Nigeria or along any route therein
by reason of :-— ;

(a) the intended gathering or movement of a large numberof persons.

(5) the intended holding of an aircraft race or contest or of an exhibition
of flying, or —

(c) national defence or any other reason affecting the public interest .
the Minister may make regulations prohibiting, restricting or imposing
conditions on flight, either generally or in relation to any class or type of
aircraft, over any such area or along any such route, and an aircraft, shall
not fly in contravention of such regulations.

(2) If the commander of an aircraft becomes aware that the aircraft is
flying in contravention of any such regulations which have been made for any
of the reasons referred to in paragraph (2) (c) of this Regulation he shall
forthwith cause a signal of distress to be made by. radio or by one of the
prescribed visual signals, and shall (unless otherwise instructed by the
appropriate air traffic control unit or by a commissioned officer of the Federal
naval, military or air forces), cause the aircraft to land at the aerodrome, be-
ing an aerodromesuitable for that purpose, which it can reach by flying to
the least possible extent over the area to which the regulations relate.
Theaircraft shall not begin to descend while over such area.

Balloons, kites and airships

58.—(1) Within Nigeria :— . |
(a) a captive balloon or kiteshall not be flownat a height of more than

200 feet above the groundlevel or within 200 feet of any vessel, vehicle or
structure ;

(6) a captive balloon shall not be flown within 3 miles of an aerodrome;

(c) a balloon exceeding 6 feet in any linear dimention at any state ofits
flight, including any basket or other equipment:attached to the balloon,
shall not be flown in controlled airspace;
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a kite shall not be Hown within 3 miles of an aerodrome ;
an airshipshall not be moored, without the permission in writing

ofthe Minister, and in accordance with any conditions subject to which
‘that

|

permission’ may be granted.
(2 4 captive balloon when in flight shall be securely moored, andshall

not be; left unattended unless it is fitted with a device which ensuresits
automatic deflation if it breaks free of its moorings. :

PART VIII

AIR IRDUTES AND AIRWAYS, AERODROMES, LIGHTS AND OTHER FACILITIES
BR Designation of air routes and airways

59}-+(1) The Minister may designate as an air route a defined airspace
identified, to the extent necessary for the application of flight rules and
forming a route between twopoints.

(2 The Minister may designate as an airway a defined airspace which
consists of or is within a control area, forms a path identified by an area of
speci dd width on the surface of the earth and is equipped with radio
navigational aids.

(3);
airway|so designated by him.

r

he Minister may determine the conditions of use of anyair route or.

hori os : . :(4), "Fhe Minister shall cause to be notified any such designation or
determjnation as is mentioned in this Regulation.

60174
restri

Use of Government aerédromes

[he Minister maycause to be notified, subject to such conditions or
ctions as he thinks fit, any Government aerodrome as an aerodrome

availabje for public use.

61.
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Licensing of aerodromes

(1) Upon application by the proprietor of any place, the Minister
sque to him in respect of such place an aerodromelicence containing
cqnditions andrestrictions as the Minister thinks fit; and a licence so

hall subject to the provisions of Regulation 54 of these Regulations,
jin force for such period as maybe specified in thelicence.
‘The licensee of an aerodrome licensed under this Regulation shall
S€ Or permit any condition or restriction of the licence to be contra-

 
  

 

  

, but the licence shall not cease to be valid by reason only of such a
ivention.

he licensee of an aerodromelicensed under this Regulation shall
upe or permit the landing orSmanoeuvring area of the aerodroine to be
ed reduced or in any other manner altered without the written per-

of the Minister;

ded that the Minister may waive the foregoing requirements in the
case of an aerodromelicensed for private use only.

(4) F
licens

Whe Minister may give written notice to the licensee of an acrodrome
eq under this Regulation specifying the charges, or the maximum s} which may be made for the use of the aerodrome (including the
g)of landings thereat) and for any services or facilities performed or  



provided at the aerodromé to or for or in connection with aircraft and such

notice may also specify the conditions to be observed in relation to those

charges and the performance or provision of those services or facilities ;

and the licensee shall not cause or permit anycharges to be made in con-

travention of any notice so given to him and shall cause particulars of any

notice so givento him to be kept exhibited at the aerodrome in such a place

and manner as to be readily available for the information of any person

affected thereby.
.

Places authorised as aerodromes

62. Subject to the provisions of these- Regulations the Minister may,

by specific or general description, authorise the use of any place as an aero~

dromefor the purposesof the landing andtaking off of such classes or types

of aircraft engaged in such classes of operations and subject to such conditions

as the Minister specifies in the instrument of authorisation.

Use of aerodromes

63.—(1) Subject to the provisions of these Regulations an aircraft shall

not land ator take off from any place in Nigeria other than :—

(a) a Government aerodrome notifiéd as available for public use;

(b) a licensed aerodrome;

(c) a place authorised by the Minister for use as an aerodrome.

(2) Subject to the provisions of these Regulations an aircraft shall not

land at or take off from any such aerodrome or place asis referred to in

sub-paragraphs (a) (b) and (c) of paragraph (1) of this Regulation except in

accordance with the conditions andrestrictions, if any, which have been

notified with respect to the use of that aerodrome or place.

(3) The prohibitions contained in paragraphs(1) and (2) of this Regulation

shall not applyin relation to a landing due to accident, stress of weather

or other unavoidable: cause but the next subsequent departure from the

place at which the landing due to any such cause has been madeshall not be

made without the consent of the Minister. ,

-Minister’s power to give directions

64. The Minister may in relation to any aerodromeorair route or airway

or air route facility or airway facility issue such directions as he considers

necessary to ensure the safety of aircraft or compliance with any standards

or recommended practices or procedures adopted from time to time in

pursuance of the Chicago Convention.

Rights of Government aircraft

65. Notwithstanding anything contained in these Regulations all aircraft

belonging to or employedin theserviceof the Governmentof the Federation

of Nigeria shall have access at all times, to any Government or licensed

aefodrome.

Customs Airports

66.—(1) The aerodromes at the places namedin thefirst column of the

Thirteenth Schedule to these Regulations are hereby designated to be places

of landing or departure ofaircraft for the purpose of the enactments for the

time being in force in relation. to Customs. The aerodromes at the places

named in the second column of the said Schedule are aerodromes where

facilities for the purposes of enactments relating to customs health and.
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imfigrtion are available at all times ; but any aircraft wishing to land at
or depart from the aerodromes at the places named in the third column of
the

48 hi
aid Schedule for the purpose of such enactments must give at least

ho ts prior notice of such landing or departure to the customshealth and
immigration authorities at the place where the aerodromeissituated.
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'The Minister may by order—

(2) designate subject to such conditions as he may think fit, any aero-

  

 

  

ome to be a place of landing or departure ofaircraft for the purpose of
e}enactments for the time being in forge relating to customs.

) revoke or vary anysuch designation as aforesaid
(¢) revoke or varyany of the designations contained in paragraph
of this Regulation and the said Thirteenth Schedule.

Use of aerodromes by aircraft of Contracting States

The person in charge of any aerodromein Nigeria which is open to
use byaircraft registered in Nigeria (whether or not the aerodrome

licensed aerodrome) shall cause the aerodrome, andall air navigation
es provided thereat or in connection therewith, to be available for
| aircraft registered in other Contracting States on the same terms and
ions as for use byaircraft registered in Nigeria,

Noise and vibration caused byaircraft on aerodromes

(1) With reference to subsection (1) of Section 10 of the Act, the aerodromes. .
, (incl

- ora

tions under which noise and vibration may be caused by aircraft
ding militaryaircraft) on Government aerodromes, licensed aerodromes
zerodromes at which the manufacture, repair or maintenance ofaircraftis cayried out by persons carrying on business as manufacturers or repairers

the

to which paragraph(1) of this Regulation applies.

Trading 69.-
within withiy }a Government aerodrome, either personallGovernment agent, or as the servantor agent of another person :—-aerodromes.

 
(4) sell, for delivery within the aerodrome, or s

services ; or :

of aircraft, shall be as follows : that is to sa , that, whether in the course ofanufacture of the aircraft or otherwise :-—
) the aircraft is taking off or landing, or
the aircraft is moving on the ground orwater, or
the engines are being operated in the aircraft a

1i(z) for the purpose of ensuring their satisfactory performance, or
;|@) for the purpose of bringing them to a proper temperature inHyeparation for, or at the end of, a flight, or

 

(a7) for the purpose of ensuring that the instruments, accessories or.ather componentsof the aircraft are in a satisfactory condition.
pubsection (2) vf Section 10 of the Act shall apply to any aerodrome

Restriction of trading within Government aerodromes
(1): Subject to the provisions of this Regulation a person shall not,

y or by his servant or
° te

pply any goods or

(4 carry on, orsolicit for, any business ; or  



(c) erect, display or distribute, or communicate by sound, any advertise-
ment or public notice, except in accordance with an authority granted
under Regulation 70 of these Regulations and the terms and conditions of
that authority. ,

(2) Paragraph (1) of this Regulation shall not apply to orin relation to :-—
(a) the making or performance, by an air transport operator, of contracts

for the carriage of passengers or goodsby air, or for the carriage by that
operator between the aerodrome and any premises of that operator, of
passengers or goods that have been,or are to be carried by that operator
byair;

(6) the advertising, by an air transport operator, of the aforesaid services
or other transportservices or of tourist facilities at or on any premises of
that operator; :

(c) the sale or supply to an operator of aircraft of goods orservices-
required for the maintenance or operation of such aircraft or for use or
consumption aboard suchaircraft;

(d) the doing of any act or thing in such parts of any Government
. aerodrome (not being an aerodrome which is under the control of the
Minister) as are not madeavailable for civil aviation purposes.

Authorisation of Trading within Government Aerodromes
70.—(1) The Minister may, by writing under his hand, grant to a person

an authority to do, either personally or by his servants or agents or both,
any act or thing which apart from such authority would be prohibited by
Regulation 69 of these Regulations.

(2) An authority under this Regulation :—
(a) may be included in, or granted iri relation to, a lease, sub-lease or

licence in respect of particular land within an aerodrome; and :
(5) shall be granted for such period, on such terms and conditions an

for such consideration as the Minister thinksfit.
(3) Withoutprejudite to the generality of paragraph (2) (b)of this Regula-

tion and subject to paragraph (4) of this Regulation the terms and conditions
contained in an authority under this Regulation mayinclude :—

(a) such terms and conditions relating to the days on which and the
times during which the authority may be exercised.as the Minister may,
having regard to the spécial needs of the travelling public, think fit ; and

(5) such terms and conditions relating to the inspection of premises,.
thé keeping and inspection of books and records and the inspection and
sampling of goods as the Minister deems necessary.

(4) An authority under this Regulation to sell or supply intoxicating
liquor shall not absolve the holder of the authority from complying with
any laws relating to the sale of intoxicating liquor which are applicable
at the place where the aerodromeis situated.

Aeronautical lights and air route and airways facilities

71.—(1) A personshall not establish or maintain within Nigeria any aeronau-
tical light or air route or airway facility except with the permission of the
Minister and in accordance with any conditions subject to which the per-
mission may be granted.

(2) A personshall not alter the character of any aeronautical light or air
route or airway facility within Nigeria except with the permission of the
Minister and in accordance with any conditions subject to which the per-
mission maybe granted.
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~ (3) {[n the case of an aeronautical light, being a beacon, which is or may

be visible from any waters within an area of a lighthouse authority the

Minister shall not give his permission for the purpose of this Regulation

exceptwith the consent of that authority.

i

(4) A person shall not wilfully or negligently injure or interfere with any

aerongutical light or air route or airway facility established and maintained

by, of, with the permission of, the Minister.

Dangerous lights

72.4-(1) A person shall not in Nigeria exhibit at or in the neighbourhood

of an|perodrome or in the neighbourhoodof an air route or airway facility

anylight which is liable to endanger the safety of aircraft whether by reason

of glare or by causing confusion with or preventing clear reception of any

aerongutical light or air route or airwayfacility established and maintained

by orjwith the permission of the Minister. (2), If any light which appearsto theMinister to be such a light as aforesaid

is exhibited the Minister may cause a notice to be served uponthe owner or

occugiierof the place where the lightis exhibited or upon the person having

f of the light directing such owner, occupieror person, within a reason-

able time to be specified in the notice, to extinguish or to screen effectually

the light and to refrain from exhibiting anysimilar light in the future.

 

(3),A notice under this Regulation may be served personally or may be

servell by post atthe last known address or the last known place of business

of thg person on whomit is served or at the address of the place where the

light F exhibited. |

(4): If any owner occupier or person on whom a notice is served under

this Hegulation fails, within the time specified in the notice, to extinguish or

screeh effectually the light mentioned in the notice, the Minister may,

withdut prejudice to the provisions of Regulation 77 of these Regulations,

authdrise an officer, with such assistance as he requires, to enter the place

wherf the light is, and extinguish or screen the light, and may recover the

experises incurred in so doing from the owner, occupier or person on whom

the niotice has been served.

    
aft

the drea of a lighthouse authority, the powers of the Minister under this

Reg i

Sj In the case of a light which is or may bevisible from any waters within

lation shall not be excercised except with the consentof that authority.
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dl Part IX

GENERAL
f? aye?

Prohibited areas

73._(1) The Minister may by proclamation declare any specifically

defined area in Nigeria to be a prohibited area.

(2) Except as may beprovided in the proclamation whereby theprohibited

area is established,or in any subsequent proclamationissued by the Minister,

no aircraft shall fly over, or land in, any prohibited area.



Power to prevent aircraft flying

74.—(1) If it appears to the Minister or an authorised person that any

aircraft is intended orlikely to be flown :— ¥

(a) in such circumstances that any provision of Regulation, 1, 3, 4, 14,

15, 23 or 33 of these Regulations would be contravenedin relation to the
flight ; or

(b) in such circumstances that the flight would be in contravention of |

any other provision of these Regulations or any regulations made there-

under andbe a cause of danger to any person or property whether or not
in the aircraft;

(c) While in a condition unfit for the flight, whether or not the flight

would otherwise be in contravention of any pravision of these Regulations

or of any regulations made thereunder,

the Minister or that authorised person may direct the operator or the

commander ofthe aircraft that he is not to permit the aircraft to make the

particular flight or any other flight of such description as may be specified

in the direction, until the direction has been revoked by the Minister or by an

authorised person, and the Minister or that authorised person may take such

steps.as are necessary to detain the aircraft.

(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1) of this Regulation the Minister or

any authorised person may enter upon and inspect anyaircraft.

Right of access to aerodromes and other places

75.—(1) The Minister and any authorised person shall have the right of.

access at all reasonable times :—

(a) to any aerodrome, for the purpose of inspecting the aerodrome, or

(b) to any aerodrome for the purpose of inspecting any aircraft on the

aerodrome or any document which he has power to demand under these

Regulations,or for the purpose of detaining any aircraft under the provision

of these Regulations ; and

(c) to any place where an aircraft has landed, for the purposeof inspect-

ing the aircraft or any document which he has power to demand under
these Regulations and for the purpose of detaining the aircraft under the

provisionsof these Regulations ; Provided that, subject to paragraph (2) |

of this Regulation, access to a Government aerodromeshallonly be obtain-

ed with permission of the person in charge of the aerodrome.

(2) Without prejudice to the preceding paragraph, the Minister may

issue aerodrome permits, in the form set out in the Fourteenth Schedule to

these Regulations, to such person or personsas he thinksfit ; andthe holder

of such a permitshall at,all times havefree and unrestricted access to any part

of any Governmentorlicensed aerodromeorof any building erected thereon :

Provided that an aerodrome permit issued under this paragraph shall not

entitle the holder thereof to enter any customs bonded warehouse.

Obstruction ofpersons

76. A personshall not wilfully obstruct or impede any person acting in the

exercise of his powers or the performance of his duties under thesé¢ Regula-

tions.
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Enforcement
of directions.

Fees.

Penalties.

Enforcement of directions

77. Any person whofails to comply with anydirection given to him by the .

Regulaticns or any regulations made:thereunder shall be deemed for the
purposes of these Regulations to have contravened that provision.

Fees

78.—(1) The Minister mayprescribe the fees to be paid in respect of the
issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any certificate licence or
other «locument(including the’issue of a copy thereof) or the undergoing
of any examination, test, inspection or investigation or the grant of any

permission or approval required by, or for the purpose of, these Regulations
or any Regulations made thereunder, and mayalso prescribe the conditions
of use, including the charges to be made for the use, of any Government
aerodrome by aircraft (including military aircraft).

(2) The Minister may also prescribe charges to be paid in respect o
services provided at any Government aerodrome.

Penalties

79.—(1) If any provision of these Regulations or any regulations made
thereunder is contravened in relation to an aircraft, the operator of that
aircraft and the commanderthereof, if the operator or, as the case may be,
the commander is not the person who contravened that provision shall
(without prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regula- |
tions for that contravention) be deemed for the purposes of the following
provisions of this Regulation to have contravened that provision unless he
proves that the contravention occurred without his consent or connivance
and that he exercised all due diligence to prevent the contravention.

(2) If it is proved that an act or omission of any person which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these
Regulations or of any regulations made thereunder was dueto any cause not
avoidable bythe exercise of reasonable care by that person the act or omission
shall be deemed notto be a contravention bythat person of that provision.

(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations or of any regulations made thereunder by reason of his having
been a memberofthe flight crewof an aircraft on a flight for the purpose of
public transport or aerial work the flight shall be treated (without prejudice
to the liability of any other person under these Regulations) as not having
‘been for that purpose if he proves that he neither knew nor had reason to
knowthat the flight was for that purpose.

(4) If any person contravenes any provision of these Regulations, or of
any regulations made thereunder, not being a provision referred to in para-
graph (5) or paragraph (6) of this Regulation, he shall be liable on conviction
to a fine not exceeding ten pounds; or in the case of a second or subsequent
conviction for the like offence to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds.

(5) If any person contravenes any provision specified in. Part A of the
Fifteertth Schedule of these Regulations he shall be liable on conviction to a
fine not exceeding fifty pounds; or in the case of a second or subsequent
conviction for the like offence to a fine of one hundred pounds,or to imprison-

ment for a term not exceeding three months or to both such fine and
- imprisonment.

.Minister. or by any authorised person under any provision of these .



(6) If any person contravenes any provision specified in Part B ofthe said
Schedule heshall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding two hundred
poundsor to imprisonmentfor a term of six months orto both suchfine and
imprisonment.

Extra-Territorial effect of the Regulations
80. Except where the context otherwise requires, the provisions of these

Regulations,
(2) in so far as they apply (whether by express reference or otherwise)

to aircraft registered in Nigeria, shall apply to such aircraft wherever they
may be ;

(4) in so far as they apply as aforesaid to other aircraft shall apply to such
aircraft when theyare within Nigeria.

(c) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate (whether by express
reference or otherwise) the doing of anything by persons in, or by any of
the crew of,,anyaircraft registered in Nigeria, shall apply to such persons
and crew, wherever they may be ; and

(d) in so far as they prohibit, required or regulate as aforesaid the doing
of anything in relation to any aircraft registered in Nigeria by other
persons shall, where such persons are Nigerian citizens, apply to them
whereverthey may be. ,

Regulations by the Minister
81. The Minister may make regulations for prescribing anything which,

under the provisions of these Regulations is to be prescribed. -

Application of Order to the Government and Visiting Forces,etc.

82.—(1) Subject to the following provisions of: this Regulation, the
provision of these Regulations shall apply to orin relation to aircraft belonging
to or exclusively employed in the service of theFederal or any of the Regional
Governments of Nigeria, not being military aircraft, as they apply to or in
relation to otheraircraft which are registered in Nigerian or are capable of
being so registered and for the purposes of such application the authority for
the time beingresponsible on behalf of such Governmentfor the-management
of the aircraft shall be deemedto be the operator ofthe aircraft.

Provided that nothing in this Regulation shall render liable to any penalty
any Department or other authority responsible on behalf of any such
Governmentfor the managementof anyaircraft.

ser as otherwise provided by paragraph(3) of this Regulation, and by
Regulation 65, 68 and 78 of these Regulations, nothing in these Regulations

~ shall applyto orin relation to‘any military aircraft.

(3) Where a military aircraft is flown by a civilian pilot and is not com-
mandedby a person whois acting in the course of his duty as a member of
any of the Federal Naval, military or air forces the following provisions of
these Regulations shall apply on the occasion of that flight, that is to say
Regulations 37, 38, 39, 57 and 73 and in addition Regulation 56 (so far as
applicable) shall apply.

Exemptionfromthese Regulations
83. The Minister may exempt from any of the provisions of these Regula-

tions or any regulations made thereunder any aircraft or persons or classes
or typesof aircraft or persons, either absolutely or subject to such conditions
as hethinksfit.
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Interpretation

84.—(1) In this Order, unless the context otherwise requires:

“The Act” means the Civil Aviation Act, 1964.

“Aerial work” means any purpose (other than public transport) for
which anaircraft is flown if hire or reward is given or promised in respect
ofthe flight or the purposeoftheflight;

“Aerial work aircraft” means an aircraft (other than a public transport
aircraft) flying, or intended bythe operatorto fly, for the purpose ofaerial
work;

“Aerial wofk undertaking” means an undertaking whose business
includes the performanceofaerial work;

“‘Aerobatic manoeuvres” includes loops, spins, rolls, bunts, stall turns,
inverted flying and any other similar manoeuvre;

‘‘Aerodrome” means anyarea of land or water designed, equipped, set
apart or commonlyused for affording facilities for the take-off and landing
of aircraft (not being an area the use of which for those purposes has been.
.abandoned);

“air route’ means a defined airspace designated by the Minister, and
notified, as an air route;

“air route facilities’’ means facilities (including visual and non-visual
- navigation aids, visual and non-visual aids to approach and landing at
aerodromes, communications services, meteorological services, and air
traffic control services) provided to promote safe navigation of aircraft
within the air space of an air route ;

“Airway” means a defined airspace designated by the Minister, and
notified, as an airway;

‘Airway facilities’ means facilities (including visual and non-visual
navigation aids, visual and non-visual aids to approach and landing at
aerodromes, communications services, meteorological services and air
traffic control services) provided to promote safe navigation of aircraft
within the airspace of an airway.

‘Aeronautical light” means any light established for the purpose of
aiding air navigation ; So

‘Aeronautical radio station” meansa radio station on the surface, which
transmits or receives signals for the purposeofassisting aircraft;

“Air Traffic Control Unit” means a person appointed by the Minister or
by any other person maintaining an aerodrometo give instructions or
advice or both by meansof radio signalsto aircraft in the interestsof safety
and ‘‘Air traffic control service” shall be construed accordingly ;

“Air Transport Undertaking’ means an undertaking whose business
includes the carriage by air of passengers or cargo for hire or reward ;

‘Appropriate aeronautical radio station” meansin relation to anaircraft
an aeronautical radio station serving the area in which theaircraft is for the
time being ;

‘Appropriate air traihc control unit” meansin relation to an aircraft the

air traffic control unit serving the area in which the aircraft iis for the time
being ;

5
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“Authorised person” for the purposes of any provision of these Regula-
tions means any person authorised by the Minister either generally or in
relation toa particular case or class of cases, and references to an authorised
person include references to the holder for the time being of anyoffice
designated by the Minister;

“Cargo” includes mail and animals ;

“Certificate of airworthiness” includes arly validation thereof and any
flight manual or performance schedule relating to the certificate of air-
worthiness;

“Certificate of maintenance” and ‘‘certificate of compliance’”’ have the
meaningsrespectively assigned to them by paragraph (1) of Regulation 6
and paragraph(3) of Regulation 7 of these Regulations; .

‘Chicago Convention” means the Convention on International Civil
Aviation concluded at Chicago on the 7th day of December 1944 as
amended from time to time.

“Commander”in relation to an aircraft means the memberofthe flight
‘crew designated as commanderof that aircraft by the operator thereof, or,
failing such a person the p rson whois for the time being the pilot in
command ofthe aircraft;

“Class” in relation to aircraft means class in accordancewith the table
‘ of general classification of aircraft contained in the First Schedule to these
Regulations.

‘Competentauthority” meansin relation to Nigeria, the Minister and in
relation to any other country the authority responsible under the law of
that country for promoting the safety of civil aviation;

“Congested area” in relation to a city, town or settlement, means any
area which is substantially used for residential, industrial, commercial or
recreational purposes;

“‘Contracting State’’ means any State (including Nigeria) which is a party
to the Chicago Convention.

“Controlled airspace” meanscontrol areas and control zones;

‘Control area’? means airspace which has been notified as such, and
which extends upwards from a notified altitude;

“Control Zone”. means airspace which has been notified as such and
which extends upwards front the surface;

“Co-Pilot” in relation to an aircraft means a Pilot who in performinghis
duties as such is subject to the direction of another pilot carried in the air-
craft ;

“Crew” has themeaningassignedto it by paragraph (3) of this Regula-
tion ;

“Flight” and “‘to fly’ have the meanings respectively assigned to them
by paragraph (2) of this Regulation;

“Flight crew” in relation to an aircraft means those members of the
crew of the aircraft who respectively undertake to act as pilot, flight
navigator, flight engineer and flight radio operator .of the aircraft ;

“Government Aerodrome” means any aerodrome in Nigeria whichis
under the control of the Minister or is in the occupatiof of any Govern-
ment Department ; "|
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“Instrument Flight Rules” means Instrument Flight Rules prescribed

under Regulation 56 of these Regulations. .

“To land”in relation to aircraft includes alighting on the water;

  

  

 

  
  

“Licence” includes any certificate of competency or certificate of

validity issued with the licence or required to be held in connection with

the licence by the lawof the country in which thelicence is granted ; -

“Licensed aerodrome” means an aerodrome licensed under these

Regulations;

-  “Tifejacket” includes any device designed to support a person indiyi-

dually in or on the water;

‘Lighthouse authority’? means any authority in Nigeria in whi the

care and managementoflighthouses is by. law vested ;

Maximum total weight authorised” in relation to an aircraft means the

maximum total weight of the aircraft andit’s contents at which theaircraft

may.take off in accordance with the certificate of airworthiness in force in

respect of the aircraft;

“Military aircraft” includes the naval, military or air force aircraft of

any country and :—

. (a) any aircraft being constructed for the naval, military or air

forces of any country under a contract entered into by the Minister;
s

(6) any aircraft in respect of which thereis in forcea certificate issued

by the Minister to the effect that such aircraft is a military aircraft.

“The Minister” means the Minister responsible for matters in relating.

to Civil Aviation ;

“Nautical mile” means a distance of 6,080 feet ;

“Night” means the time between sunset and sunrise, sunset andsunrise

- being determinedat surface level;

“Notified” means shown in any of the following publications issued in

Nigeria whether before or after the coming into operation of these

Regulations, that is to say, “‘Notams (Notices to Airmen), “Information

Circulars”, or such otherofficial publication so issued for the purpose of

enabling any of the provisions of these Regulations to be complied with;

“Operator” has the meaning assigned to it by paragraph (4) of this

Regulation;
o . ‘ ‘

“Pilot in Command”in relation to an aircraft means a person who for

the time being is in charge of the piloting of the aircraft without being

underthe direction of any otherpilot in the aircraft ;

Prescribed” means prescribed by regulations made by the Minister

under these Regulations, and the expression “prescribe” shall be con-

strued accordingly ;

“Prototype aircraft” means an aircraft in respect of which an application

has been madefor a certificate of airworthiness and the design of which

has not previously been investigated in connection with any such

application ; :

“Prototype (modified) aircraft” meansan aircraft in respect of which an

application has been madefor a certificate of airworthiness and the design

of which, in part, has not previously been investigated in connection with

any such application ;



“Public Transport” has the meaning assigned to it by paragraph (5) of
this Regulation ;

‘Public transport aircraft’? means an aircraft flying, or intended by the
operator of the aircraft to fly, for the purpose of public transport ;

“Replacement” in relation to any part of an aircraft or its equipment
includes the removal and replacementof that part whether or not by the
same part, and whether or not any work is done onit, but does not include

- the removal and replacementof a part.which is designed to be removable
solely for the purpose of enabling another part to be inspected, repaired,
removed or replaced or cargo to be loaded.

‘Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control” has the meaning assigned
to it by paragraph (1)of Regulation 56 of these Regulations;

“Sched@led journey” means one of a series of journeys which are
undertaken between the same two places and which together amount to
a systematic service;

“Seaplane” shall be construed as including a flying boat and any other
aircraft designed to manoeuvre on the water;

‘State aircraft” means military aircraft and aircraft used in customs and
police services ;

“Type” in relation to aircraft or engines means any design which in the
opinion of the Minister constitutes a type;

“Visual Flight Rules” means Visual Flight Rules prescribed under
Regulation 56of these Regulations. .

(2) An aircraft shall be deemed to be in flight :—

(a) in the caseof a piloted flying machine, from the moment whenafter
the embarkation of its crew for the purpose of taking off, it first moves
under its own power, until the moment whenit next comes to rest after
landing; ;

(5) in thecase ofa pilotless flying machine,or a glider from the moment
whenit first moves for the purpose of taking off until the moment when
it next comesto rest after landing ;

(c) in the case of an airship or free balloon, from the moment whenit
first becomes detached from the surface until the moment when it next
becomes attached thereto or comes to rest thereon;

and the expressions“‘a flight” and “‘to fly” shall be construed accordingly.

3. Everyperson employed or engagedin anaircraft in flight on the business
of the aircraft shall be deemed to be a memberofthe crew thereof.

(4) Reference in these Regulations to the operator of an aircraft are, for
the purpose of the application of any provision of these Regulations in
relation to any particular aircraft, references to the person whoat the relevant
time has the mandgementofthataircraft ;

Providedthat for the purposesof the application of any provision in Part IL
of these Regulations when by virtue of any charter or other agreement for
the hireor loan ofan aircraft a person other than an air transport undertaking
or an aerial work undertaking has the management of that aircraft for a
period not exceeding 14 days the foregoing provisions of this paragraph
shall have effect as if that agreement has not been entered into. :
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(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph an aircraft in flight

shall for the purpose of these Regulations be deemedto fly for the purpose
of public transport :—

(2) if hire or reward is given or promised for the carriage of passengers

or cargo in the aircraft on that flight ; or

(ii) if any passengers or cargo are carried gratuitously in the aircraft on

that flight by an air transport undertaking,notbeing personsin the employ-
ment of the undertaking (including in the case of a body corporate, its

directors), person authorised by the Minister to witness the training or

tests referred toin paragraph (4) of Regulation 15 of these Regulations, or

the training practiceortests referred to in paragraph (2) of Regulation 22 of

these Regulations, or cargo intended to be used by any such passengers

as aforesaid or by the undertaking ; or

(iit) for the purpose of Part II of these Regulations, if hire or reward is

given or promised for the right to fly the aircraft on thatflight otherwise
than under a hire-purchase agreement and the expression “Public

Transport of Passengers” shall be construed accordingly :

_ Providedthat notwithstanding that an aircraft maybeflying for the purpose

of public transport by reason of sub-paragraph (a) (iii) of this paragraph it
shall not be deemedto beflying for the purpose of public transport of passen-
gers unless hire or reward is given for the carriage of those passengers.

(b) Where under a transaction effected by or on behalf of a member of

an unincorporated association of persons on the one hanaandtheassociation

of persons or any memberthereof on the other hand,a personis carried in,
or is given the right to fly, an aircraft in such circumstances that hire or

reward would be.deemed to be given or promised if the transaction were

effected othefwise than as aforesaid, hire or reward shall for the purposes of

these Regulations, be deemedto be given.

(6) The expressions appearing in the “General Classifications of Aircraft”

} set forth in Part A of the First Schedule to these Regulations shall have the

f meanings herebyassigned to them.

(7) A power to make regulations under these Regulations shall include
the power to make different provisions with respect to different classes or
typesofaircraft, aerodromes, persons or property and with respectto different

circumstances and with respect to different parts of Nigeria.

(8) (2) Any power conferred by these Regulations to issue, make, serve or

grant anyinstrumentshall be construed as including a powerexercisable in
the like manner and subject to the like conditions, if any, to vary, revoke,

cancel or otherwise terminate the instrument.

(b) In this paragraph “instrument” includes any regulation, direction,
instruction, rule or other requirement, anynotice andanycertificate, licence,

g@pproval permission, exemption, log book, record or other document. °

- (9) The Interpretation Act, 1964, applies for the purpose ofinterpretation

of these Regulations as it applies for the purpose of the interpretation of an
Act of Parliament.
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Saving 85. Subject to the provisions of Regulations 65 and 67 of these Regulations
nothing in these Regulations or any regulations made thereunder shall

confer any right to land in any place as against the owner of the land or

other personsinterested therein.



Small aircraft
86. The provision of these Regulations, other than Regulations 38 and 58thereof, shall not apply to :—

(a) any balloon which at any stage ofits flight is not more than 6 feetin anylinear dimension including anybasket or other equipmentattachedte the ballon; -

(6) any kite weighingnot more than 4 Ib. ;
(c) anyotheraircraft weighing not more than 11 Ib withoutits fuel.

Revocation

87.—(1) Subject to the following provisions of this Regulation, thefollowing Orders and Regulations are herebyrevoked,thatis to say —

The Customs Airport Designation Order 1956 (a)
The Colonial Air Navigation Order 1955 (8)
The Air Navigation (Nigeria) Regulations 1956 (c)
The Modification of Maximum Flying DutyPeriods
Regulations 1958 (d)
(a) L.N. 157 of 1956
(6) L.N. 711 of 1955

(c) L.N. 53 of 1956
(d) LN. 35 of 1958.

(2) Notwithstanding the revocation of the Orders .and Regulationsmentioned in paragraph (1) of this Regulation, any instrument (that is to sayany regulation, direction, instrument, rule or other requirement, any noticeand any certificate, licence, approval, permission, exemption, log book.record or other document) issued, made, served or granted under thoseOrders or those Regulations if in force at the commencement of theseRegulations shall (without prejudice to any power to amend any suchinstrument) continue in force until superseded, revoked, terminated byeffluxion of time or otherwise terminated and, so far as it tould have beenissued, made, served or granted under these Regulations, shall have effect asif issued, made served or granted under these Regulations and these Regula-tions shallapplyto orin relation to such instrument accordingly.

Citation and Commencement
88.—(1) These Regulations may becited as the Civil Aviation (AviationNavigation) Regulations, 1965.

(2) TheseRegulations shall come into operation :—
(a2) on the 287k day of October 1965 for the purpose of enablingthe Minister to make regulations thereunder and
(6)on the Ist day of December 1965 forall other purposes,
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SCHEDULEI

Part A Regulation 2 (6) 19 (1) and 84 (8)

Table of General Classification of Aircraft

Col. 1. Col: 2. Col. 3. Col. 4.

( ° ( Free Balloon

Lighter than air Verena driven

<

Captive

aircraft Balloon
Mechanically driven Airship

( Non-Mechanically driven Glider |
. Kite

Aircraft < Aeroplane!
(Landplane)

Heavier than air . Aeroplane...

aircraft Aeroplane

Mechanically driven (Seaplane)
(flying machines) Aeroplane

(Amphibian)
Gyroplane
Helicopter  

a

Part B. Regulation 3 (2)

Nationality and Registration Marks of Aircraft Registered in Nigeria

1. The nationality mark of the aircraft shall be the figure 5 and the capital

letter N in Romancharacter, and the registration mark of the aircraft shall

be a group of three capital letters in Roman characters assigned by the

Minister on the registration of the aircraft. The letters shall be without

ornamentation and a hyphen shall be placed between the nationality mark

andtheregistration mark.

2, The nationality and registration marks shall be painted on the aircraft

or shall be affixed thereto by any other means ensuring a similar degree of

‘permanencein the following manner :—

1. Position of marks.

(a) Flying Machines and Gliders

(i) Wings’: Except on aircraft having no fixed wing surface, the marks

shall appearonce on the upper surface of the wing structure. They shall

be on the right half of the upper surface and on theleft half of the lower

surface of the wing structure unless they extend across the whole of both

the upper and ower surfaces of the wing structure. So far as is possible

the marks shalf-he located equidistant from the leading andtrailing edges of

the wings. The tops of the letters shall be towards the leasing edge of

the wing.



(ti) Fuselage (or equivalent structure) or Vertical Tail Surface: The
marks shall also be either on each side of the fuselage (or equivalent

structure) between the wings and thetail surfaces, or on the upperhalves

of the vertical tail surfaces. When ona single vertical tail surface they
shall be on both sides of thetail. When there is more than onevertical tail
surface, the marks shall appear on the outboard sides of the outertails.

(5) Airships and Balloons.

(‘) Airships: The marks shall be on each side of the airship and also
on the upper surface on the line of symmetry. They shall be placed
lengthwise near the Maximum cross-section ofthe airship.

(ii) Spherical Balloons : The Marks shall be in two places diametrically
opposite. Theyshall be placed near the maximumhorizontal circumference
of the balloon

(#7) Non-Spherical Balloons ; The marks shall be on each side. They
shall be placed near the maximum cross-section of the balloon’ immediately
above either the rigging band or the points of attachment of the basket
suspension cables.

(iv) In the case ofall airships and balloons the side marks shall be so
placedas to be visible both from the sides and from the ground.

II. Size of Marks. .
(a) Flying MachinesandGliders.
(i) Wings: The: letters constituting each group of marks shall be of

equal height. The height of the letters shall be at least 20 inches.

(ii) Fuselage (or equivalent structure) or Vertical Tail Surfaces: The
Marks on the fuselage (or equivalent structure) shall not interfere with
the visible outlines of the fuselage (or equivalent structure). The marks
on the vertical tail surfaces shall be such as to leave a margin of at least
two inches along each side of the vertical tail surface. The letters constitu-
ting each group of marks shall be of equal height. The height of the

. marks shall be at least 6 inches.

(5) Airships and Balloons

Theletters constituting each group of markeShall be of equal height.
Theheightofthe letters shall be at least 30 inches?

III. Width and Spacing of marks.

(2) The width of each letter (except the letter I) and the length of the
hyphen ‘between the nationality mark and registration mark shall be
two-thirds of the heightofa letter | 7

(b) The letters and hyphen shall be formed by slid lines and shall
be of a colour clearly contrasting with the background on which they appear.
The thickness of the lines shall be one-sixth of the height ofa letter.

(c) Each letter shall be separated.from the letter which it immediately
precedes or follows by a space equal to half the width of a letter. A
hyphen shall be regarded as letter for this purpose.

3. The nationality and registration marks shall be displayed to the best
advantage, taking into consideration the constructional features of the
aircraft and shall always be kept clean andvisible. :

4, In addition to the foregoing requirements of this Schedule the nationa-
lity and registration marks shall also be inscribed, together with the name
and address of the registered owner of the aircraft, on a fireproof metal
plate affixed in a prominent position to the fuselage or car or basket, as the
case may be, and near the main entrancetotheaircraft. .
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SCHEDULE 2

_Recurations 1 (1), 4 (1), (31), (5) and 55 (5) A anp B ConpiTions

The A conditions or the B conditions referred to in paragraph (1) of
. Regulation 1 and of Regulation 4, paragraph (5) of Regulation 31, and
Baragraph (5) of Regulation 55 of these Regulations are as follows :---

\ CONDITIONS—

(1) Theaircraft shall be either an aircraft in respect of which a certificate
of airworthiness or validation has previously been in force under the
provisions of these Regulations, or an aircraft identical in design with

an aircraft in respect of which such certificate is or has been in force.

(2) The aircraft shall fly only for the purpose of enabling it to :—

(a) qualify for the issue or renewal of a certificate of airworthiness
or of the validation thereof or the approval of a modification of the
aircraft, -after an application has been made for such issue, renewal,
validation or approval, as the case may be; or

(6) proceed to or from a place at which any inspection,test or weighing
of the aircraft is to take Place.for a purpose referred to in sub-paragraph

(2).
(3) The dircraft and its engines shall be certified as fit for flight by

the holder ‘of a licence as an aircraft maintenance engineer entitled in
accordance with the provisions of the Fourth Schedule to these Regulations
so to certify, or by a person approved by the Minister for the purpose of
issuing certificates under this condition.

(4) The aircraft shall carry the minimum flight crewspecified in any
certificate of airworthiness or validation which has previously been in
force under these Regulations in respect of the aircraft, or is or has been
previouslyin force in respect of any other aircraft of identical design.

(5) Theaircraft shall not carry any passengers or cargo except pas-
sengers performing duties in the aircraft in connection with the flight.

(6) The aircraft shall not fly over any congested area of a city, town
or settlement except to the extent that it is necessary to do so in order
to take off from or land at a Government aerodromeor a licensed aero-
drome in accordance with normal aviation practice.

(7) Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph(2) of Regulation 14
of these Regulations, the aircraft shall carry such flight crew as may be
necessary.to ensure the safety ofthe aircraft.

B ConpDITIONS—-

(1) The flight shall be made underthe supervision of a person approved —
by the Minister for the purposes of these Conditions, and subject to -
any additional conditions which may be specified in such approval.

(2) If it is not registered in Nigeria or under the law of any country
referred to in Regulation: 1 of these Regulations, the aircraft shall be
marked in a manner approved by the Minister for the purposes of these
Conditions, and the provisions of Regulation, 10, 11, 15, 26, 29, 51 and
52of these Regulations shall be complied with in relation to the aircraft
as if it was registered in Nigeria so far as such provisions are applicable
to the aircraft in the circumstances.
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(3) The aircraft shall fly only for the purpose of :-—

(a) experimenting with or testing the aircraft (including in particular

its engines) and its equipment; or .

(b) enabling the aircraft to qualify for the issue or validation of a

certificate of airworthiness. or the approval of a modification of the

aircraft ; or

(c) proceeding to or from a place at which any experiment, test,

inspection or weighing of the aircraft is to take place for a purpose

referred to in sub-paragraph(a) or (6). ,

(4) The aircraft shall carry such flight crew as may be necessary to

ensure the safety of the aircraft.

(5) Theaircraft shall not carry any passengers or cargo except passengers

performing duties in the aircraft in connection. with the flight.

(6) The aircraft shall not fly over any congested area of a city, town,

or settlement except to the extent that it is necessary to do so in order to

take off from or land at a Government aerodrome, a licensed aerodrome

or in accordance with normal aviation practice, or at a place approved by

the Minister under condition (1).

SCHEDULE3

Regulation 5
1. Categories of Aircraft :—

Transport Category (Passenger)

Transport Category (Cargo)
Aerial Work Category
Private Category

Special Category.

2. The purposes for which the aircraft may fly are as follows :-—

Transport Category (Passenger), any purpose.

Transport Category (Cargo), any purpose, other than the public trans-

port of passengers.
3

Aerial work Category : Aerial work only. .

Private Category: Any purpose other than public transport or aerial

work. — ¢.

Special Category: Any other purpose specified in the certificate of

airworthiness but not including the carriage of passengers unless expressly

permitted. ‘
SCHEDULE4
Regulation 8 (2)

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS : PRIVILEGES OF LICENCES

An Aircraft maintenance engineer may, subject to the conditions of his

licence, issue certificates as follows :— .

Aircraft maintenance Engineers—Category A (Aircraft) In relation to

aircraft (not including engines) :— .

(a). certificates of maintenance in accordance with the maintenance

schedules approved under these Regulations ;

(b) certificates of compliancein respect of inspections,repairs, replace-

ments and modifications so approved;

(c) . certificates of fitness ofaircraft for flight under the “A Conditions”.
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Aircraft Maintenance Engineers—Category B (Aircraft) In relation to
aircraft (not including engines)

Certificates of compliance in respect of inspections, overhauls, repairs,
replacements and modifications approved under these Regulations.

Aircraft Maintenance Engineers—Category C (Engines) In relation to
engines :—

(a) certificates of maintenance in accordance with the maintenance.
schedules approved under these Regulations.

(6) certificates of compliancein respect of inspections,repairs, replace-
ments and modifications so approved;

(c) certificates of fitness of aircraft engines for flight under the “A
Conditions”’.

Aircraft maintenance Engineers—Category D (Engines) In relation to
engines :— ,

certificates of compliance in respect of inspections, overhauls, repairs,
replacements and modifications approved under these Regulations.

Aircraft Maintenance Engineers :—

Category X (Compasses) '
Category X (Instruments) 4
Category X (Electrical):
Category X (Automatic Pilots) .
In relation respectively to compasses, instruments, electrical equipment

or automatic pilots :— .
(a) certificates of maintenance in accordance with the maintenance

schedules approved under these Regulations.
(6) certificates of compliance in respect of inspections, repairs, replace-

ments and modifications so approved.

‘Aircraft Radio Maintenance Engineers—Category A (Radio) In relation
to aircraft radio stations :—

(a) certificates of maintenance in accordance with the maintenance
schedules approved under these Regulations;

(4) certificates of compliance in respect of inspections, repairs replace-
ments and modifications so approved.

Aircraft Radio Maintenance Engineers—-Category B (Radio) Certificates
of compliance in respect of inspections, overhauls, repairs, replacements
and modifications of any aircraft radio apparatus approved under these
Regulations. :

+

SCHEDULE 5
Regulations 7 (2) and 9 (2)

Aircraft Equipment

-1, Every aircraft registered-in Nigeria shall be provided, when flying in
the circumstances specified in the first column of the Table set forth in
paragraph (4) of this Schedules, with adequate equipment andfor the pur-
pose of this paragraph the expression “adequate equipment” shall mean
the scales of equipment, respectively, indicated in that ‘Table.

Providedthat, if the aircraft is flying in a combination of such circum-
stances the scales of equipment shall not on that account he required to
be duplicated.
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2. The equipment carried in an aircraft as being necessary for the air-
worthiness of the aircraft shall be taken into account in determining whether
this schedule is complied with in respect of that aircraft.

3. The following items of equipment shall not be required to he of a
type approved. by the Minister: .

(¢) The equipment referred to in Scale A (ii)

(ii) First Aid Equipment and Handbook, referred to in Scale B.
(z17) Time-pieces, referred to in Scale F.

(7) Torches, referred to in Scale G, H and J.

(.) Whistles, referred to in Scale H. .

(vt) Sea anchors,referred to in Scales Tand J.

(wit) Racket signals, referred to in Scale I.

(vw) Equipment for mooring, anchoring or manoeuvring.aircraft on
the water, referred to in Scale’T.

(zx) Paddles referred to in Scale J.

(x) Food and water, referred to in Scale J.
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TABLE

Alreraft and Circumstances of Flight Scale of Equipment Required

A/lB IC |DIE FotG]HI I J};K/L |MIN IO Extras

(1) FlyingYmachines flying for purposes other than ~public transport
i*

’

(2) when flying at night . e oe lee

|

A Cc} D «

(6) when. flying under Instrument Flight Rules— ,

(z) outside controlled airspace e a [A D

(iz) within controlled airspace. . .. .. [A E Fr E (iv)
dup}licated

. e
M

(ce) when carrying out acrobatic manoeuvres . [A

(d) onall other flights .. .. - .

[

A

(2) Flying machines flying for the purpose of public
transport—

(a) whenflying under InstrumentFlight Rules

(7) in the case of flying machines of which the
maximum total weight authorised exceeds . )2,500 Ib. . .. “s .. .. | A PB E F _ E (iv)

dup]licated

(#) in the caseof flying’machinés of which the
maximum total weight authorised does not
exceeds 2,500 Ib.

(a) outside controlled airspace.. .. . {A TB Di.

|

FQ
only ‘

(4) within controlled airspace . 2 . .

|

AB E _#F _E(iv)
dupllicated

(b) whenflying at. night- | “



 

(i) in the case of flying machines of which’ the

maximum total weight authorised exceeds

2,500 Ib. te oe .. ee .
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(i?) in the case of flying machines of which the

maximum total weight authorised does not

exceed 2,500 Ib... .- an tog ee

|

APB LC LD Fi)

|

G
only
  

(c) when flying over water beyond gliding distance :

from land .. .- an . a . {A |B D F (i) H

@ : only
 

(d) whenflying over water at such a distance from the

nearest land that, while flying in still air at the

speed specified in the relevant certificate of air-

worthiness as the speed for compliance with

regulations governing flights over water, it would

be unable to reach the nearest land in the follow-

ing times—

=

(i) in the case of an aeroplane classified in its . ‘ N

certificate of airworthiness as being of per- .

formance group A, C or X—-90 minutes
°

(i?) in the case of an aeroplane having no perfor-

’ mance group classification in the certificate of

airworthiness and of such a weight and per-

formance that it is capable of a gradient of

climbof at least 1 in 200 at an altitude of 5,000

feet in the international standard atmosphere

specified in, or ascertainable by reference to,

the certificate of airworthiness in force in

respect of that aircraft—-90 minutes .

(iii) in the case of all other flying Machines—-30 |

minutes .. . e . Le .

|

A eB D F(i) H Jj
: only                 TI
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{e) on all Hights which involve manoeuvres on water

(f) when flying at a height of 10,000 feet or more
abovemeansealevel. ss se

(g) on flights when the weather reports or forecasts
available at the aerodrome-atethe time of departure
indicate that conditions favouring ice formation
are likely to be met .. .. .

(A) when carrying out acrobatic manocus res. . a

(‘) on all flights on which the aircraft carries a fight
crewof more than one person e a ve

(jf) onall flights by :--

(7) flying machines powered byturbine jet engines,
« and of which the maximum ,totdl weight

authorised exceeds 25,000 Ibs. .. oe

(7) flying machines powered by propeller turbine
engines, and of which the maximumtotal
weight authorised exceeds 100,000 Ibs. .

(ir) ying machines powered by propeller turbine
engines and first registered, whether in Nigeria
or elsewhere, on or after 1st January, 1962,
of which the maximumtotal weight. authorised
exceeds 50,000 lbs... . oe .e

Gz) any other flying machine, if the Minister so
directs in a particular case, with the exception
of any flight on which the radar set specified
in seale O in paragraph 5 of this Scheduleis
unserviceable on take-off but the weather
report or forecasts available to the commander
of the aircraft at that time indicates that cumu-
fonimbus clouds or other potentially hazar-,,
dous weather conditions which can be detected?
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on the set when in working order are unlikely
to be encountered on the intended route or
any planned diversion therefrom, or the com-
mander of . the aircraft has satished himself
that any such weather conditions will be en-
countered in daylight and can be scen and

_ avoided, and the aircraft is in either case
‘operated throughout the flight in accordance
with any relevant instructions given in the
Operations Manual x. j. +.

/
(k) on all other flights .. a. a ..

(3) Gliders flying for purposes other than public trans-
port or acrial work

(a) when flying by night .- oe o

(4) Gliders flying for the purpose of public transport or
aerial work

(a) when outside controlled airspace under Instru-
ment Flight Rules .. : . .. .

(6) whenflying bynight --

(c) when carrying out acrobatic manoeuvres ..

(¢) on all other flights .. .. + a
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(5) The Scales of equipment indicated in the foregoing Table shall be

as follows :-—

Scale A

_ (i) Spare fuses for all electrical circuits the fuses of which can be re-

placed in flight, consisting of 10 per cent of the number of each rating or

three of each rating, whichever is the greater. —

(ii) Maps, charts, codes and other documents and navigational equip-

ment nesessary, in addition to any other equipment required under this

Regulation, for the intended flight of the aircraft, including any diversion

which may reasonably be expected.

(ii?) Subject to Scale B (iii) a safety belt or safety harness for every

seat in use.

Scale B

(i) First-aid equipment of good quality, sufficient in quantity, having

regard to the number of persons on board theaircraft, and including the

following :—

Roller bandages, triangular bandages, absorbent gauze, adhesive plaster,

white absorbent lint, cotton wool (or wound dressings in place of the lint

and cotton wool), burn dressings safety pins;

Haemostatic bandages or tourniquet, scissors,

Antiseptic, analgesic and stimulant drugs;

A handbook on First Aid.

(ii) In the case of a flying machine used for the public transport of pas-

sengers in which, while the flying machineis at rest on the ground, thesill

of anyexternal door intended for the disembarkation of passengers, whether

normally or in an emergency,

(a) is more than six feet from the ground when the undercarriage of

_ the machineis in the normal position for taxying, or

(b) would be more than six feet from the ground if the undercarriage

or any part thereof should collapse, break or fail to function, apparatus

” readily available for use at each such door consisting of a device or devices

which will enable passengers to reach the ground safely in an emergency

while the flying machine is on the ground, and can be readilyfixed in
2”

position for use. +.

(iii) If the maximum total weight of the aircraft authorised exceeds

6,000 Ibs a safety harness for everypilot’s seat in use, in place of the safety

belt referred-to under Scale A;

Provided that the Minister may permit a safety belt to be fitted if he is

satisfied that it is not reasonablypraticableto fit a safety harness.

(ia) If the commandercannot, from his ownseat, see all the passengers’

seat in the aircraft, a means of indicating to the passengers that seat belts

should be fastened.

A



Scale C

(i) Equipmentfor displaying the lights required by the Rules of the Air

and Air Traffic Control; ‘

(72). Electrical equipment, supplied from the main source of supply in

the aircraft, to provide sufficient illumination to enable the flight crew

properly to carry out their duties duringflight;

(iii) Unless the aircraft is equipped with radio devices for making the

visual signal specified in the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control as

indicating a request for permission to land. 5°

Scale D

(i) Either (a) a turn andslip indicator ; or

(b) a gyroscopic bank and pitch indicator and a gyroscopic

direction indicator; :

(ii) A sensitive pressure altimeter adjustable for changes in barometric

pressure. ~

Scale E

(i) A turn andslip indicator;

(ii) A gyroscopic bank and pitch indicator;

(iii) A gyroscopic direction indicator ;

(iv) A sensitive pressure altimeter adjustable for changes in barometric

pressure.

Scale F

(i) A time-piece with a sweep second hand.

(ii) A means of indicating whether the power supply to the gyroscopic

instruments is adequate ;

(iii) A rateof climb and descent indicator.

(iv) If the maximum total weight authorised of the aircraft is more than

12,500 lb., a means of indicating the outside air temperature.

(v) If the maximum total weight authorised of the aircraft is more than

12,500 Ib., two air speed. indicators.

Scale G

(i) Landinglights consisting of two singlefilament lamps, or one dual

filament lamp with separately energised filaments.

(iz) An electrical light system to provide illumination in every passenger

compartment.

(itt) (2) If the aircraft, in accordance withits certificate of airworthiness,

may carry more than nineteen persons over three years of age—two electric

torches and an emergencylighting systems to provide illumination in the

assenger compartments sufficient to facilitate the evacuation of the aircraft

nothwithstandingthefailure of the lighting systems specified in sub-paragraph

(it) 5
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(6) In the case ofanyother aircraft, one electric torch for each member

of the crew of the aircraft.

~ (iv) Inthe case of an aircraft of which the maximum total weight autho-

rised exceeds 12,500 Ib., means of observing the existence and build up of

ice on the aircraft.

Scale H é

For each"person on board, a life jacket equipped with a whistle and water
proof torch ;

Provided thatlifejackets constructed and carried solely for use by children
underthree years of age need not be equipped witha whistle.

Seale I

(i). Additional flotation equipment, capable of supporting one fifth of

the numberof persons on board, and provided in a place of stowage accesible

from outside the flying machine;

(ii) Parachute distress rocket signals capable of making, from the surface

of the water, the pyrotechnical signal of distress specified in the Rules of

the Air and Air Traffic Control ;

(iii) A sea anchor and other equipmentnecessaryto facilitate mooring,

anchoring, or maoeuvring the flying machine on water, appropriate to its

‘size, weight and handling characteristics.

(iv) Dinghies sufficient to accommodate all persons on board the flying
machine with the following equipment:

(a) means for maintaining buoyancy; |

(6) -a sea anchor; 4 :

(c) life lines, and meansof attaching one dinghyto another;

(1) paddles or other means of propulsion;

(e) means of protecting the occupants from the elements; c

(f} a waterprooftorch ; ;
(g) marine type pyrotechnical distress signals ;

(2) means of m>king sea waterdrinkable

(i) for cach person the dinghyis designed to carry;

8 ounces of glucose toffee tablets ;
4+ ounces of sweetened condensed milk in durable containers;

2 pints of fresh water in durable containers ;

Provided that in any case in whichit is not reasonably practicable owing
tu lack of stowage space in the dinghy to carry the quantities of condensed
milk and water above prescribed, an equal quantity by weight of ghucose

toffee tablets may be substituted for the former and as large as a quantity of

fresh wateras is reasonablypracticable in the circumstances maybe substituted
for thelatter. In no case howevershall the quantity of water carried beless



than is sufficient, when added to the amountoffresh water capable of being
produced by means of the equipment specified in item (h) of this sub-
paragraph,tc provide 2 pints of water for each personthe dinghyis designed
to carry;

(7) first aid equipment

Items (/) to (7) inclusive, shall be contained in a pack stowed with dinghy

(7) For every four, or proportion of four, dinghies:—one dinghy radio
transmitter

Part I

Scale K

(7) In every flying machine which is provided with means for maintaining
a pressure greater than 700 millibars throughout the flight in the control
compartment and in the compartments in which passengersare carried :-—

(a) a supply of oxygen sufficient, in the event of failure to maintain
such pressure, occurring in the circumstances specified in columns 1 and 2
of the Tables set out in Part II of this Scale, for continuoususe, during the
periods specified in column3 of the said Table, by the persons for whom-
oxygenis to be provided in accordance with column

4

ofthat Table, and

(6) in addition, in every case where the flying machineflies at an altitude
exceeding 35,000 feet above meansealevel, a supply of oxygen in a portable
container sufficient for the simultaneous first aid treatment of two
passengers, together with suitable and sufficient apparatus to enable such
personsto use the oxygen

(77) In anyotherflying machines :—

(a) a supply of oxygen sufficient for continuous use by all the crew,
and, if passengers are carried, by 10 per cent of the number of passengers,
for any period exceeding 30 minutes during which the flying machine
flies at an altitude exceeding 10,000 feet, but not exceeding 13,000 feet,
above meanss2a level ; and :

(0) a supply of oxygen sufficient for continuous use by all persons on
board for the whole time during which the flying machine flies at an
altitude exceeding 13,000 feet above meanssea level, together with suitable
and sufficient apparatus to enable such personsto use the oxygen

(i) The quantity of oxygen required for the purpose of complying with
paragraphs(/) and(77) of this Partof this Scale shall be computed in accordancewith the information and instructions relating thereto specified in theoperations manual relating to the aircraft pursuant to. Item (v A) of Part A
of the Tenth Schedule to these Regulations
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Column 1

Altitude above mean sea level at
whichthe flying machineflies. .....

Exceeding 10,000 feet

Exceeding 10,000 feet but not
exceeding 30,000 feet .

KEacceding 30,000 feet but not ex-
ceeding 35,000 feet

‘

Exceeding 35,000 feet

PartIT

Column 2

-Capability of flying machine
to descend (where relevant)

Flying machineis either flying
at an altitude not excéeding
15,000 feet or is capable of des-
cending and continuing to desti-
nation as specified at X here-
under

Flying machine is flying at
an altitude exceeding 15,000 feet
and is not so capable

Ilying machine is capable of
descending and continuing to
destination as specified at Y
hereunder

' Flying machine is not so cap-
able

Colunn3

Period of supply of
oxygen

30 Minutes or the
periodspecified at A here-
under whichever is the
greater
30 minutesor the period

specified at A hereunder
whicheveris the greater

30 minutes or the

period specified at B here-
under whichever 3is the

greater
30° minutes or the

periodspecified at A here-
under whichever is the
greater

30 minutes or the

periodspecified at B here-
under whichever is the
greater ,
30 minutes or the

. period specified at B here-
under whichever is the

greater

andin addition
30 minutes .or the

period specified at C here-
under whichever is the

greater

Column 4

Persons for whom oxy-
gen is to be provided.

In addition to any pas-
sengers for whom oxygen
is provided as specified
below,all the crew.

10 pér cent of number
of passengers, i

»

All passengers

15 per cent of number
of passengers.

All passengers.

All passengers.

15 per cent of number
of passengers.

82
t
a



A. The whole period during which, after a failure to maintain a pressure
greater than 700 millibars in the control compartment andin the compart-
ments in which passengers are carried has occurred, the flying machine
flies at an altitude exceeding 10,000 feet above mean sealevel,

B. The whole period during which, after a failure to maintain such
pressure has occurred, the flying machine “flies at an altitude exceeding
15,000 feet above mean sealevel.

e

C. The whole period during which, after a failure to maintain such
pressure has occurred, the flying machine flies at an altitude exceeding
10,000 feet, but not exceeding 15,000 feet above meansealevel.

X. The flying machine is capable, at the time when

a

failure to maintain
such pressure occurs, of descending in accordance with the emergency
descent procedure specified in the relevant flight manual and without flying
below the minimum altitudes for safe flight specified inthe operations
manual relating to the aircraft, from the altitude at whichit is then flying
to an altitude of 15,000 feet above mean sea level within 6 minutes, and of
continuing at or below that altitude to its place of intended destination. -
or any other place at which a safe landing can be made.

Y, The flying machineis capable, at the time when

a

failure to maintain |
such pressure occurs, ofp descending in accordance with the emergency
descent procedurespecified inthe relevant flight manual and without flying
below the minimum aititudes for safe flight specified in the Operations
manualrelating to the aircraft, from thealtitude at which it is then flying to
an altitutude of 15,000 feet above mean sea level within 4 minutes-and of
continuing at or below.that altitudeto its place of intended destination or any
other place at which a.safe landing can be made.

Scale L.

Equipment to prevent the impairment through ice formation of the
functioningof the controls, means of propulsion, lifting surfaces, windows or
equipmentoftheaircraft so as to endangerthesafety of the aircraft.

Scale M.

Safety harness for every seat in use.

Scale N.

Anintercommunication system for use by all membersof the flight crew .
‘and including microphones, not of a hand-held type, for use by the pilot
and flight engineer(if any).

Scale O.:

A radar set capable of giving warning to the pilot in commandof the
‘aircraft of the presence of cumulo-nimbus clouds and other potentially
hazardous weatherconditions. |

SCHEDULE6

Regulation 10

RapDIO APPARATUS TO BE CARRIEDIN AIRCRAFT

1. Every aircraft registered in Nigeria shall be provided, when flying in
the circumstances specified in the first column of the Table set forth in
paragraph (2) of this schedule, with the scales of equipment respectively
indicated in that Table :
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Provided that,if the aircraft is flying in a combinationof such circumstances

the scales of equipmentshall not on that account be required to be duplicated.

2 TABLE

 

Scale of Equip-
- ment Required

ae eeeaneen

Aircraft and Circumstances of Flight

AlBICID
 

(1) All aircraft :— .

(a) when flying under Instrument Flight Rules

within controlled airspace... . A B

(5) where required by the Rulesof the Air and Air
Traffic Control to comply in whole or in part with
Instrument Flight Rules in Visual Meteorological

Conditions a a a te .. A+] B4

(c) when flying within anyairspace in respect of
which special rules may be prescribed by the said

. Rules in relation to a particular aerodrome, so as to
require two-way radio communication with that
aerodrome begs a ces .. {A+

(2) All aircraft when flying for the purpose of public
transport :— -

(a) under Instrument Flight Rules :

(i) while making an approachto landing
p
>

oo T(ii) on all other occasions
(5) under Visual Flight Rules:

(i) over a route on which navigation is not
effected solely by visual reference to landmarks .. A B

(ii) over water, beyond gliding distance from
any land e .. .. oe . - [A    

Unless the appropriate Air Traffic Control Unit otherwise permits in
relation to the particular flight

3 Thescales of radio apparatus indicated in the foregoing Table shall be
as follows :—-~

Scale +1

Radio apparatus capable of maintaining two-way communication with the
appropriate aeronautical radio stations

f

Scale B

Radio apparatus c pable of enabling the aircraft to be navigated on the
intended route

Scale C

Radio apparatus capable of receiving from the appropriate aeronautical
radio stations meteorological broadcasts relevant to the intended flight

|
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Scale D

Radio apparatus capable of receiving signals from one or more aeronautica|
,tadio stations on the surface to enable the aircraft to be guided t6 a point

from which a visual landing can be made at the aerodrome at which the
aircraft is to land. .

4 All aircraft when flying to, from or over Berlin, Germany shall be
equipped with radio navigation apparatus appropriate to the route, including
automatic direction finding apparatus and any oneofthe following :—

(:) apparatus which will enable the aircraft to be navigated by means of
signals received from radio navigation land stations forming part of the
Deccaradio navigation system,or

(i?) apparatus capable of giving both the visual and the aural indications
of radio signals received from visual/aural radioranges, or

(i) apparatus capable of giving visual indications of bearings of the
aircraft by means of signals received from very high frequency omni-

directional radio ranges.

In this sub-paragraph ‘ ‘automatic-direction finding apparatus’ meané-.
Radio navigation apparatus which automatically indicates the bearing of any
radio station transmitting the signals received by such apparatus, and visual/
aural radio range” means a radio navigation landstation the signals from
which provide track guidance for aircraft along four paths, two of which are
identifiable by visual, and two by aural indications at the receiving station in
the aircraft.

SCHEDULE7

Regulation IT

AIRCRAFT, ENGINE AND PROPELLER Loc Books

1. Aircraft Log Book.

The following entries shall be includedin the aircraft log book :

(a) the name of the constructor, the type of the aircraft, the number
assigned to it by the constructor and thedate of the construction of the
aircraft:

©) the nationalityand registration marks of theaircraft :

(c) the name and addressofthe operatorofthe aircraft ;

(d) particulars of the date and duration of each flight, or, if more than
oneflight was made on one day, the number of flights and total duration
of flights on that day ;

(e) particulars of all maintenance work carried out on the aircraft or its
equipment ;

(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the aircraft or in any equip-
ment required to be carried therein by or under these Regulations, and of
the action taken to rectify such defects including a reference to the relevant
entries in the technical log required by paragraphs (5) and (6) of Regulation
6 of these Regulations;

(g) Particulars of any overhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the aircraft or any such equipmentas aforesaid:
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Provided that entries shall not be required to be made under sub-
paragraph (e) (f) and (g) in respect of any engine or variable pitch
propeller.

2. Engine Log Book. ;

Thefollowing entries shall be includedin the engine log book :

(2) the name ofthe constructor, the type of the engine, the number
assigned to it by the constructor and the date of the construction of the
engine;

(b) the nationality and registration marks of each aircraft in which the
engineisfitted ;

(c) the nameand addressofthe operatorof eachaircraft ;

(2) particulars of the date and duration of each occasion on which the.
engineis run ‘in flight,or, if the engine is run on more than one occasion
on one day, the numberofoccasions and thetotal duration of the running
of the engine on that day;

(e) particulars of all maintenance work done on the engine ;

(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the engine, and oftherectifica-
tion of such defects, including a reference to the relevant entries in the
technical log required by paragraphs (5) and (6) of Regulation 6 of these
Regulations;

(g) particulars ofall overhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the engineoranyofits accessories.

3. Variable Pitch Propeller Log Book.

The following entries shall be included in the variable pitch propeller log
book :

(2) the nameof the constructor, the type of the propeller, the number
assigned to it by the constructor and the date of the construction of the
propeller ;

(6) the nationality and registration marks of each aircraft, and the type
and numberofeach engine, to which the propellerisfitted;

(c) the name and address of the operator of each such aircraft;

(d) particulars of the date and duration of each occasion on which the
propeller is run in flight, or, if the propeller is run on more than one
occasion on one day, the numberof occasions and thetotal duration of the
running of the propeller on thatday;

(e) particularsofall maintenance work done on the propeller ;

(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the propeller, and of therectification of such defects, including a reference to the relevant entriesin the technical log required by paragraphs (5) and (6) of Regulation 6
of these Regulations;

(g) particulars of anyoverhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the propeller.



SCHEDULE8

of Regulation 14 of these Regulations.

Area A—Aretic

All that area north of latitude 66° 33’ north, excluding any part thereof

lying within 300 nautical miles of Norway.

Area B—Antaretic

All that area south of latitude 50° south

Area C—Sahara

All that area enclosed by:“rhumb lines joining successively the following _

points :—

32° north latitude
24° north latitude
14° north latitude

18° north latitude
24° north latitude
28° north latitude
32° north latitude

Area D—Arabian Desert

points :—

30° north latitude

16° north latitude
20° north latitude
29° north latitude

30° north latitude

Area E—South America (Central)

points :—

|
05° north latitude
04° north latitude
10° south latitude
30° south latitude
30° south latitude
18° south latitude
14° south latitude
05° south latitude
05° north latitude

Regulation 14 (4)

AREAS SPECIFIED IN CONNECTION WITH THE CARRIAGE OF FLIGHT “

NavicaTors aS MEMBERS OF THE FLIGHT CREW OF PUBLIC

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

The following areas are hereby specified for the purposes of paragraph(+)

03° west longitude
14° west longitude
14° west longitude
28° east longitude
28° east longitude
23° east longitude
03° west longitude

38° east longitude
46° east longitude
52° east longitude
43°. east longitude
38° east longitude

75° west longitude
60° west longitude
40° west longitude
60° west longitude
70° west longitude
69° west longitude
75° west longitude
“80° west longitude

Area F—South America (Patagonia)

points :—
50° south latitude

40° south latitude
40° south latitude
50° south latitude
50° south latitude

75° west longitude

75° west longitude
75° west longitude
62° west longitude
65° west longitude
75° west longitude

at

All that area enclosed by rhumb lines joining successively the following

All that area enclosed by rhumblines joining successively the following

All that area enclosed by rhumblines joining successively the following
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Allthat are enclose

points :—

Area G—Pacific Ocean

50° southlatitude
20° south latitude
05° south latitude
05° north latitude

15° north latitude
30° north latitude
55° north latitude
67° north latitude

60° north latitude
20° north latitude
04° north latitude
00° north latitude
50° south latitude
50° south latitude. tek

excluding any part thereof lying within 300 na

Area H—Australia

All that area enclosed by rhumblines
points :—

%

18° south latitude
26° south latitude
30° south latitude
30° south latitude
26° south latitude
21° south latitude
18° south latitude

lrea I—Indian Ocean

All that area enclosed by rhumb lines
points :—

50° southlatitude
20° south latitude

13° south latitude
10° south latitude
18° north latitude
00° north latitude

24° north latitude

05° south latitude
- 20° south latitude
25° south latitude

30° south latitude

. . 50° south latitude
50° south latitude

d by rhumb lines joining successively the following

75° west longitude
73° west longitude
85° west longitude
80° west longitude

105° west longitude
125° west longitude
140° west longitude
180° west longitude
180° west longitude
"128° east longitude
“128° east longitude
‘160° east longitude
160° east longitude

joining successively the following

123” east longitude
118° east longitude
118- east longitude
145° east longitude
145° east longitude
140° east longitude
123° east longitude

-

joining successively the following

110° east longitude
110° east longitude
120° east longitude ©
100° east longitude
89° east longitude
80° east longitude
65” east longitude
43° east longitude
60° east longitude
60° east longitude
35° east longitude
35° east longitude

110°east longitude

7>° west longitude
utical miles of New Zealand

nl



clrea F.-—Atlantic Ocean
All that area enclosed

points :—

50° southlatitude
05° southlatitude

by rhumb lines joining successively the following
t

02> north latitude — .
02° north latitude

15° northlatitude

55° northlatitude
67° north latitude
67° north latitude’

45° north latitude

40° north latitude
19° north latitude . ..
05° south latitude
50° south latitude

50° south latitude...

15° east longitude
10° east longitude |
05° east longitude
10° west longitude
25° west longitude
15° west longitude
40° west longitude
60° west longitude
45° west longitude
63° west longitude

' 63° west longitude
30° west. longitude
55° west longitude.
15° east longitude

‘SCHEDULE 9

Regulation 16

Flight Crew of Aircraft : Licence and Ratings .
Part A Licences

Minimum Age, Period of Validity, Privileges

1.—Student Pilots

Student Pilots Licence (Flying Machines, Balloons and Airships) Minimum
age—17 years

Maximumperiod of Validity

(a) 24 months, if the holder is less than 40 years of age on the date
on which the licence is granted or renewed ; or

(b) 12 months,if the holderis 40 years of age or moreon that date
Privileges of The licence :—

(a) shall entitle the holder to fly as pilot in commandof anaircraft for
the purpose ofbecoming qualified for the grant or renewal of a pilot’s licence ;

() shall be valid only for flights within Nigeria and within any other
territory specified in thelicence;

(c) shall notentitle the holder to fly as pilot in commandofanaircraft
in which any person is carried ;

(d) shall be valid only for flights carried out in accordance with
instructions given by a person holding a pilot’s licence granted under these
Regulations, being a licence which includes a flying instructor’s rating
or an assistant flying instructor’s rating entitling him to give instruction
in flying the type of aircraft to be flown.

2.—Flying Machine Pilots

Private Pilot’s Licence (Flying Machines)
Minimum age- 17 years.
Maximum Period of Validity
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(a) 24 months, if the holderis less than 40 years of age on the date on
whichthelicence is granted or renewed’: or

(5) 12 months, if the holder is 40 years of age Or more on that date.

Privileges of the Licence :— .

(¢) shall entitle the holder to fly as pilot in commandor co-pilot of a
flying machineof any ofthe types specified in theaircraft rating included
in the licence, whentheaircraft is flying for any purpose other than public
transport or aerial work ;

(#) shall not entitle the holder to act.as pilot in command bynight
while carrying any passengerin theaircraft unless a night rating is included
in the licence, and unless an instrument rating is included therein or he
has within the preceding 6 months carried out as pilot in command not
less than 5 take-offs and 5 landings at a time when the depression of the
centre of the sun is not less than 12 degrees below the horizon.

Commerial Pilot’s Licence (Flying Machines)

Minimum age—i8 years
Maximum Period of Validity—6 months.

Privileges : In addition to the privileges given above for the Private
Pilot’s Licence the holderofthe licence shall be entitled to fly as :—

(¢) pilot in command of any flying machine of which the maximum
total weight authorised does not exceed 12,500 lb and whichis of a type
specified in Part 1 of the aircraft rating included in the licence, when the
flying machine is engaged in a flight for the purpose of public transport
er aerial work

Provided that :—

(a) he shall not, unless his licence includes an instrument rating,
fly such an aircraft on any scheduled journey:

(5) he shall not fly such an aircraft on a flight carrying passengers at
night unless an instrumentrating is included in his licence or he has within

_ the immediately preceding 90 dayscarried out as pilot in command not |
less than 5 take-offs and 5 landings at a time when the depression of the
centre of the sunis not less than 12 degrees below the horizon.

(zt) co-pilot of any flying machine ofa typespecified in Part 1 or Part
2 of such aircraft rating when the fiying machine is engagedin a flight
for the purpose of public transport or aerial work:

Senior Commercial Pilot’s Licencé (Flying Machine)
Minimum age — 21 years

. Maximum Period of Validity — 6 months.

Privileges : In addition to the privileges given above for the Private Pilot’s
Licence the holderof the licence shall be entitled to fly as:

(t) pilot in command of any flying machine of which the maximum |
total weight authorised does not exceed 30,000 Ib. and whichis of a type
specified in Part 1 of the aircraft rating included in the licence, when the
flying:machine is engaged in a flight for the purpose of public transport or
aerial work:
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Provided that :—

(a) he shall not, unless his licence includes an instrumentrating,

fly such an aircraft on any scheduled journey ;

(b) he shall not fly such an aircraft on a flight carrying passengers
at night unless an instrumentrating is included in his licence or he has
within the immediately preceding 90 days carried out as pilot in command ~
notless than 5 take-offs and 5 landings at a time when the depression of

the centre of the sun is not less than 12degrees below the horizon;

(#) co-pilot of any flying machine of a type specified in Part 1 or Part 2
of suchaircraft rating when the flying machine is engaged ina flight for

the purposeofpublic transportor aerial work.

Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence (Flying Machines) -

Minimum age — 21 years. j

Maximum Period of Validity — 6 months

‘Privileges : In addition to the privileges given above for the Private Pilot’s
Licence the holder of the licence shall be entitled to fly as :—

(i) pilot in commandof any flying machine of a type specified in Part1
of the aircraft rating included in the licence when the flying machine is
engaged in a flight for the purpose of public transport or aerial work.

Provided that :— A

(v) he shall not, unless his licence includes an instrument rating, fly
such an aircraft on any scheduled jourgey;

(b) he shall not fly such an aircraft on a flight carrying passengers at night
unless an instrumentrating is included in his licence or he has within the
immediately preceding 90 days carried outas pilot in commandnotless than
5 take-offs and 5 landings at a time when the depression of the centre of the ©
sun is not less than 12 degrees below the horizon;

(a) co-pilot of any flying machine of a type specified in Part 1 or Part 2
of such aircraft rating when the flying machine is engaged in flight for
the purposeof public transport or aerial work.

In respect of the privileges of a Private Pilot’s Licence the maximum
period of validity shall be as given for that licence. \

3. Balloon and Airships Pilots

Private Pilot’s Licence (Balloons and Airships)

Maximum age—17 years.

Maximum Period of Validity

(a) 24 months,if the holder is less than 40 years of age on the date on which
the licence is granted or renewed ; or



(5) 12 months, if the holder is 40 years of age or more on that date.
Privileges : The holder of the licence shall be entitled to fly, when the

balloon or airship is flying for any purpose other than public transport or
aerial work,as

(z) pilot in commandofanytype of balloon or airship specified in Part |
of the aircraft type rating included in thelicence

(2) co-pilot of any type of balloon or airship specified in Part 1 or
Part 2 of suchaircraft rating.

Commercial Pilot’s Licence (Balloons) -
:, Minimum age—18 years.
* Maximum Period of Validity—6 months

Privileges: In addition to the privileges given above for the Private Pilot’s
Licence in respect of balloons, the holder of the licence shall be entitled to
fly as pilot in command or co-pilot of any type of balloon specified in
the aircraft rating included in thelicence.

In respect ofthe privileges given above for the Private Pilot's Licence the
maximum periodof validity shall be as given for that licence.

Commercial Pilot’s Licence (Airships)
Minimum Age—18 years.
Maximum Period of Validity—-6 months

Privileges : In addition to the privileges given abovefor the Private Pilot’s
Licence in respect of airships, the holder of the licence shall be entitled to
fly as:-

(7) pilot in commandof any airship of a type specified in Part 1 of the
aircraft rating included in the licence ;

(1) co-pilot of any airship of a type specified in Part 1 or Part 2 of
such aircraft rating. «

In respect of the privileges of a Private Pilot’s licence the maxi-.
mum period ofvalidity shall be as given for that licence.

4.—Ghder Pilots~

Commercial Pilot’s Licence (Gliders)
Minimum age—18 years
Maximum Period of Validity—6 months

Privileges : The holder of the licence ‘shall be entitled to fly as ‘pilot in
command or co-pilot of :—- .

. (a). any glider of which the maximum total weight authorised does
not exceed 1,500 Ib.,

(5) any glider of which the maximum total weight authorised exceeds
1,500 Ib. and which is of a type specified in the rating included in the
licence. oo,



5.—Other Flight Crew

Flight Navigator's Licence
Minimum age—21 years.
Maximum Period of Validity—12 months,
Privileges : The holder of the licence shall be entitled to act as flight

navigator in any aircraft

Flight Engineer’s Licence
Minimum age—21years
Maximum Period of Validity—12 months.

Privileges: The holder of the licence shall be entitled to act as flight
engineer in any typeof aircraft specified in the aircraft rating included in
the licence.

Flight Radio telephony Operator’s General Licence
Minimumage-—18 years
Maximum Period of Validity—24 months.

Privileges : The holder of the licence shall be entitled to operate radio-
telephony apparatus in any aircraft. *

Flight. Radio-telephony Operator’s Restricted Licence.
Minimum age—17years. ®
Maximum Period of Validity—24 months.

Privileges : The holder .of the licence shall be entitled to operate radio-
telephony apparatusin anyaircraft if the stability of the frequency radiated
by the transmitter is maintained automatically but shall not be entitled to
operate the transmitter, or to adjust its frequency, except by the use of
external switching dévices,

Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Licence.
Minimum age 20 years.
Maximum Period of Validity—i2 months

Privileges : The holder‘of the licence shall be entitled to operate radio-
telegraphy and radiotelephony apparatus in any aircraft.

Flight Radiotelegraphy Operator’s Temporary Licence
: Minimum age—18 years So

Maximum Period of Validity—12 months.
Privileges : The holder*of the licence shall be entitled to operate radio-

telegraphy and radiotelephony apparatus in any aircraft under the super-
vision of a person whois the holder of a Flight Radiotelegraphy Opertor’s
licence. . |

Part B—Ratings

1. The following ratings may be included in a pilot’s ffeence (other
than a student pilot’s licence) granted under Part III of these Regulations,
and, subject to the provisions of these Regulations and of the licence, the
inclusion of a rating in a licence shall have the consequencerespectively
specified as follows :— —

Aircraft Rating : The licence shall entitle the holder to act as pilot
only of aircraft of the types specified in the aircraftrating and different
types of aircraft may be specified in respect of different privileges of a
licence.

- a>
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Instrument Rating (Flying Machines) shall entitle the holder of the
licence to act as pilot of a flying machineflying in controlled airspace in
accordance with the instrument Flight Rules:

Provided that the holder shall not be so entitled unless the licence bears
a certificate, signed by a person authorised by the minister for that pur-
pose, indicating that the holder has, within the previous 13 months,
passed an instrumentflyingtest.

Night Rating (Private Pilot’s Licence-Flying Machines) shall entitle the
holder of a private pilot’s licence to act as pilot in commandofa flying
machine carrying passengers by night.

Towing Rating (Flying Machines) shall entitle the holder of the licence
to act as pilot of a flying machine while towing a glider in flight for the
purpose of public transport or aerial work. ‘

Flying Instructor’s Rating shall entitle the holder of the licence to
give instruction in flying aircraft of such types as maybe specified in the

_ rating for that purpose, The.maximum period ofvalidity ofa flying in-
structor’s rating shall be 12 months.

Assistant Flying Instructor’s Rating shall entitle the holder of the li-
cence to give-instruction in flying aircraft ofsuch types as may bespecified
in the rating for that purpose ;

“Provided that :—

(a) such instruction shall only be given under the supervision of a
person present during the take-off and landing at the aerodromeat
which theinstruction is to begin and end and holding a pilot’s licence
endorsed.with the flying instructor’s rating and

(6) an. assistant flying instructor’s rating shall not entitle the holder
of the licence to give directions to the person undergoing the instruction
in respect of the performanceby that person of :—

() his first solo flight ; or

(i) his first solo flight by night ; or
(zz) his first solo cross-country flight otherwise than by night; 0
(tv) his. first solo cross-country flight by night. ‘

The maximum period ofvalidity of an assistant flying instructor’s rating
shall betwelve months.

2. An aircraft rating may be included in every flight engineer’s licence.
The licence shall entitle the holder to act as flight engineer only ofaircraft
of a type specified in the aircraft rating.

3. For the purposes of this Schedule :—

“Solo flight” means a flight on which the pilot of the aircraft is not
accompanied by a person holding a pilot’s licence granted or rendered
valid under these Regulations

“Cross-country flight’? means any flight during the course of which the
aircraft is more than 3 miles from the aerodromeof departure.

a
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SCHEDULE 10

Regulation 21

Public Transport—Operational Requirements

Part A—OPpERATIONS MANUAL

_ Information and instructions relating to the following matters shall be
includedin the operations manual referred to in paragraph (2) of Regulation
21 of these Regulations :—

(7) the numberofthe crew to becarried in the aircraft, on each stage of
any route to be flown, and the respective capacities in which they are to
act, and instructions as to the order and circumstances in which command
is to be assumed by members of the crew ;

(i) the respective duties of each member of the crew and the other
members ofthe operatingstaff ; a

(ii) the particulars referred to in paragraph (7) of Regulation 45 of
these Regulations;

(wv) such technical particulars concerning the aircraft, its engines and
equipment and concerning the performance of the aircraft as may be
necessary to enable the flight crew of the aircraft to perform their res-
pective duties;

(v) the manner in which the quantities of fuel and oil to be carried by
the aircraft are to be computed and records of fuel and oil carried and
consumed on each stage of the route to be flown are to be maintained;
the instructions shall take account of all circumstances likely to been-
countered on the flight including the possibility of failure of one or more
of the aircraft engines ;

(vi) the manner of which the quantity, if any, of oxygen and oxygen
equipmentto becarried in the aircraft for the purpose of complying with .
scale K in thefifth Schedule to these Regulationsis to be computed.

(vi) the check system to be followed by the crew of the aircraft prior
to and on take-off, on landing and in an emergency, so as to ensure that
the operating procedures contained in thé operations manual and in the
flight manual or performance schedule forming part of the relevant
certificate of airworthiness are complied with,;

(vit?) the circumstances in which a radio watch is to be maintained;

(ix) the circumstances in which oxygen is to be used bythe crew ofthe
aircraft, and by passengers;

(x) communication, navigational aids, aerodromes, local regulations
in-flight procedures, instrument approach and landing procedures and
such otherinformation as the operator may deem necessary for the proper
conductof flight operations ; the information referred to in this paragraph
shall be contained in a route guide which maybein the form of a separate
volume;

(xt) the reporting in flight to the notified authorities of meteorological
observations;

(xi) the minimum altitudes for safe flight on each stage of the route
to be flown and any planned diversion therefrom, such minimum altitudes
being not lower than any which may be applicable underthe law of Nigeria
or of the countries whose territory is to be flown over;
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(xiii) such matters as are specified in the Twelfth Schedule to these
Regulations relating to weather conditions for take-off and landing;
__(siv) emergency flight procedures, including procedures for the
instruction of passengers in the position and useyof emergency equipment,
and procedures to be adopted when the commanderoftheaircraft becomes
aware that anotheraircraft or a vessel is in distress and needs assistance :

Provided that'in relation to any flight which is not oneof a series offlights
between the sametwo places it shall be sufficientif, to the extentthat it is
not practicable to comply with paragraphs («) (aii) and (xii), the manual
contains such information and instructions as will enable the equivalent
data to be ascertained before take-off.

Regulation 22
-

Part B.—CreEwFRAINING AND TEsTs

1. The training, experience, practice and periodical tests required under
paragraph (2) of Regulation 22 of these Regulations in the case of members
of the crew of an aircraft engaged on a flight for the purpose of public
transport shall be as follows :-—

{1) The Crew

Every memberof the crew shaft

(a) have been tested within the relevant period by or on behalf of the
operator as to his knowledge of the use of the emergency andlife saving
equipment required to be carried in the aircraft on the flight ; and

(b) have practised within the relevant period under the supervision of
the operator or of a person appointed by him for the purpose of carrying
out of the duties required of him in case of an emergency occuring to the
aircraft, either in an aircraft of the type to be used on the flight or in
apparatus approved by the Minister for the purpose and controlled by
persons so approved.

(2) Pilots

(a) Every pilot included in the flight crewwhois intended by the operator
to fly as pilot in conditions requiring compliance with Instrument Flight
Rules (which conditions are hereafter in this Schedule referred to as “Imc’”’)
shall within the relevant period have been tested by or on behalf of the
operator as to his competenceto perform his duties in an aircraft of the type
to be used ontheflight, includinga test of his ability—

(7) to execute normal and emergency manoeuvres and. procedures in
flight in such aircraft in IMC,actual or simulated, and

(2) to use in IMC,actual or simulated, the instruments and equipment
provided for use in such conditionsin the aircraft to be used onthe flight.
A pilot’s ability to carry out normal manoeuvres and procedures shall be
tested in the aircraft in flight. The other tests required by this sub-
paragraph may be conducted either in the aircraft in flight, or under the
supervision of a person approved by the Minister for the purpose, by means
of apparatus so approved in which flight conditions are simulated on the
ground. . ,

(5) Everypilot includedin the flight crew whoselicence does not include
an instrumentrating or who, notwithstanding the inclusion of such rating

‘in his licence, is not intended by the operator to fly as pilot in IMC, shall



within the relevant period have been tested, by or on behalf of the operator,
in flight in.an aircraft of the type to be used on theflightas to his competence
to act as pilot thereof, including a test of his ability to execute normal and
emergency manoeuvres and procedures.

(3) Flight Eggineers

Everyflight engineer included in the flight crew shall within the relevant
period have been tested by or on behalf of the operator. either in flight, or,
under the supervision of a person approved by the Minister for the purpose,
by means of apparatus so approved in which flight conditions are simulatedon the ground, as to his competence to perform the duties of flight engineer
in aircraft of the type to be used on the flight, including his ability to execute
emergency procedures in the courseof such duties.

(4) Flight Navigators and Flight Radio Operators.
Every flight navigator and flight radio operator whose inclusion in theflight crew is required under paragraphs(4) and(5) respectively of Regulation14 of these Regulations slall within the relevant period have been tested byor on behalf of the operator as to his competence to perform his duties inconditions correspondingto those likel¥to be ‘encountered ontheflight :—

(2) in the case of a flight navigator, using’ equipment of the type to be |usedin theaircraft on the flight for purposes of navigation:
(0) in the case of a flight radio operator, using radio equipment ofthetype installed in the aircraft to be used on the flight and including a testofhis ability to carry out emergency procedures.

(5) Aircraft Commanders

(a) The pilot designated as commanderof the aircraft for the flight shallwithin the relevant period :—

() have demonstrated to thesatisfaction of the operator that he hasadequate knowledge of the route to be taken, the aerodromes of take-offand landing, and any alternate aerodromes, including in particular hisknowledge of :— ,
the terrain,

the seasonal meteorological conditions,
the meteorological, communications, and air traffic facilities,
services and procedures,
the search andrescue procedures, and

the navigationalfacilities,
relevantto the route;

(1) have been tested as to his proficiency in using instrument approach-to-land systemsofthd type in use at the aerodrome of intended landingand any alternate aerodromes, such test being carried out either in flightin IMCor IMC simulated by means approved by the Minister, or underthe supervision of a pérson approved by the Minister for the purpose bymeans of appratus so approved in which flight conditions are simulated onthe ground; |
(77) have carried ou} as pilot in comm and not less than three take-offsandthree landingsin aitcraft of the type to be used on the flight.
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(6) In determining whether a pilot’s knowledge of the matters referred
to in sub-paragraphs(a) (7) is sufficient to render him competent to perform
the duties of aircraft commander on the flight the operator shall take into
accountthe pilot’s flying experience in conjunction with the following :—

(7) the experience of other members of the intended flight crew ;

(it) the influence of terrain and obstructions on departure and approach
procedures at the; aerodromes of take-off and intended landing andat
alternate aerodromes;

(iii) the similarity of the instrument approach procedures and let down
aids to those with whichthepilotis familiar ;

(v7) the dimensions of runways which may be used in the course of the
flight in relation to the performance limits of aircraft of the type to be ~
used on theflight;

(v) the reliability of meteorological forecasts and the probability of
difficult meteorological conditions in the areas to be traversed.

(vi) the nature of air traffic control procedures and familiarity of the
pilot with such procedures;

(viz) the influence of terrain on route conditions and the extent of the
assistance obtainable on route from navigational aids and air-to-ground

communicationfacilities ;

(viii) the extent to whichit is possible for the pilot to become familiar
with unusual aerodrome procedures and features of the route by means of
groundinstruction andtraining devices.

6) For the purposes of this Schedule, the expression “relevant period”’purp Pp P
means a period’ which immediately precedes the commencements of the
flight being a period :-— ne

(a) in the case of sub-paragraph(5)(a)(a7) of this paragraph, ofthree
months;

(b) in the case of sub-paragraphs(2) (3) and(5) (a) (77) of this paragraph,
of. six months ;

_ (c) in the case of sub-paragraphs (1) (4) and (5) (a) (#) of this paragraph

of twelve months;

Providedthat :—

(i) any pilot of the aircraft to whom the provisions of sub-paragraph(2)
or (5) (a) (zi) and anyflight engineer of the aircraft to whom the provisions
of sub-paragraph (3) of this paragraph apply shall for the purposes of
the flight be deemed to have complied with such requirements respectively
within the relevant period if he has qualified to perform his duties in
accordance therewith on two occasions within the period of twelve months
immediately preceding the flight, such occasions being separated by an
interval of not less than four months;

(ii) the requirements of sub-paragraph (5) (a) (7) shall be deemed to
: have been complied with within the relevant perjod by a pilot designated

as commanderof the aircraft for the flight if, having become qualified
so as to act on flights between the same places over the same route more
than twelve. months before €ommencementof the flight, he has within
the period of twelve months immediately preceding the flight flown as
pilot of an aircraft between those places over that route.



2,—(1) The records required to be maintained by an operator under
paragraph (2) of Regulation 22 of these Regulations shall be accurate and
up to date records so kept as to show, on any date, in relation to each person
who has during the period of two years immediately preceding that date
flown as a memberof the crew of anypublic transport aircraft operated by
that operator—

(2) the date and particulars of each test required by this Schedule
undergone by that person during the said period including the name
and qualifications of the examiner;

(b) the date upon which that personlast practised the carrying out of
the duties referred to in paragraph 1 (1) (8) of this Schedule;

(c) the operator’s conclusions based on each such test and practice as to
that person’s competenceto perform his duties;_

(d) the date and particulars of any decision taken by the operator
during the said period in |Pursuance of paragraph 1 (5) (a) (2) of this
Schedule including particulars of the evidence upon which that decision
was based. }« &

(2) The operator shall whenever called upon to do so by any authorised
person produce for the inspection of any person so authorised all records
referred to in the preceding sub-paragraph and furnish to any such person
all such information as he may require in connection with any such records
and produce for his inspection all log books certificates, papers and other
documents whatsoever which he may reasonably require to see for the
purpose of determining whether such records are complete or of verifying
the accuracy oftheir contents. ; ‘

(3) The operator shall at the request of any person in respect of whom he
is required to keep records ds aforesaid furnish.to that person, or to any
operatorofaircraft for the purpose of public transport by whom that person
may subsequently be employed,particulars of any qualifications in accordance
with this Schedule obtained by such person whilstin his service.

SCHEDULE 11
Regulations 51 and 52

Documentsto be Carried by Aircraft Registered in Nigeria.
Ona flight for the purpose of public transport :-
Documents A, B, C, D, E; F, andif the flight is internationalair naviga-

tion, Document G. .|

On

a

flight for the purpose ofjaerial work ;—
Documents A, B, C, E, F, and if the flight is internationalair navigation

Document G. ¢

On a flight, being internatidnal air navigation, for a purpose other thanpublic transportoraerial work :|--
Documents, A. B. C, and.G.

Forthe purposes ofthis Schedule —

« 
“A” means any licence te install and operate radio apparatus in the

aircraft for the time being in force, and the current telecommunicationlog book required by these Regulations ;

“B” means the certificate of airworthiness in force in respect of the
aircraft;
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“C” means the licences of the membersofthe flight crew of the aircraft

‘‘D” means one copyof the load sheet,if any, required by Regulation 23
of these Regulations in respectof the flight; .

“E” means one copy of each certificate of maintenance, if any, in
force in respectofthe aircraft.

“FE” means the technical log if any, in which entries are required to be

made under paragraph (5) of Regulation 6 of these Regulations;

“G” means the certificate of registration in force in respect of the
aircraft.

Forthe purposesof this Schedule :-—

“International, air navigation” means anyflight in which a landing is

made outside the State in which the aircraft commencestheflight.

SCHEDULE12

Regulation 24 (3)

Minimum weather conditions for take-off, approach to landing and
~ landing by public transport aircraft registered in Nigeria.

(1) In this Schedule

“Approachto landing” means that portion of the flight of the aircraft
in which it is descending below a height of 1,000 feet above the critical
height of the relevant minimum for landing;

 

“Cloud ceiling”in relation to an aerodrome meansthevertical distance

from the elevation of the aerodrometo the lowest part of any cloud visible

from the aerodrome whichis sufficient to obscure more than one half of

the skyso visible;

“Critical height” means the minimum height abovetheelevation of the

aerodrome to which an approach to landing can safely be continued

without visual reference to the ground ;

‘“Viinimum weather conditions” in relation to an aerodrome means the

cloud ceiling and runwayvisual range for take-off and the critical height

and runway visual range for landing below which the aircraft cannot
safely-take-off or land (as the case may be) at that aerodrome, and the
expression “relevant minimum” shall be construed accordingly.

“runway visual range” in relation to a runwayor landing strip means

the maximumdistance in the direction of take-off or landing, as the

case may be, at which the runway or landing strip or the markers or
lights delineating it can be seen from a point 15 feet above its centre line ;

and in the case of an aerodrome in Nigeria the distance, if. any, com-
municated to the commanderof the aircraft by or on behalf of the person
in charge of the aerodrome as being the runway visual range shall be
taken to be the runwayvisual rangefor the time being ;

“specified” in relation to antaircraft means specified in or ascertainable
byreference to the operations manualrelating to that aircraft.

(2) In compliance with Regulation 21 (2) of these Regulations and para-
graph (xiii) of Part A of the Tenth Schedule hereto the operator of every
aircraft to which that Regulation applies shall establish and include in the
operations manual relating to the aircraft particulars of minimum weather
cunditions appropriate to every aerodromeof intended departure or landing
and every alternate aerodrome:



Provided that, in respect of aerodromes to be used only on a flight which
is not a scheduledjjourneyor any partthereof it shall be sufficient to include
in the operations manualdata and instructions by means of which the appro-
priate minimum weather conditions can be calculated by the commanderof
theaircraft.

(3) The minimum weather conditions specified shall not, in respect of
any aerodrome, be less favourable than any declared in respect of that
aerodrome by. the competent authority, unless that authority otherwise

- permits in writing.

(4) In establishing minimum weather conditions for the purpose of this
Regulation the operator of the aircraft shall take into account the follgwing
matters :— .

(a) the type and .performance and handling characteristics. of the
aircraft and any relevant conditions in its certificate of airworthiness;

(5) the composition ofits crew.

(c) the physical characteristics of the relevant: aerodrome and. its
surroundings;

(d) the dimensions of the runways which may bé8elected for use :

(e) whether or not there are in use at the relevant aerodromeanyaids,
visual or otherwise, to assist aircraft in approach, landing, or take-off,
being aid8 which the crewof the aircraft are trained and equippedto use;
the nature of any such aids that are in use; and{the procedures for
approach, landing and take-off which may be ‘adopted according to the
existence or absence of such aids ; and shall establish in relation to,each
runaway which maybe selected ’for use minimum weather conditions
appropriate to eachset of circumstances which can reasonably be expected.

(5) With reference to Regulation 24 (3) of these Regulations an aircraft
shall not commencea flight at a time when :—

(2) the cloud ceiling or the runwayvisual range at the aerodrome of
departure is less than the minimum respectively specified for take-off ; or

(5) according to the information available to the commander of the
aircraft it would not be able, without contravening paragraph (6) of this
Schedule to commenceor continue an approachto landing at the aerodrome
of intended destination at the estimated timeof arrival there and at any
alternate aerodromeat any time at which according to a reasonable estimate
the aircraft would arrive-there.

(6) With reference to Regulation 24 (3) of these Regulations, an aircraft °
shall not—

(a2) commence or continue an approach to landing at any aerodrome
if the runwayvisual range at that aerodrome, established ordetermined
as aforesaid, is at the time less than the relevant minimumfor landing ; or

(5) continue an approach to landing at any aerodromebyflying below
the critical height of the relevant minimum for landingif from that height
the approach to landing cannot be completed entirely by visual reference
to the ground.

(7) If according to the information available an aircraft would as regards
any flight be required by the Rules of the Air and Air Traffic Control to be
flown in accordance with the instrument Flight Rules at the aerodromeof,
intended landing, the commanderof the aircraft shall select prior to take-off
an alternate aerodrome unless na aerodromesuitable for that purpose is
available. e

a
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SCHEDULE 13
Regulation 66

Lagos , "Lagos Calabar
Kano Kano Maiduguri
Calabar

Maiduguri

SCHEDULE 14

Regulation 75 (2)
AERODROME PERMIT

Regulation 75 (2) of the Civil Aviation (Air Navigation)
Regulations, 1965

Holders Name
Rank

Address
:

The holder of this Aerodrome Permitis a person authorised tG-have freeaccess to all parts of any Governmentorlicensed aerodrome in Nigeria,includingall parts ofany building on such aerodrome

Dated at Lagosthis day of 19 ....

Photograph‘
of

Holder

"MinisterofAviation
Vote : This Aerodrome Permit does not give the holder the right to enterany customs bonded warehouse

Signature ofee.

SCHEDULE 15

Regulation 79—Penalties
Part A—Provisions REFERRED TO 1X PARAGRAPH(5) OF REGULATION 79

Regulation 1 _ _ Regulation 29 (except paragraph (2))Regulation 3 — Paragraph (1) of Regulation 39
Paragraph (5) of Regulation 7 Paragraph (1) of Regulation 40Regulation 11 ‘Regulation 48
Paragraph (3) of Regulation 12 Regulation 53
Regulation 18 Paragraph (2) of Regulation 57Regulation 20 Paragraph (3) of Regulation 61Regulation 21 3 Regulation 67
Paragraph (5)"of Regulation 23 Paragraph (1) of Regulation 72



SCHEDULE
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15—continued - >

Regulation 79

_ Part B—Provisions REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH (6) oF REGULATION 79

Regulation 4

‘Paragraph(1) of Regulation 6

Regulation 7 (except paragraph (5))

Regulation 9

Regulation 10

Regulation 12 (except paragraph(3))

Regulation 14

Regulation 15

Regulation 19

Regulation 22

Regulation 23 (except paragraph (5))

Regulations 24 to 28 inclusive

Paragraph (2). of Regulation 29

Regulations 30 to 38 inclusive

Paragraph (2) of Regulation 39

Paragraph (2) of Regulation 40

_ Regulation 41

Regulation 42 .

_ Regulations 44 to 47 inclusive

Regulation 49

Regulation 55 (except paragraph (3))

Regulation 56 (except paragraph (4))

Regulation 57 (exceptparagraph(2)) |

Regulation 58 - |

Regulation 63

Paragraph (2) of Regulation 61

Regulation 69

. Regulation 71

~ Regulation 73

Regulation 77

Mabe at Lagos this 21st day of October 1965.

Jaja Wacucxv,

Alinister of Aviation
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L.N. 16 of 1966

CUSTOMS AND EXCISE MANAGEMENT ACT 1958

- (No. 55 oF 1958)

Open General Import Licence (All Countries) (No. 1 of 1964)

(Amendment) Notice 1966. ;

Commencement : 14th February 1966

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 4 of the Imports Prohibition

Order 1959, the Import Licensing Authority hereby gives the following

Notice :-—

1, Schedule 1 to the Open General Import Licence (All Countries) No. 1 Amendment

of 1964 is hereby amended bythe addition of the following item :— of LN 56

“14. Rhodesia” ,
a

2.—(1) This Notice may be cited as the Open General Import Licence — Citation,
application(All Countrids) No. 1 of 1964 (Amendment) Notice 1966.

. and com-

(2) This! Notice shall apply throughout the Federation and shall come

—

™eneement.

into force on the 14th dayof February, 1966.

Mave in Lagos this 14th day of February 1966.

J: B. E_umeze,
Import Licensing Authority,

Ministry of Trade

ey

EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note isnot part of the Notice but intended to explain its effect.)

The efféct of this Amendmentis that all imports from Southern Rhodesia
into Nigeria are now prohibited except on a Specific Import Licence issued
by the Import Licensing Authority.



L.N. 17 of 1966

LOCAL LOANS (REGISTERED STOCK AND SECURITIES)
ACT (CAP. 111)

Local Loan (Government of Nigeria Third Development Loan 1973)

Directions 1966

Commencement : 22nd February 1966

Wuerzasby section 1 (1) (a) of the Internal Loans Act 1962, as amended

by the Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree 1966, the

Federal Executive Council may, in any manner authorised by the Local

Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Act or the Government Promissory

Notes Act 1960, raise loans-in Nigeria not exceeding in the aggregate the

sum of one hundred million Nigerian pounds:

AND WHEREAS it seems expedient to raise a loan of two million Nigerian

s pounds(hereinafter called “the loan’’ (by the creation andissue of registered

stock maturing in seven years for the purposesof the development programme:

NowTHEREFORE in exercise of the powers conferred by section 5 (1) of

the Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Act, as amended by the

Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree 1966, and of all other

powers enabling it in that behalf, the Federal Executive Council hereby

gives the following directions—

1. These ditections may be cited as the Local Loan (Government of

Nigeria Third Development Loan 1973) Directions 1966 and shall apply

throughoutthe Federation. ,

2.--(1) The sum of moneyto be raised by the loan shall be two million

Nigerian poundsin the form of registered stock to be issued in denominations

of ten pounds or any multiple thereof. \

(2) The stock shall be issued at par, the sum of ten pounds belng payable

on application for each ten poundsof stock applied for.

(3) The stock so raised shall be transferable in units of ten pounds.

3. Interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum shall be payable. The

first interest payment shall be made on 5th September 1966, and thereafter

interest shall be payable half-yearly on 5th March and 5th September each

year until maturity.

4. The half-yearly contributions out of the general revenue and assets

of the Federation to a Sinking Fundestablished for the purpose of redeeming

this loan shall be at the rate of 4.7 per centum of the principal sum raised.

Thefirst of such paymentshall be made on 5th September 1966.

5. The Government of Nigeria shall redeem the stock at par on the 5th

March 1973.
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Taxation of 6. Interest payable on this stock shall not be exempt from anytax unless
Interest. such exemption is permissible under any written law in any part of Nigeria

bs such tax shall not be deducted at source.

Givenat Lagos this 22nd day of February 1966.

A. A. ATTA,
Permanent Secretary.
Ministry of Finance

EXPLANATORYNOTE

The purpose of these “Directions”is to specify the sum of moneyto he
. raised by this loan andtheconditionsrelating thereto.

.

e
e



L.N. 18 of 1966

LOCAL LOANS (REGISTERED STOCK AND SECURITIES) ACT
(CAP. 111)

Local Loan (Government of Nigeria Third Development
Loan, 1981) Directions 1966

Commencement :. 22nd February 1966 —

Wuereas bysection 1 (1) (a) of the Internal Loans Act, 1962, as amended
bythe Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree, 1966, the Federal
Executive Council may, in any manner authorised by the Local Loans
(Registered Stock and Securities) Act or the Government Promissory Notes
Act, 1960, raise loans in Nigeria not exceeding in the aggregate the sum of
one hundred million Nigerian pounds:

AND WHEREASit seems expedientto raise a loan of Three Million Nigerian:
pounds(hereinafter called ‘the loan’’) by the creation and issue of registered
stock maturing in Fifteen years for the purposes of the development pro- .
gramme:

NOWTHEREFORE in exercise of the powers conferred by section 5 (1) of the
Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Act, as amended by the
Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree, 1966, and ofall other
pqwers enabling it in that behalf, the Federal Executive Council hes
gives the following directions—

1. ‘These directions may be cited as the Local (Governmentof NigeriaThird Development Loan 1981) Directions, 1966 and shall apply throughout
the Federation. .

2.1) The sum of moneyto beraised bythe loan shall be Three millionNigerian poundsin the formofregistered stockto beissued in denominations
of ten poundsor any multiple thereof.

(2) The stock shall be issued at par, the sum of ten pounds being payableon application for each ten pounds ofstock applied for. ;
(3) Thestock so raised shall be transferablein, units of ten pounds,

3. Interest at the rate of 54 per centum per annum shall be payable. Thefirst interest payment shall be made on Sth September, 1966, and thereafterinterest shall be payable half-yearly on 5th March and 5th September eachyear until maturity.

+. ‘The half-yearly contributions out of the general revenue and assets ofthe Federation to a Sinking Fund established for the purpose of redeemingthis loan shall be at the rate of 1.78 per centum of the principal sum raised.Thefirst of such paymentshall be made on 5th September, 1966.

5. The Government of Nigeria shall redeem the stock at.par on the 5thMarch 1981.
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Taxation of
Interest.

6. Interest payable on this stock shall not be exempt from any tax unless
‘such exemption is permissible underany written law in any part of Nigeria
but such tax shall not be deducted at source.

GIVEN at Lagos this 22nd dayof February 1966.
ae

A. A. Atta,
Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Finance

EXPLANATORY NOTE
‘The purpose ofthese ‘‘Directions” is to specify the sum of money to be

raised by this loan andthe conditions relating thereto.

 

Citation and
extent.

Sum of
moneyto be
raised and
mode of
raising the
loan.

L.N. 19 of 1966

LOCAL LOANS (REGISTERED STOCK AND SECURITIES) ACT
(CAP. 111)

Local Loan (Governmentof Nigeria Third Development
Loan, 1990) Directions 1966

Commencement : 22nd February 1966

Wuereas by section 1 (1) (a) of the Internal Loans Act 1962, as
amended bythe Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree 1966,
the Federal Executive Council may, in any manner authorised by the Local
Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Act or the Government Promissory
Notes Act 1960, raise loans in Nigeria not exceeding in-the aggregate the
sum of one hundred million Nigerian pounds :

AND WHEREAS it seems expedientto raise a loan of Nine Million Nigerian
pounds(hereinafter called the “loan’’) by the creation and issue of registered
stock maturing in Twenty-four years fér the purposes of the development
programme: a ;

NowTHEREFORE in exercise of the powers conferred by section 5 (1) of the
Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Act, as amended by the
Constitution (Suspension and Modification) Decree 1966, and of all other
powers enabling it in that behalf, the Federal Executive Council hereby
gives the following directions— ,

1. These directions may be cited as the Local Loan (Government of
Nigeria Third Development Loan, 1990) Directions, 1966 andshall apply
throughout the Federation. ‘

2.—(1) The sum of moneyto beraised by the loan shall be Nine million
Nigerian poundsin the form ofregistered stock to be issued in denominations
of ten pounds or any multiple thereof. —

(2) The stock shall be issued at par, the sum of ten pounds being payable
on application for each ten pounds of stock applied for.

fe



(3) ‘The stock so raised shall be transferable in units of ten pounds.
3. Interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum sball be payable. ‘Thefirst interest payment shall be made on 5th September 1966, and thereafterinterest shall be payable half-yearly on 5th March and 5th September each

year until maturity. :

+. ‘The half-yearly contributions out of the general revenue and assets ofthe Federation to a Sinking Fundestablished for the purpose of redeemingthis loan shall be at the rate of 0.88 per centum of the principal sum raised.The first of such payment shall be made on 5th September 1966.

5. The Government of Nigeria shall redeem the stock at par on the 5thMarch 1990,

6. Interest payable on this stock shall not be exempt from any tax unlesssuch exemptionis permissible under any written law in any part of Nigeriabut such tax shall not be deducted at source,

GIVEN at Lagos this 22nd day of February 1966. ,

A. A. Atta,
Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Finance

EXPLANATORY NOTE

The purposeof these “Directions” is to specify the sum of moneyto beraised by this loan andthe conditions relating thereto.
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